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Abstract of the dissertation
Fundamental studies of solid-fuel combustion using a two-stage flat-flame burner
by
Adewale Ayodeji Adeosun
Doctor of Philosophy in Energy, Environmental, and Chemical Engineering

Washington University in St. Louis, 2018
Professor Richard L. Axelbaum, Chair
Innovative coal technologies are essential for addressing concerns about air pollution and
global climate change. A key pathway to advancing these technologies is through developing a
thorough understanding of the fundamental physical and chemical processes that occur during coal
combustion. Ignition influences many aspects of coal combustion, including flame stability,
submicron aerosol evolution, and char burnout. As important as ignition and these associated
processes are, they are challenging to study because they depend on many factors, such as the
combustion environment, particle size, and particle-particle interactions.
While there have been many studies of coal ignition, none have studied the process in a way
that simulates the coal particles going from a reducing to an oxidizing environment, which is
characteristic of what coal particles experience in the near-burner region of pulverized coal
furnaces. Fundamental studies of the impacts of this “reducing-to-oxidizing” environment on
ignition as a function of residence time, gas temperature, and particle size can provide valuable
insights for optimizing advanced burner design.
In addition to ignition, ultrafine aerosols are mainly formed in the near-burner region of
pulverized coal furnaces where temperature is high, and a better understanding of the formation
mechanisms in the reducing-to-oxidizing environment can aid the development of in-flame control
xvi

of particulate formation. Thus, in this dissertation, a new experimental platform, called a two-stage
Hencken flat-flame reactor, is designed and fabricated for evaluating coal ignition and aerosol
formation in conditions relevant to pulverized coal furnaces with respect to timescales, gas
temperatures, and combustion environments.
With this new reactor, particles first experience a reducing environment and then transition to
an oxidizing environment, in a residence time characteristic of typical coal furnaces. Using this
unique experimental apparatus, single particle ignition and coal stream ignition data are obtained
under a wide range of conditions. The methods to obtain these data include high-speed
videography, image-processing technique (particle tracking and intensity extraction), and scanning
electron microscopy. Together with computational model predictions, characteristics of single
particle ignition and coal stream ignition are obtained which include ignition mechanisms, ignition
delay times and induction times.
First, a proof-of-concept study is performed to evaluate the influence of the “reducing-tooxidizing” environment (R-O) on single particle ignition. The proof-of-concept study is repeated
for single particles experiencing an oxidizing environment only (O). The results show that the RO affects single particle ignition significantly. Specifically, at a high gas temperature of 1800 K, a
hetero-homogeneous mechanism is promoted in the R-O while a homogeneous-to-heterogeneous
mechanism prevails in the oxidizing environment. For 1300 K gas temperature environment, it is
found that volatiles are released mainly after the particle has transitioned to the oxidizing
environment, thus promoting homogeneous ignition. Due to the R-O, average ignition delay times
for single particles in nominal 1300 K and 1800 K gas temperatures increase over those of O by
20% and 40% respectively.

xvii

Next, the role of different particle sizes on single particle ignition is studied. Unique to the RO, ignition delay times for particles above 106 µm size are found to be similar in 1800 K gas
temperature. The similarity is due to high volatile fluxes from such large particles. Hence,
homogeneous ignition occurs as soon as such a particle with its volatile transitions to the oxidizing
environment from the reducing environment. In a 1300 K gas temperature environment (lower
heating rate), the ignition delay times in O and R-O are similar for the same particle size range
because significant volatile release occurs after the reducing zone. For the various particle sizes
studied, gas temperature in O has a first order effect on single particle ignition, reducing ignition
times in an 1800 K environment by a factor up to 5 times over those in 1300 K environment.
The next study on single particle ignition involves statistical ignition analysis aimed at
investigating the ignition behavior of coal particles over a wide particle size range. Typically, coal
particles are classified into narrow size ranges before single particle experiments. The ignition
behavior of the narrow particle size range is then based on data from a few sampled particles,
usually with no knowledge of what particle sizes in the size range are sampled. To address this
limitation and eliminate the need for particle classification, single particle ignition experiments are
conducted using 75-149 µm particles, and a new algorithm is developed that allows for
simultaneous determination of particle size before ignition and ignition delay time from the
experimental data. Using the new algorithm, statistical ignition data from these experiments are
compared to the experimental results from ignition studies using four different narrow particle size
ranges. The results show that the use of narrow size ranges in evaluating ignition behavior of coal
compares well on average to the statistical ignition data. As expected, the results using the four
narrow size ranges do not capture the variations in ignition delay times.

xviii

Apart from the single particle ignition experiments, the effects of particle size and the reducingto-oxidizing environment on pulverized coal stream ignition are also studied. The results show that
ignition delay time is independent of particle size at 1800 K gas temperatures in either the oxidizing
or the reducing-to-oxidizing environment condition, but depends significantly on particle size at
1300 K. This finding indicates that ignition delay time is determined by the amount of volatiles
released (depending on particle size), by the gas temperature, and by the local oxygen
concentration. For all particle size ranges considered, homogeneous-to-heterogeneous ignition is
observed. The reducing-to-oxidizing environment increases ignition delay times by 100% on
average over those of oxidizing conditions at 1800 K gas temperature. In the reducing-to-oxidizing
environment, longer ignition delay times are due to the oxidation of volatiles released before the
particles exit the volatile flame front at the flame front. Hence, for homogeneous ignition to occur,
more volatiles must be generated downstream of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment zone. On
the other hand, at a 1300 K nominal gas temperature, ignition delay times and modes strongly
depend on particle size in the stream. Interestingly though, there exists a crossover at which the
ignition delay times in the reducing-to-oxidizing environment are less than those of the oxidizing
environment for large particles (i.e., 90-124 µm and 125-149 µm) at 1300 K.
The experimental observations are consistent with model predictions. With both experimental
and computational modeling tools, this dissertation offers new fundamental understanding of coal
ignition as an early-stage process of coal combustion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
1.1.1 Fossil fuels: Meeting present and future global energy needs
According to the International Energy Agency and the British Petroleum Statistical Review of
World Energy, the world’s total energy consumption in 2015 was 575 quadrillion British thermal
units, and about 81% of this consumption came from fossils fuels.1 Even with a considerable and
unprecedented effort to develop renewable energy sources, fossil fuels will account for about 80%
of the projected primary energy needs in 2040.2, 3 Based on the statistical projections shown in
Figure 1-1, petroleum and other liquids will be the world’s primary energy sources, fulfilling a
third of the needs primarily for transportation and feedstock for chemical industries. Natural gas
production will also increase, meeting 25% of all demands.4 Coal currently provides about a third
of global energy needs but the total share of coal in the world’s energy consumption will decline
to about 22% in 2040.2, 3, 5 However, while there is a decline in the percentage contribution of coal
to the total energy demand, Figure 1-1 shows that global coal consumption will remain flat, at
about 9 billion short tons every year through the projected period.2 Therefore, the use of natural
gas, petroleum, and coal will be central to sustaining future technological development and
industrialization, with coal still dominant in electricity generation across the globe.5, 6

1

Figure 1-1. World energy consumption in quadrillion BTU by energy source. Source:
www.eia.gov/ieo

1.1.2 The path to sustainable coal utilization and the role of fundamental
studies
Electricity is the world’s fastest growing form of end-use energy consumption.7 Coal has been
the main fossil fuel source for electricity and heat generation globally.2, 4, 5 While the United States
will see a decrease in its use of coal and an increase in the use of natural gas for electricity
generation, many of the developing nations including India, China, and countries in Asia and
Africa, will continue to rely on coal combustion for electricity generation because it is reliable,
readily available, and cheap. Coal is a difficult fuel to consume efficiently and cleanly because its
combustion involves complex multiphase reactions.8,
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Concerns are mounting about coal

utilization as the largest contributor of greenhouse gases, sulphur oxides, and nitrogen oxides to
the atmosphere10-12 as well as about the environmental and health consequences of combustiongenerated aerosols.13-15
2

According to a recent publication by the World Coal Association16, India has grown its
renewables sector, especially solar, by 81% in the most recent years. However, putting that growth
in perspective, solar energy sources still provide only 1% of the electricity generated in India, a
country with abundant solar energy. In an extreme case scenario, even if India’s annual growth
rates of all renewables are maintained above 10%, they are unlikely to constitute 10% of the
primary energy mix before 2040.5, 16 So, despite extensive investment in renewable alternative
energy sources such as wind and solar, coal continues to be a key contributor to the primary energy
mix. Thus, the reality is that we need to focus on addressing the key challenges of coal utilization
by developing technologies for sustainable coal utilization. This approach will afford the world
the use of its abundant coal resources without compromising the environment and with minimal
impact of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions on global climate.17, 18
The key pathway to addressing these challenges, including greenhouse gas emission control,
electricity generation efficiency improvement, and control of pollutants such as aerosols, nitrogen
oxides, and sulphur oxides, is through a thorough understanding of the fundamental physical and
chemical processes that occur during coal combustion.8 Coal particle reactions are at the core of
efficient combustion and are also the key rate-limiting steps controlling the formation of particulate
matter, nitrogen- and sulphur-containing species. As part of the reactions in a furnace, particles
undergo processes typically referred to as the early-stage processes of coal combustion. These
processes, including particle heating, devolatilization, ignition, and mineral matter vaporization
occur within the first few tens of milliseconds (less than 200 ms 19-21). These processes are known
to dictate char burnout, combustion efficiency, aerosol formation, and heat transfer.22-26 Thus,
fundamental studies on early-stage processes can lead to efficient designs of burners, improved
heat transfer characteristics, and in-flame control of particulate formation.

3

1.2 Fundamental studies of the early-stage processes of coal
combustion
There are three main characteristics of the near-burner regions of conventional pulverized coal
boilers where the early-stage processes of coal combustion occur 27-30: high particle concentrations,
high gas temperatures, and an environment that transitions from reducing to oxidizing (herein
termed reducing-to-oxidizing environment). Coal particles are fed into the boiler through the
pulverizer, with a stoichiometric ratio significantly lower than one. The amount of air is limited
for safety.31 The coal particles are heated as they are fed into the boiler, with the moisture in the
particles vaporizing as the particle temperature rises. Once sufficiently heated, coal particles are
pyrolyzed. The released volatiles, because of group devolatilization, consume the oxygen in the
near-burner region and create a reducing environment (described as very fuel rich zone in Fig.
1.2). Further downstream, the particles transition to an oxidizing environment.

Figure 1-2. Near-burner region of a conventional pulverized coal boiler showing the fuel-rich
zone through which particles must transition to oxidizing environments
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Depending on the temperature and particle concentration, pyrolysis can consume as much as
80% of the total particle weight and can take place within a few milliseconds.8, 32 The transition
from a reducing zone to an oxidizing zone, coupled with a volatile concentration that may be
beyond the flammability limits, can lead to delayed ignition. Since coal particles have a very short
residence time in the boiler (about 2 to 3 seconds depending on the design of the boiler and coal
quality 33), an increase in the ignition delay time, even a few milliseconds, will negatively impact
char burnout and combustion efficiency. Previously, it has been shown that the mechanism of
ignition can also change depending on coal ranks, particle size, and gas temperature.34-36 Since the
reducing-to-oxidizing environment will affect where the coal particles ignite, it is expected to also
influence the ignition mechanisms and delay times. Knowing the ignition behavior of coal particles
(i.e., the prevailing mechanism of ignition and the characteristic delay time) is both important for
efficient pulverized coal combustion in existing plants and for designing new burners for
technologies such as Staged-Pressurized Oxy-Combustion (SPOC)37, high-temperature air
combustion (HiTAC) or moderate and intense low- oxygen dilution (MILD)

35

, and high-

temperature agent gasifier (HiTAG).38, 39 In a conventional burner, no ignition delay is desired
once the coal particles enter the boiler, leading to a preference for swirl burners where internal
recirculation is strong. Thus, coal particles are well mixed with oxidizer streams in the hightemperature near-burner region, minimizing ignition delay time. For other technologies, such as
HiTAC

40, 41

, a long ignition delay time or no ignition at certain regions is desired, with the

objective of creating flameless combustion. Here at Washington University in St Louis, the nonswirl (Type 0, axial-flow) burners for SPOC are designed to obtain a very short ignition delay time
and self-sustained coal flames at elevated pressures. In summary, for any coal furnace technology,
an understanding of the ignition behavior of the coal particles is quite important.
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In addition to ignition, the reducing-to-oxidizing environment will affect the formation of
submicron aerosols. Redox (reduction-oxidation) reactions can be significantly promoted in a
reducing-to-oxidizing environment. As reported 27-29, if coal particles have enough residence time
in a reducing zone at high-temperature conditions, refractory oxides in the mineral content of coal
particles are reduced and can melt or form volatile suboxides. Once the suboxides interact
subsequently with an oxidizing environment, they oxidize, become supersaturated, and then form
particles by nucleation, followed by growth by condensation and coagulation. The activation of
submicron particle formation through the suboxide pathway can significantly affect aerosol
concentration and size distribution.27 Thus, in addition to the gas-to-particle pathway from coal
inorganic volatiles such as sodium and potassium, consideration for the redox reaction pathway
may provide a more accurate description of submicron particle evolution.29, 42 Hence, fundamental
studies on aerosol formation as an early-stage process of coal combustion are also important for
improving our understanding and designing new aerosol control methods.

1.3 Platforms for fundamental coal studies
Coal combustion in boilers is a chemically reacting flow in turbulent conditions. Thus, in
addition to the phase change associated with coal combustion, there is a coupling between
chemistry and eddies at various scales of turbulence. However, in a laminar environment with its
characteristic smooth velocity, temperature, and concentration profiles, the degree of complexity
can be greatly reduced, and fundamental insights into coal combustion can be inferred. As a result,
many investigators over the years have preferentially studied ignition in laminar systems such as
a drop tube furnace (DTF)

43-46

, thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA)

47

, laser-induced ignition

apparatus 48, McKenna burner 49, and Hencken flat-flame burner.35, 50-59 The results of these studies
are quite different due to different heating rates, reactor types, and experimental conditions.60
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Among the various setups, the Hencken flat-flame burner stands out as a particularly useful
reactor for fundamental studies of ignition and submicron particle evolution.20, 59-62 First, it is a
reactor that can reach very high heating rates, similar to those in practical coal furnaces. Second,
it provides a platform for considering the effect of residence time on early-stage processes of coal
combustion; thus, ignition can be studied as a transient process in an active gas environment, as
found in practical furnaces. Compared to other burners, such as the McKenna burner, the flat
flames in a Hencken burner consist of surface-mixing diffusion flamelets. As a result, a wider
range of downstream stoichiometries and temperatures can be obtained, and the Hencken burner
does not suffer from sintering of the burner surface.61, 63

1.4 A novel two-stage Hencken burner
This dissertation presents a new Hencken flat-flame burner that is designed in a way to simulate
coal particles going from a reducing environment to an oxidizing environment, which is
characteristic of what coal particles experience in the near-burner region of pulverized coal boilers.
The new two-stage Hencken burner is used to study coal ignition and aerosol formation. Evolution
of submicron particles during the early-stage of coal combustion initiates ash deposition, which
can severely reduce heat transfer to boiler tubes.64, 65 The evolution of these aerosols depends on
the particle composition and ignition behavior of coal particles, since ignition controls the release
of both mineral and organic matter, which are the precursors for the submicron aerosols.
Extensive work has been done to improve our understanding of coal particle ignition, either in
single particle ignition studies 33, 35, 45, 50-56, 66-68 or particle stream ignition studies.57, 58, 69-72 But, to
date, there are no studies that consider the effects of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment on
ignition. Thus, using the two-stage Hencken burner, the effect of the reducing-to-oxidizing
environment on coal particle ignition can be studied systematically. The typical condition for
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fundamental ignition studies, as extensively reported in the literature, is a post-flame oxygen
composition of a 20 mole% basis.36, 44, 45, 73-77 In this dissertation, results of ignition in reducingto-oxidizing atmospheres are compared to oxidizing atmospheres (i.e., 20-mole% oxygen), at two
nominal gas temperatures of 1300 K and 1800 K. The gas temperatures are chosen to span the
range typical of studies on early-stage coal combustion processes.

1.5 Dissertation outline
The dissertation can be broadly divided into two parts: ignition studies and aerosol formation
studies. For ignition studies, results from single particle ignition experiments, single particle
modeling, and coal stream ignition experiments are presented. For aerosol formation studies, the
contribution of the organic volatiles vs. the inorganic volatiles (i.e., mineral sources) to the
submicron particle evolution during early-stage of coal combustion is presented. Experiments on
aerosol formation from biomass combustion using the Hencken flat-flame burner are rare. In an
attempt to fill this research gap, early-stage processes of ignition and aerosol formation during
wheat straw biomass combustion are investigated. The effects of water-washing of wheat straw
biomass, and the early-stage release of potassium, on ignition and aerosol formation are
specifically studied. The findings from this work on submicron particle formation will provide
insights that will guide more comprehensive studies on the formation, composition, and
characteristics of ash. The dissertation is divided into seven tasks:
1. Design and characterize a new two-stage Hencken burner with a reducing-to-oxidizing
environment. Chapter 2 presents the process involved in the design of the burner and
provides information on the instrumentation and results of characterization.
2. Evaluate the effect of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment in different nominal gas
temperatures on single particle ignition. As a proof-of-concept study and under various
8

conditions, Chapter 3 presents the findings on single particle ignition using a 125-149 µm
particle size range.
3. Study the effect of particle size and the importance of classifying coal particles into narrow
size ranges in single particle ignition investigations. (See Chapter 4).
4. Study the significance of particle size and the reducing-to-oxidizing environment on
pulverized coal stream ignition at different gas temperatures (Details in Chapter 5).
5. Computationally model single particle ignition to compare the ignition behavior of a coal
particle in an oxidizing environment to that in an environment with a reducing-to-oxidizing
environment. (See Chapter 6).
6. Perform a study on submicron particle formation during the early-stage of pulverized coal
combustion, using the two-stage Hencken burner. The results are presented in Chapter 7.
7. Evaluate the effects of water-washing on ignition and submicron particle emission during
biomass combustion, with specific focus on the role of early-stage release of potassium on
ignition delay and the mineral composition of particulates (See Chapter 8).
Key conclusions and recommendations for future work are itemized and explained in Chapter
9. Appendix A contains MATLAB codes written for the various tasks in this dissertation, including
codes for 1) single-particle emission intensity extraction, 2) simultaneous determination of particle
size and ignition delay time, 3) group particle emission intensity extraction, and 4) single particle
combustion modeling.
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Chapter 2
Design and characterization of a novel twostage Hencken burner
2.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1, in pulverized coal (pc) burners, coal particles usually transition
from a locally reducing environment to an oxidizing environment. Such a “reducing-to-oxidizing”
environment can influence combustion processes such as ignition, particulate formation, and char
burnout. To understand these processes at a fundamental level, a system is desired that mimics
such a transition from a locally reducing environment to an oxidizing environment. Hence, a new
two-stage Hencken burner is developed that allows coal particles to experience a reducing
environment followed by a transition to an oxidizing environment. This work presents the design
as well as the characterization of this new two-stage Hencken burner and its new coal feeder.

2.2 Burner design and characterization
2.2.1 Two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner description
A Hencken flat-flame burner is a multi-element non-premixed laminar burner with a heating
rate similar to that of conventional pc burners56,

60, 78

and wide global “lean” and “rich”

flammability limits. This design provides for more operational flexibility with respect to the hot
gas environment, without the need to cool the tubes that make up the burner.78 A typical Hencken
burner used in coal studies has a central tube for injection of coal, surrounded by many flamelets
10

that can yield the desired post-combustion temperatures and compositions.20, 52, 59 Conventionally,
Hencken burners are designed so that fuel flows through hypodermic tubes that are arranged into
a stainless-steel honeycomb, and the oxidizer flows through the honeycomb channels that are not
occupied. Figure 2-1 shows a view of this arrangement.79 The result provides rapid mixing of the
fuel and oxidizer streams downstream of the burner surface, yielding a planar reaction zone and
producing a steady stream of equilibrium products above the reaction zone.79 Operation of the
Hencken burners usually results in a slight lifting of the reaction zone from the burner, creating a
nearly adiabatic condition.80 Another important benefit of the Hencken design in this configuration
is that the small passageways and low volumetric flow rates promote laminar and uniform flow
over the entire area (i.e., a low Reynolds number).80 Also, since the flames produced by the burner
are short, no special effort is needed for flame stabilization. Given these characteristics, the
Hencken burner is a suitable platform for fundamental studies of coal combustion.

Figure 2-1. A view of the honeycomb mesh with small fuel tubes inserted. VP stands for
vertical pattern and HP stands for horizontal pattern.
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Different from other flat-flame burners, the new burner has two flat-flame configurations
(inner and outer); hence the name two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner (Figure 2-2). A central 14mm ID stainless steel tube separates the inner flame zone from the outer flame zone. The up-fired
burner, used in this research, is designed with a circular cross section to ensure symmetry in
temperature and gas composition. The circular cross section is another key improvement of the
Hencken burner design over others in the literature which are typically square in cross section. The
burner pieces, the fuel tubes, and the honeycomb are made of stainless steel because of its chemical
integrity and high melting point.

Fine wire mesh

Quartz tube
Inner
flame

Outer
flame
Honeycomb
Gasket
Oxidizer
Fuel
Oxidizer
Fuel

Coal-feeding tube
Coal and carrier gas
Figure 2-2. A cross-section of the two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner, showing the inner
and outer flames
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The burner, with an 80-mm diameter, is composed of 570 hypodermic tubes creating an
equivalent number of non-premixed flamelets. The hypodermic tubes all have internal diameters
of 1.2 mm. The tips of the tubes rise above the surface of the honeycomb mesh to keep the flamelets
away from the honeycomb surface. Hence, the oxidizer stream cools the walls of the tubes. The
tips of the tubes above the surface of the honeycomb mesh also facilitate alignment of the burner
for optical access, an important consideration for subsequent chapters on ignition. Fuel and
oxidizer gases are introduced into separate chambers and are isolated by gasket materials. There
are four chambers in the burner. Fuel for the inner flame enters from the bottom chamber and is
delivered to the burner surface through eighteen fuel tubes. These tubes are sealed on the gasket
to prevent mixing between fuel and oxidizer streams. The oxidizer stream for the inner flame is
delivered to the chamber above the bottom fuel chamber. This sequence of bottom-fuel-chamber,
top-oxidizer-chamber is repeated for the outer flame; hence, combustible mixtures can occur only
downstream of fuel tube outlets.
A central tube with a 2 mm ID passes through the burner for solid fuel feeding. The central
tube is set to about 2 mm above the hypodermic tubes. So, in all experiments, the zero value is
defined to be at the top of the central tube. A quartz tube (150 mm in height) is set above the burner
to isolate the burner from the outside environment, decrease heat loss, and provide optical access.
A fine stainless-steel wire mesh on top of the quartz tube minimizes disturbances from ambient air
and ensures steady convective flow of the post-flame gases. The wire mesh has slots for inserting
a thermocouple and gas sampling probe into the burner for measurements. The probe is connected
to Horiba PG-250 gas analyzer, which measures the post-flame O2 concentration based on the
galvanic cell method. In this method, gold is used as the anode and lead as the cathode with
potassium hydroxide as the electrolyte. When a suitable load resistance is connected to the
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electrodes, gas passes through a permeable membrane and the oxygen inside such gas is reduced
by the anode to form hydroxide ions. Thus, the electromotive force generated by the
electrochemical reaction is measured and the oxygen concentration is determined.

2.2.2 Gas supply
Airgas and Praxair Inc. supplied chemical grade gases and liquids. Rotameters are used to
control gas flows. All rotameters are calibrated prior to use, and periodic several-point checks are
conducted to ensure consistency in flow rates. A supply pressure of 20 psig is used on each gas
line. Gases flow to the four chambers in the two-stage Hencken burner, with each chamber
supplied with nitrogen gas for purging prior to experimental runs and for control of gas
temperatures and compositions.

2.2.3 Gas temperature measurements
Fine bare wire thermocouples, supported by a ceramic tube, are widely used in measuring
flame temperatures because of their simplicity, cost-effectiveness, good response time, and high
spatial resolution.81-83 The measurement is based on convective heat transfer from the gas phase to
the thermocouple bead. As a result, the gas temperature determined from the measured bead
temperature is prone to error from two other modes of heat transfer, i.e., conduction and radiation.
The accuracy of temperature measurement, especially in a high-gas temperature environment, is
dependent on the relative magnitude of radiative heating in comparison to the convective heating
on the bead surface. In other words, the heat from the gas is conducted and radiated, and some
energy is stored in the thermocouple itself. In the steady state, the rate of change of energy stored
in the thermocouple must be zero, as illustrated in Eq. (1):

Q co n v + Q rad + Q co n d = 0

(2.1)
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where Qconv is the convective heat to the thermocouple bead, Qrad is the radiation heat energy, and

Qcond is the conduction heat energy. Expressed in terms of the bead temperature, Tb, and the
lead/base temperature, Tbase, Eq. (2.1) becomes

h g Asurf (Tg − Tb ) − εb σAsurf (Tb 4 − Tw 4 ) −

k b Ac
(Tb − Tbase ) = 0
L

where hg is the convective heat transfer coefficient,

Asurf

(2.2)

is the surface area of the bead,

Ac

is

the cross sectional area of the bead, L is the lead wire length, kb is the thermal conductivity, db is
the bead diameter, εb is the emissivity and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant. Thus, the
difference between the true gas temperature, Tg, and the measured bead temperature, Tb, is given
by:

Tg − Tb =

k b db (Tb − Tbase ) 
1
4
4
(T
T
)
ε
σ
−
+
w
 b b

hg 
4L2


(2.3)

Most studies usually neglect conduction loss in comparison to radiation. Heat is transferred by
conduction from the bead to the thermocouple wire or lead, and the loss is directly proportional to
the difference between the bead temperature and the lead/base temperature. On the other hand,
radiation loss has a fourth power dependence on the gas temperature. Still, previous studies 81, 82
have also shown that conduction losses in Eq. (2.3) can be significant depending on wire diameters,
wire length, and the difference between the bead temperature and the base temperature. With the
Y-shaped butt-welded thermocouple design shown in Fig. 2-3, both radiation and conduction
losses can be minimized since it is designed to have a small bead size, a thin wire diameter, a long
wire length 81, 84, and a minimal temperature difference between the bead temperature and the base
temperature (See Eq. 2.3). A two-hole ceramic tube is used to support 200 µm thermocouple bare
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wires, and 50 µm lead wires are welded to the proper ends, positive or negative, of the 200 µm
thermocouple wires. The 50 µm lead wires are fusion-welded together to form a thermocouple
with an ~80 µm bead diameter. For all the nominal gas temperatures considered, the deviation
from the true gas temperatures range from 12 K to 62 K.

Figure 2-3. Y-shaped butt-welded thermocouple, used for flame characterization

2.2.4 Normal and inverse flame configurations
For this study, the fuel is methane and the oxidizer is a mixture of O2 and N2. The burner is
tested under two configurations, both of which have post-flame oxygen concentrations of about
20% on a wet basis. In one configuration, the mixture of O2 and N2 is fed through the unoccupied
honeycomb channels, and the fuel is fed through the tubes. This is referred to as the normal flame
configuration. Alternatively, if the oxidizer is introduced through the tubes and the fuel through
the unoccupied honeycomb channels, this is an inverse flame configuration. Either way, the flame
structure can be characterized by the stoichiometric mixture fraction, Zst 85-90, given by Eq. (2.4).
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Zst = (1+YF,0WOυO/ YO,0WFυF)-1,

(2.4)

where Y denotes the mass fraction, W is the molecular mass, and υ is the stoichiometric coefficient.
The subscripts F, O, and 0 refer to the fuel stream, oxidizer stream, and inlet state respectively.
For the methane/air diffusion flame, this stoichiometry is given by Eq. (2.5).
CH4 + 2O2 + 7.52N2

products

(2.5)

If the stoichiometry in Eq. (2.5) is maintained, nitrogen can be introduced with the fuel only,
with the oxidizer only, or split between both the fuel and the oxidizer, all without a change in the
adiabatic flame temperature. However, the flame structure, which refers to the relationship
between the local temperature and the local gas composition, is altered.86 Pure CH4 burning in an
O2/N2 mixture corresponds to the lowest Zst, and CH4/N2 burning in pure O2 corresponds to the
highest. A high Zst yields more oxygen-containing species and less fuel-based species in the high
temperature reaction zone. Several studies have demonstrated that increasing Zst by oxygen
enrichment and fuel dilution can inhibit soot formation in diffusion flames, even at high
temperatures.89, 91, 92 High Zst can also lead to stronger flames with more resistance to extinction,
resulting in a greater extinction scalar dissipation rate and lower extinction temperature.85 Based
on this flame-design theory, normal and inverse diffusion flames corresponding to low Zst and high
Zst are considered in this work.
Studies using a Hencken burner for fundamental coal studies typically report the axial profiles
of temperature and oxygen concentration along the centerline of the burner, operated in low Zst
mode.45, 93, 94 However, coal particles are dispersed in a jet, expanding out from the coal feed tube.
Therefore, a more detailed characterization, including radial profiles, is needed to describe the
burner accurately. Also, a radial profile characterization can provide information on the axial
diffusion length over which the radial flatness assumption holds. Thus, results from burner
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characterization are presented here, including axial and radial profiles, to establish the degree of
uniformity and radial flatness that are attainable in the new two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner.

2.3 Oxidizing flame characterization
2.3.1 Flame characterization at low Zst
Pulverized coal particles in the near-burner region typically experience combustion
environments with high local gas temperatures30, and most fundamental studies that use the
Hencken burner to study the early stage of coal combustion are conducted up to 1800 K.52, 59, 60, 62
Table 2-1 presents the flow rates in standard conditions, with the corresponding superficial gas
velocities. Here, three nominal gas temperatures of 1300 K, 1600 K, and 1800 K are achieved by
adjusting the flow rates of the fuel and the oxidizer gas streams. The cold superficial flow gas
velocities for the inner and outer flames are kept nearly equal to avoid shear-induced radial
momentum transfer that can be caused by radial velocity gradients. Three gas temperatures are
evaluated at a fixed oxygen concentration of 20%, and all reported oxygen concentration
measurements are within 10% standard deviation.

Table 2-1. Flow rates and superficial gas velocities in oxidizing environment

Temperature
(K)
1300
1600
1800

Flame
inner
outer
inner
outer
inner
outer

Volumetric flow rates (SLPM)
Oxidizer
CH4
Fuel N2
O2
N2
0.10
0.90
1.74
2.86
6.54
23.82
33.33
0.27
1.13
1.74
3.60
6.54
25.51
31.18
0.35
1.04
1.64
6.86
15.90
37.71
33.33
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Superficial
Gas velocity
(m/s)
0.24
0.23
0.28
0.23
0.27
0.32

Figure 2-4 shows measured centerline temperatures and oxygen compositions for nominal gas
temperatures of 1300 K, 1600 K, and 1800 K. The centerline temperatures remain fairly constant
above 2 cm height for all temperatures. The lower temperatures below 2 cm are due to the presence
of the cold nitrogen carrier gas in the central tube that is used to transport coal particles. A fixed
carrier gas flow rate of 130 cm3/min is used for all conditions, thus, its influence on centerline gas
temperatures decreases near the burner as the nominal gas temperature increases from 1300 K to
1800 K.

Centerline gas temperature (K)

2000
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1200

800

nominal 1300 K

400

nominal 1600 K
nominal 1800 K
0
0
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10

12

Position from burner exit, in cm

Figure 2-4. Measured centerline gas temperature profile, with the burner exit at 0 cm
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Figure 2-5 shows that the profiles of oxygen composition for the three different temperatures
follow similar trends. Thus, with such a relatively constant oxygen concentration profile, the effect
of post-combustion gas temperatures on ignition and aerosol formation can be studied using the
new two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner.

Centerline oxygen composition in vol. %)
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10

12

Position from burner exit, in cm

Figure 2-5. Measured centerline oxygen concentration profile, with the burner exit at 0 cm.

Experimental measurements were taken radially over 30 mm. The inner flame spans the region
between -7 mm to +7 mm, with the central tube corresponding to the zero position. Radial
measurements are taken at four axial positions (1, 3, 6, and 9 cm from the burner exit). In Fig. 26, black symbols represent measured gas temperatures for a nominal 1300 K condition at different
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axial positions while the blue symbols represent measured gas temperatures for a nominal 1800 K
gas condition at the same axial positions. The experimental data show that the post-flame
combustion environment is symmetric about the central tube and that the radial flatness usually
assumed for a Hencken burner is a valid assumption. The deviation from the desired nominal
temperature is within ±150 K.

2000
1800

Gas temperature (K)

1600
1400
1200
1000
z = 1 cm
800

z = 3 cm
z = 6 cm

600

z = 9 cm
400
-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

Radial position with coal feeding tube at 0 mm

Figure 2-6. Measured radial gas temperature profile for nominal 1300 K (black symbols)
and 1800 K (blue symbols) gas conditions. z is vertical height above burner exit.

For measurements at 1 cm above the burner exit, there are low temperature regions at radial
positions between 6 to 10 mm and -6 to -10 mm, due to heat loss to the central 14-mm ID stainless
steel tube that separates the inner flame and the outer flame. These low temperatures in Fig. 2.6,
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which deviate from nominal value up to 225 K, and the high oxygen compositions observed for
1300 K (Fig. 2-7) and 1800 K (Fig. 2-8) near this central 14-mm ID tube, are due to the absence
of combustion over the tube. Above the 1 cm axial position for both nominal gas temperatures, the
profiles are symmetric radially and uniform axially with height above the micro-diffusion flames.
Thus, the results in Figure 2-6 to Figure 2-8 show that the two-stage Hencken burner is suitable
for fundamental studies of coal combustion when the micro-diffusion flames are operated in the
normal flame configuration (i.e., at low Zst).
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Figure 2-7. Measured radial oxygen composition for a nominal 1300 K gas temperature
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Figure 2-8. Measured radial oxygen composition for a nominal 1800 K gas temperature

2.3.2 Flame characterization at high Zst
Low Zst flames are prone to soot formation, particularly when using sooty fuels, such as
ethylene.95 On the other hand, high Zst inhibits soot formation.89, 91, 92 Thus, high Zst flames can
provide a soot-free system in the Hencken burner even at very high temperatures and with sooty
fuels. Figure 2-9 shows flame images taken for two different flame configurations. The high Zst
flame (Fig. 2-9a) has no yellow emissions while the low Zst-normal flame (Fig. 2-9b) shows a
slightly yellow flame. Since methane is not a sooty fuel, yellow emissions are not particularly
obvious in the high Zst flame. But if sooty fuels were to be used, it suffices to say that soot from
the micro-diffusion flames can interfere with the soot formed from coal volatiles during the earlystage of coal combustion, thus making it difficult to interpret experimental data on ultrafine particle
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size distribution. Therefore, a high Zst flame configuration would be more appropriate in a scenario
where both sooty fuels and high-temperature gas environments are desired in a Hencken flat-flame
burner.
In the normal, low Zst flame configuration, the mixture of O2 and most of the N2 dilution gas
is fed through the honeycomb, and CH4, with a little dilution gas, is fed through the tubes. In other
words, the smaller flowrate is fed through the 1.2 mm ID tubes and the larger flow rate through
the larger area of the honeycomb. If a high Zst flame were operated in the normal configuration,
the oxygen enrichment and fuel dilution would imply that a larger gas volume must flow through
the 1.2 mm ID tubes with small area, making it difficult to obtain a stable flame. To address this
concern, an inverse flame configuration is used for a high Zst flame in the Hencken burner. In the
inverse flame configuration, the fuel mixture is fed through the unoccupied honeycomb channels,
as opposed to the tubes. For high Zst, the flow rates remain the same as in Table 2.1 since the only
change is that the nitrogen for dilution is moved from oxidizer side to fuel side.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-9. 1800 K flame images, comparing (a) high Zst and (b) low Zst flame
configurations

Figure 2-10 and Fig. 2-11 show the centerline temperature and oxygen concentration
measurements for the low Zst and high Zst configurations respectively. Since nitrogen gas is used
as the coal carrier gas at the center, the oxygen concentration at burner exit is zero. The results for
both flame configurations are similar and agree well. These uniform profiles demonstrate that the
two-stage Hencken burner can be used in both the inverse and normal flame configurations.
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Figure 2-10. Comparison of centerline gas temperature for low Zst (black lines) and high Zst
(blue lines) flame configurations
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Figure 2-11. Comparison of centerline gas temperature for low Zst (black lines) and high Zst
(blue lines) flame configurations
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2.4 Reducing-oxidizing flame characterization
In a typical pulverized coal burner, the coal particles experience reducing environments in
regions of high volatile release, despite the oxygen supplied to the coal carrier gas (primary
oxidizer). Based on the approach described in the literature96, a representative elemental
composition of the volatile stream can be obtained from the coal ultimate and proximate analyses
presented in Table 2-2. The approach involves subtracting the fixed carbon content given in the
proximate analysis from the carbon content given in the ultimate analysis, with both quantities
evaluated on a dry, ash free basis. The resulting quantity is the amount of carbon contained in the
volatile. From this analysis, the C:H:O ratio that characterizes a reducing environment is
approximately 2:3:1, with the oxygen content in the primary oxidizer. Thus, the inner flame
composition was adjusted to give a reducing environment with this desired characteristic C:H:O
ratio.

Table 2-2. Proximate and ultimate analysis of PRB sub-bituminous coal.

Proximate analysis (%wt)
M
VM
FC
Ash
10
39
42.87 8.14

C
74.66

Ultimate analysis (%daf)
H
O
N
S
5.45
18.24 1.08
0.57

HHV
(MJ/kg)
27.45

For convenience in comparing the effects of a reducing-to-oxidizing (R-O) atmosphere on
combustion processes at different temperatures, the centerline height for the transition from the
reducing to the oxidizing atmosphere is maintained at 2 cm for all temperatures. Depending on gas
temperature, a height of 2 cm corresponds to an average residence time of 10 to 20 ms in the twostage Hencken burner. The average residence time of particles in the near-burner region of a
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pulverized coal boiler is about 10 to 20 ms.97 Also, ignition occurs at these time scales, an average
residence time of 10 to 20 ms was deemed appropriate for characterizing the two-stage Hencken
burner. Table 2.3 presents the flow rates in standard conditions for the reducing-to-oxidizing
atmosphere.

Table 2-3. Flow rates and superficial gas velocities in reducing-to-oxidizing environment

Temperature (K)

Flame

1300

inner
outer
inner
outer
inner
outer

1600
1800

CH4
0.13
2.86
0.16
3.60
0.27
6.86

Volumetric flow rates (SLPM)
Oxidizer
Fuel N2
O2
N2
0.23
1.86
6.54
23.82
33.33
0.22
1.74
6.54
25.51
31.18
0.29
1.74
15.90
37.71
33.33

Figure 2-12, Fig. 2-13, and Fig. 2-14 show the results of post-flame characterization for 1300
K, 1600 K, and 1800 K respectively. The results presented in these figures are the centerline
temperatures and oxygen mole percentages in reducing-to-oxidizing (R-O) flame conditions, and
further contrast the results with those of oxidizing (O) flame environments. The centerline
temperature profiles for the R-O transition match with those of the oxidizing atmospheres for the
1600 K and 1800 K flames, to within 100 K difference. For the 1300 K gas flame, the temperature
is about 200 K lower at 1 cm and about 200 K higher at 2 cm. Thus, the stoichiometric flame
location at the 2-cm height influences the temperature profile below and at the reducing-tooxidizing environment location more conspicuously at the low temperature of 1300 K. With the
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results in Figure 2-12 to Figure 2-14, the O2 concentrations in all the reducing-to-oxidizing
environments remain very similar and peak at about 12 to 14 % on a volume basis. Well-controlled
R-O and oxidizing flames at all temperatures are obtainable in the newly designed flat-flame
burner. Thus, the new two-stage burner setup can be used effectively to evaluate the effect of this
reducing-to-oxidizing environment on coal ignition.
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Figure 2-12. A plot of centerline gas temperatures and oxygen compositions for a nominal 1300
K gas condition with either an inner-oxidizing flame (black lines) or an inner-reducing flame
(blue lines)
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Figure 2-13. A plot of centerline gas temperatures and oxygen compositions for a nominal 1600
K gas condition with either an inner-oxidizing flame (black lines) or an inner-reducing flame
(blue lines)
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Figure 2-14. A plot of centerline gas temperatures and oxygen compositions for a nominal 1800
K gas condition with either an inner-oxidizing flame (black lines) or an inner-reducing flame
(blue lines)

Figure 2-15 shows high-resolution images of the inner reducing flames and the outer oxidizing
flames for the three nominal gas temperatures. Due to increase in temperature from 1300 K to
1800 K, the volume and radial spread of the hot gas corona around the flame location increases.
While temperature is the primary cause of the spread away from the flame front, Dufour effect will
also be stronger as temperature increases since flow rates increase with temperatures. This effect
is caused by the sharp local concentration gradient between the inner-reducing and outer-oxidizing
post-flame gas compositions. The result is hot combustion gases from the outer post-flame
diffusing to the flame sheet. Heat energy is also transferred as species diffuse to the flame location,
thus the corona around the flame location is created by both mass and thermal diffusion due,
respectively, to a temperature gradient and a concentration gradient.
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Figure 2-15. High resolution images of the reducing-to-oxidizing flames
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2.5 Coal feeding system
There have been recent efforts to develop new particle feeders with well-dispersed coal particle
streams for fundamental coal combustion studies. Yuan et al. 60 developed a novel particle feeder
based on the principle of deagglomeration. In his design, a programmable piezoelectric ceramic
plate vibrates the outlet of a syringe tube containing the coal particles. The high frequency
vibration leads to particles impacting the wall of the syringe and then deagglomerating. Relatively
good dispersion was achieved, with a feed rate of ~70 mg/min and a variance less than ±15%. Kim
et al. 52 used a syringe pump to drive particles into a container at a known rate. A fixed nitrogen
flow was then introduced into the container. Both feeders were not designed to supply steady
particle feeding over the wide range necessary to evaluate single particle and coal stream ignition
experiments. In addition, the requirement that the particles must be dried before being fed into the
burner further limits the direct interpretation of ignition time scales, since moisture vaporization is
not accounted for in the initial particle heating stage.
Hence, a new particle feeder is designed in this work that can be used to feed coal particles
over a wide range without drying. Figure 2.16 shows a cross section of the coal feeder, which
consists of ¾ in. and ½ in. ID tubes with the ½” tube driven by a syringe pump. A clear plastic
tube containing coal particles is held to the ½ in. tube by Cajon O-ring fittings. The new coal feeder
is designed with an 8-slot gas distributor, welded slightly above and surrounding the end of a
stationary fine gauge 1 mm ID tube. The gas distributor fits snugly within the plastic tube, creating
many high velocity and low momentum gas jets. As the jets emerge from the distributor, they
impact the surface of the coal bed in the plastic tube, entraining the coal particles. Given the low
momentum, packing of the particles is minimal.
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Figure 2-16. Cross section of the coal feeder.
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With a high jet velocity, the particles can feed steadily from single particles to the coal stream.
A pneumatic vibrator, attached to an annular plate and installed around the plastic tube, locally
shakes the surface of the coal bed, which keeps the surface loose and enables the high velocity
nitrogen gas jet to entrain the coal particles. Thus, by being able to adjust the location of the flow
distributor relative to the inlet of the fine gauge tube and the coal bed surface and the benefits of
the low-momentum, high-velocity jet flow with local vibration, the new coal feeder can be used
effectively for feeding single particles (at rates as low as 25 mg/min) and coal streams (as high as
500 mg/min), with a variance of less than ±4% (See Fig. 2.17). The lower and the upper limits of
feeding are constrained only by the syringe pump capacity. In this work, coal feeding rate below
100 mg/min is considered single particle feeding, consistent with literature on single particle
ignition studies 52, 53, 60. The outlet of the fine gauge tube is kept at a constant clearance above the
coal bed surface in the plastic tube by matching the coal feed rate to the syringe pump speed. The
rate of entrainment is controlled by the rate at which the plastic tube is driven towards the
stationary fine gauge tube.
Figure 2.17 shows the coal particle feeder characterization for a fixed coal carrier (CC) gas of
130 cm3/min of nitrogen and assuming 298 K. The resulting gas velocity is higher than the saltation
velocity of the coal particles, as calculated by Carman-Kozeny fluidization equation 98; hence, the
particles are entrained continuously in the gas. With the fixed coal carrier gas flowrate, the particle
spacing ratio can be as low as 6 at 298 K, where the particle spacing ratio (PSR) is defined as the
dimensionless distance between two particles entrained in the carrier gas. As described in the
literature

60

, if the coal density is known, the particle volume fraction, fcoal, can be obtained by

dividing the volumetric rate of the coal feed by the carrier gas volumetric flow rate. With that
information, the particle spacing ratio can be obtained by applying the formula, PSR = (
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Figure 2-17. Coal feeder characterization relating pump speed to feeding rate and spacing.

Combustion images of particles from the feeder were obtained using a NAC MEMREMCAM
HX-7 high-resolution, high-speed camera at a setting of 2,000 frames per second and a shutter
speed of 20 µs. Figures 2-18(a & b) were taken for coal feed rates of 33 mg/min and 270 mg/min
respectively. Both images were taken at a constant coal carrier gas flow rate of 130 cm3/min. The
particle interactions increase as the particle spacing ratio decreases, and these particle interactions
will affect ignition, char burnout, and aerosol formation. The high particle spacing ratio of 14 at
33 mg/min leads to single particle feeding, and the low particle spacing ratio at the feeding rate of
270 mg/min leads to coal stream feeding. The coal feeder, together with the two-stage Hencken
flat-flame burner, offers a unique experimental platform for studying single particle ignition and
group ignition in both oxidizing and reducing-to-oxidizing environments.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-18. High speed camera imaging of coal combustion with different feed rates (a) 33
mg/min, (b) 270 mg/min. The arrow shows the direction of flow of gas and coal particles.

Figure 2-19 shows the results of changing the coal carrier (CC) gas flowrate for two different
syringe pump speeds (PS). For a fixed pump speed, say 0.05 cm/min, doubling the coal carrier gas
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flowrate from 130 ccm to 304 ccm does not change the coal feed rate. The increased gas flow does
not affect the bed surface position relative to the fine gauge tube but only improves the particle
fluidization at the coal bed surface. However, changing the pump speed from 0.05 cm/min to 0.20
cm/min leads to a four-time increase in coal feed rate. This increase suggests a linear dependence
between the pump speed and particle feed rate. The increased speed drives more coal particles
towards the fine gauge tube through which coal particles are transported to the flat-flame burner.
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Figure 2-19. Effect of coal carrier gas flowrate on coal feed rate
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2.6 Summary
A new Hencken burner (flat-flame) design was described, which can mimic the temperaturetime-gas composition histories of coal particles in typical pc boilers. This burner has an inner
methane flat-flame, which can be operated in a fuel-rich mode, and an outer methane flat-flame,
which is operated in a fuel-lean mode, creating a reducing-to-oxidizing environment that mimics
the near-burner environment of a typical pc furnace. The inner methane flat-flame and the outer
methane flat-flame can both be operated in fuel-lean mode, creating an oxidizing environment.
The new burner design and its full characterization were elaborated. In addition, a new coal feeding
system was designed and described. Characterization of the feeding system shows that steady
operation can be obtained over a wide range of particle feeding, allowing for fundamental studies
of both single particle ignition and coal stream ignition. Thus, the two-stage flat-flame burner,
together with its coal feeder, is suitable for systematic study of various processes of coal
combustion, either in single particle mode or coal stream mode. Chapter 3 presents the results of
single coal particle ignition studies using the burner-feeder setup.
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Chapter 3
Effect of the reducing-to-oxidizing
environment on single particle ignition
3.1 Introduction
Generally, fundamental studies on the early-stage processes of coal combustion have focused
on either oxidizing conditions (mimicking the post-flame region) or reducing conditions
(mimicking the devolatilization region). The effect of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment (RO) on early-stage of coal combustion has, until now, not been considered. As presented in Chapter
2, the new two-stage burner offers well-controlled environments for fundamental coal studies in
either an oxidizing environment or an R-O environment. Here, as a proof of concept, the effect of
the R-O environment on single-particle ignition is evaluated.

3.2 Single particle ignition
Particle ignition has been studied extensively.45, 51, 56, 67, 68, 94, 99-102 In a review of fundamental
coal ignition studies, Essenhigh et al. 67 noted that most works have focused on understanding the
mechanisms that control the ignition of single coal particles. Homogeneous ignition refers to the
mechanism whereby the released volatiles burn in the gas phase, while heterogeneous ignition
refers to direct particle surface combustion. Howard and Essenhigh

99

studied single-particle

ignition and showed that coal particles can experience simultaneously both homogeneous and
heterogeneous ignition, depending on the particle size and local combustion conditions.
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Apart from being transient, particle ignition depends on many factors, including particle size,
volatile matter content, gas composition, gas temperature, surface heating rate, and the volatile
release rate.44, 45, 103 Homogeneous ignition is dominant when the particle size is large and the
heating rate is low. On the other hand, heterogeneous ignition is dominant for small particle sizes
and high heating rates.45, 56, 102, 103 In addition, two other mechanisms for ignition are possible. In
hetero-homogeneous ignition, a particle experiences volatile oxidation along with char oxidation
which can be due to similarity in particle heating time and pyrolysis time.60 Hetero-homogeneous
ignition can be the dominant mode over a wide spectrum of particle sizes, particularly in hightemperature environments.60, 104 Alternatively, a coal particle can initially ignite homogeneously,
and subsequently, after a delay, ignite heterogeneously; hence the term homogeneous-toheterogeneous ignition.
Solomon et al. 105 were the first to observe homogeneous-to-heterogeneous ignition mode in
which secondary ignition occurs after the dispersed coal particles have burned for a short time and
the surfaces are then exposed to the surrounding hot gas stream. This later stage burning was
observed to occur on the surface of the particle, as indicated by the fact that the width of the
observed luminous emission was roughly equal to the particle diameter. Yuan et al.

59, 60

also

experimentally observed the ignition characteristics of coal particles using in situ methods in an
optical Hencken flat-flame burner. They argued that heterogeneous ignition is dominant at lower
temperatures for 65-74 µm particles at 10% to 30% oxygen mole compositions. They concluded
that coal combustion has two distinct light emission profiles, corresponding to a coherent volatile
flame and to char combustion. Solomon et al. 105 studied ignition in a drop tube furnace at a low
temperature of 1123 K and low heating rate. More recently, Yuan et al.

59, 60

studied ignition at

high heating rate using a Hencken burner, but their analysis was based on the collective ignition
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behavior of particles under oxidizing conditions, rather than on single-particle ignition.
Additionally, the effect of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment on particle ignition was not
considered. Direct observation of single particle ignition under the reducing-to-oxidizing
environment is necessary to understand the significance of this transition on ignition.
While there are many studies on coal particle ignition 35, 43, 53, 60, 68, 94, 100, 101, 106-109, fundamental
studies of hetero-homogeneous ignition and homogeneous-to-heterogeneous ignition are lacking,
especially under conditions that simulate the reducing-to-oxidizing (R-O) environments found in
practical pulverized coal burners. The locally reducing environment in the near-burner region is
created by coal devolatilization occurring in a region where the particle number density is high.8,
30

Beyond this region, the particles move into an oxidizing environment. Wall et al.

68, 109

have

noted that, depending on the injected coal mass and coal carrier gas, particles transitioning from a
reducing to oxidizing environment can strongly affect the combustion characteristics and the
controlling mechanisms for ignition.
Herein, we employ the two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner, described in Chapter 2, along
with high speed videography, to study the role of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment and the
ambient gas temperature on both ignition delay and induction times. Induction time refers to the
delay between when, following homogeneous ignition, the volatiles are oxidized completely, or
the volatile flame is extinct, and char ignition begins. A MATLAB program is developed to track
the coal particle history and give the particle’s luminous intensity as a function of position (time).
Thus, we can qualitatively evaluate the modes of ignition and determine the ignition delays and
induction times.
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3.3 Experimental methods
Figure 3-1 shows a schematic representation of the two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner. A
detailed description can be found in Section 2.2. As shown in Figure 3-1, the key modification to
Fig. 2-2 is the background lighting and the high-speed camera setup.

Fine wire mesh

Single
particle

Light diffuser
Quartz tube
Inner
flame

Outer
flame

High-speed camera

Honeycomb
Gasket
Oxidizer
LED light
source

Fuel
Oxidizer
Fuel
Coal-feeding tube
Coal and carrier gas

Figure 3-1. Cross section of a two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner, showing single particle
combustion and the high-speed camera setup with a blue LED background light source
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3.4 High-speed, high-resolution videography
Particle devolatilization on its own does not emit radiation, but volatile/soot oxidation and char
oxidation do emit visible light. Thus, significant insight on ignition, which is a reaction process
caused by either volatile oxidation or char oxidation, can be obtained from such radiation
emissions. Video images of visible light emission were obtained using a NAC MEMRECAM HX7 high-speed camera. The camera was fitted with a SIGMA APOMACRO 180 mm lens, used to
obtain image magnification of 1:4. For the experiments, the camera was set to 8,000 frames per
second (fps) and an exposure time of 50 μs to resolve the motion of the particles. To view nonemitting coal particles, a blue LED light with a light diffuser was used as a background light
source. The resulting shadow allowed for observation of non-emitting coal and char. The
background light allowed the blue sensors of the camera’s RGB channels to be used to
continuously observe the particle because the amount of emission in the blue wavelength is small
except at high temperatures. Data from the red sensors of the camera’s RGB channels gives the
visible emission during both volatile and char combustion, from which qualitative and quantitative
information on single particle ignition was obtained.
The visible image from the camera is multispectral, made of red, green, and blue bands. Such
an image is an array of square pixels arranged in rows and columns, with each pixel indicating the
intensity of light sensed by the camera’s detector in the three-color bands. Thus, the image
processing code uses built-in functions in commercially available MATLAB software to track
particles and obtain spectral intensity signals up to a height of 6 cm from the burner exit. The flow
chart in Fig. 3-2 succinctly displays the image processing steps for obtaining the red spectral
intensity signal. The image processing algorithm is provided in Appendix A-1.
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Figure 3-2. Flowchart of steps to extract spectral intensity from camera RGB sensor.
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3.5 Coal properties
Powder River Basin (PRB) subbituminous coal was used in this study, and the proximate and
ultimate analyses of the coal are presented in Table 2-2. Coal particle size has a strong influence
on ignition.8, 57, 67 Ignition studies are usually performed with particle sizes ranging up to 150
microns.44, 45, 110 A particle size of 125-149 µm was selected for this single particle study, since the
size is within the bracket and is also particularly suitable for high resolution videography of particle
ignition.

3.6 Results and discussion
3.6.1 Effect of gas temperature on coal particle ignition
Levendis and coworkers 110 showed that the oxygen concentration in an oxidizing environment
can significantly influence the single particle ignition. By implication, factors associated with
combustion environments such as a reducing-to-oxidizing environment and gas temperature
should be studied. Most fundamental investigations on early-stage processes of coal combustion
have been conducted up to 1800 K.52, 59, 60, 62 Here, single particle ignition studies were performed
at nominal gas temperatures of 1300 K and 1800 K. These two temperatures span a range that is
typical of the near-burner region where early-stage processes of coal combustion occur.30 The
effect of temperature on the early-stage process of ignition under oxidizing conditions is
considered first, where the nominal oxygen composition is 20% by volume. High-speed, highresolution videos of single particles were obtained at a coal feed rate of 30 mg/min. Several
particles were tracked, and Figure 3.3 shows representative still images of a single particle’s
combustion, obtained in oxidizing conditions at 1800 K (Fig. 3-3a) and 1300 K (Fig. 3-3b) gas
temperatures. The particle velocity and particle residence time were obtained from the camera’s
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frame speed and position-wise tracking of the particles. The displayed numbers in the figures
denote the residence times of the particle in milliseconds. Arrows point to the single particle before
ignition. Circles gives the time/location of homogeneous ignition, with the coal particle in the
center of the volatile flame. A triangle represents the time/location of heterogeneous ignition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-3. High-speed videography of the evolution of a single coal particle in a nominal 20 vol. %
oxidizing condition at gas temperatures of (a) 1800 K, and (b) 1300 K. Numbers in ms

For the 1800 K oxidizing post-flame condition, devolatilization is fast. With a high heating
rate and high local oxygen concentration, the coal particle ignites homogeneously at 8 ms, forming
a diffusion flame around the coal particle. The particle is initially enveloped by the volatile flame,
but a black particle emerges after complete combustion of volatiles. As seen in Figure 3-3a, the
emerged black particle ignites heterogeneously after an induction time, so homogeneous ignition
precedes heterogeneous ignition in an oxidizing condition at 1800 K. The particles require longer
residence times for sufficient particle heating to remove moisture and release volatile species for
a 1300 K gas temperature. Consequently, the particle ignites homogeneously in the 1300 K
oxidizing environment as well, but after a longer residence time than for 1800 K. After the volatile
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oxidation, the emerged particle ignites heterogeneously, just as it does in the 1800 K oxidizing
condition. This observation is consistent with conclusions in the literature.60, 74, 103, 110 Thus, in an
oxidizing environment with 20% O2 by volume, homogeneous-to-heterogeneous ignition prevails
for both gas temperature environments.
Emission intensity-time histories were extracted for many particles. Figure 3-4 shows a typical
representation of the particle combustion along the central axis. The signal size may differ among
individual particles, but the characteristic times and trends are repeatable. For ease of comparison,
the emission profiles are normalized by their respective peak intensities. There are two peaks for
both temperatures. The first peak corresponds to volatile oxidation after homogeneous ignition,
while second wider peak represents heterogeneous char oxidation after an induction time. The light
intensity shows modulation during the induction time while the particle surface is heated to the
required temperature for heterogeneous ignition. The modulation is from particle rotation and/or
subsequent ejection of material as the char surface temperature rises. After heterogeneous ignition
in the oxidizing condition at 1800 K, the emission intensity remains fairly constant with time, after
which it declines. As char oxidation progresses, the particle size decreases and intensity declines
because of the spreading ash coverage of the exterior surface and lower emissivity.110 Also, char
oxidation rate decreases as the carbon content decreases with time.
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Figure 3-4. Normalized light emission intensity vs. height from the burner for oxidizing
conditions at 1800 K and 1300 K

3.6.2 Effect of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment on coal particle ignition
At high gas temperatures of 1800 K, a high volatile release rate is expected. But the volatiles
released will diffuse away from the surface of the unburned coal particle since there is no oxygen
in the reducing zone. As heat continues to be transferred to the surface of the particle, volatile
release is enhanced within the central reducing zone. Because the heating rate is high for the 1800
K gas temperature, both the volatiles and the char particle are hot and ignite once there is
interaction with oxygen beyond the reducing zone ( i.e. hetero-homogeneously, as defined by
Juntgen et al. 111). Unlike the oxidizing condition, a single peak is observed for the R-O condition
at 1800 K gas temperature, as shown in Fig. 3-5.
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As discussed in Section 2.4, particles transition to the oxidizing environment from the reducing
environment through a flame sheet that raises the particle surface temperature in comparison to
the oxidizing condition at the same gas temperature of 1300 K. A volatile reaction can be observed
in Fig 3-5 for 1300 K gas temperature (blue line), but it is quenched almost immediately,
suggesting that the volatile concentration may be below the lower flammability limit at this
temperature. The wavy characteristic of the normalized intensity for the 1300 K gas temperature
suggests a continuous but weak volatile oxidation, which later leads to heterogeneous oxidation.
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Figure 3-5. Normalized light emission intensity vs. height from the burner for reducing-tooxidizing conditions at 1800 K and 1300 K

Similar to the work of Yuan et. al. 60, the ignition point is defined as the height above the burner
corresponding to 10% of the maximum emission intensity. The induction time is obtained from
the time difference between completed volatile oxidation and char ignition. Figure 3.6 shows the
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ignition and induction times for the conditions studied in this work. The R-O environments have
longer ignition delay times in comparison to the oxidizing environments. For the nominal 1300 K
temperature, the characteristic ignition delay times for both oxidizing and reducing-to-oxidizing
conditions are 30 and 36 ms respectively, an average of 20% increase in R-O environment over
the value for the oxidizing environment. For the 1800 K gas temperature, the ignition delay time
for the R-O environment increases by an average of 4 ms over that of the oxidizing (O)
environment. While R-O environments cause longer ignition delay times than in oxidizing
environments at the same nominal gas temperatures, the induction times in R-O environments are
shorter. Under the conditions of this work, including temperatures and combustion environments,
these experimental findings show that the characteristics of ignition in R-O environments are quite
different from those in oxidizing environments.
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Figure 3-6. Effect of reducing-to-oxidizing environment and temperature on ignition and
induction times
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Given the experimental observations, Figure 3.7 sums up the controlling ignition mechanisms
during the early-stage process of a single particle combusting in an oxidizing condition at 1300 K
and 1800 K. The single particle is initially heated to a temperature high enough for moisture
vaporization and devolatilization. The released volatiles either diffuse away from the particle
surface or burn in the oxidizing environment. Then, time elapses while heat diffuses to the particle
surface and the combustion products (i.e., H2O and CO2) diffuse away from particle surface, which
is indicated by the induction time before char oxidation. After these steps, the particle then ignites
heterogeneously.

heat, O2

Ignition delay, ζign.
Particle heating

H2O, CO2 etc.

Induction time, ζind.
End of volatile
oxidation or
extinction

Homogeneous
ignition and volatile
oxidation

Heterogeneous
ignition

Figure 3-7. Homogeneous-to-heterogeneous ignition mechanism of single coal particle in
oxidizing conditions

As illustrated in Fig. 3-8, a flame sheet separates the reducing zone from the oxidizing zone.
In the reducing-to-oxidizing condition at 1800 K, devolatilization occurs significantly within the
reducing zone. The released volatiles, however, become part of the reducing zone because there is
no oxygen for combustion. Subsequent volatile release, which is low in concentration, burns at the
coal particle surface once the particle transitions from the reducing zone to the oxidizing zone. The
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particle surface oxidation occurs along with the volatile oxidation occurring at the surface (i.e.,
hetero-homogeneous ignition). However, at 1300 K, devolatilization occurs more after the particle
has transitioned to the oxidizing zone, due to low heating rate. Thus, homogeneous ignition of the
released volatiles occurs in the oxidizing zone. However, the gas phase ignition is short-lived
because the low volatile concentration cannot sustain a combustible mixture in an environment
with a low nominal oxygen concentration. Heterogeneous ignition occurs after the homogeneous
ignition.
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Oxidizing zone

Nom. 1800 K

Particle heating

Hetero-homogeneous ignition

Devolatilization

Nom. 1300 K

Particle heating

Devolatilization

Homogeneous
ignition
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Figure 3-8. The controlling ignition mechanism in reducing-to-oxidizing conditions

3.7 Summary
Using high speed videography, single particle ignition of PRB sub-bituminous coal has been
investigated experimentally in both reducing-to-oxidizing environments and oxidizing conditions.
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Reducing-to-oxidizing environment promoted hetero-homogeneous ignition in an 1800 K gas
temperature environment. Also, there was a significant increase in ignition delay due to the R-O
environment. The traditionally studied oxidizing condition with 20 mole percent oxygen
concentration led to homogeneous-to-heterogeneous ignition mode.
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Chapter 4
The role of size on single particle ignition
and the simultaneous determination of
particle size and ignition time
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter showed the impact of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment on ignition
behavior, and, for simplification, a single particle size range was used. The chosen particle size
range for that study allows for convenient particle ignition videography. Typically, coal particles
are classified into narrow size ranges before single particle experiments. Ignition behavior of the
narrow particle size range is then based on data from a few sampled particles, usually with no
knowledge of what particle sizes are sampled within an entire given particle size range. Here, in
addition to evaluating the role of various particle sizes on single particle ignition, a new algorithm
is developed that allows for simultaneous determination of particle size before ignition and ignition
delay time in an experiment using a wide particle size range. This algorithm eliminates the need
to classify particles before ignition studies, and is thus valuable for validating a key assumption on
which single particle experiments in the literature are based.
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4.2 Particle size range and ignition studies
Experimental studies of ignition at a fundamental level involve single coal particles and are
aimed at providing direct and unbiased information regarding particle ignition.104 Earlier studies
on single coal particles are performed to verify and explain findings from various theoretical
models and calculations on coal particle ignition and combustion.46,

50, 67, 68, 99, 100, 109

The

agreements between model predictions and the experimental data reported in those studies have
encouraged other researchers to continue to study single particles, albeit in experimental set-ups
and conditions that are more relevant to practical furnaces with high heating rates.44, 45, 52, 56, 59, 60,
74-76, 93, 102, 103, 110, 112, 113

Many factors affect coal particle ignition, including the coal rank 45, 54, 102, 110, 112, 114, particle
heating rate 47, coal feeding rate 93, gas temperature 60, 93, combustion environment 56, 60, 94, 102, 109,
112

, and particle size.52, 93, 99 As shown in Chapter 3, the mode of ignition strongly depends on the

combustion environment. Khatami et al. 44, 112 observed that all particle sizes, independent of coal
rank, ignite more intensely and with an increased tendency of volatile flame closer to the char
surface as oxygen concentration increases. Thus, a local combustion condition with higher oxygen
concentration leads to shorter ignition delay and devolatilization times.56
As noted by Kim et. al. 52, the ignition behavior of pulverized coal particles over a wide particle
size range at high heating rates is yet to be thoroughly investigated. All previous single particle
ignition studies were performed for a given particle size range, such as 63-74 µm 59, 60, 75-90 µm
76, 112

52, 74

, 75-105 µm 56, 93, 97-105 µm 115, 116, 106-125 µm 94, 75-150 µm 44, 45, 53, 112, and 150-180 µm

. Coal particles of the same size, let alone different sizes within a given size range, behave

differently depending on the proximate and ultimate analyses. It is also well established that coal
particle size has a strong influence on the ignition delay times and mechanisms.8, 57, 67 Therefore,
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to ensure accurate interpretation of experimental findings, it is important to validate the assumption
that ignition of a few sampled particles represents the ignition of an entire given particle size range.
Herein, experimental investigations of ignition behaviors of different particle size ranges are
reported and compared to the results of studies without size classifications. This work provides
valuable information as to the validity of the assumption and the accuracy of the conclusion
regarding ignition behavior drawn based on this assumption. First, experiments were conducted
for particle size classifications, including 75-89 µm, 90-105 µm, 106-124 µm, and 125-149 µm.
Afterwards, a separate experiment was conducted for 75-149 µm particles, i.e., without size
classification. In both cases, high-speed, high-resolution videography was used to observe ignition
of individual particles. A new algorithm, developed in MATLAB, offers a way to determine
simultaneously the specific size of particle at ignition and the corresponding ignition delay time,
without the need to size-classify the coal particles beforehand. The algorithm provides particle
size-ignition time statistics with average particle ignition delay times that can be compared to those
obtained from experiments using the four narrow particle size cuts. The experiments were
performed at the same conditions as discussed in Chapter 3, i.e., nominal 1300 K and 1800 K gas
temperatures and two environments (oxidizing (O) and reducing-to-oxidizing (R-O)). The twostage burner and the high-speed camera settings have been described in Sections 2.2, 3.3 and 3.4
and will not be repeated in this chapter.

4.3 Coal proximate and ultimate analyses
Table 4-1 presents the proximate and ultimate analyses of the bituminous coal used for this
study, with as received values calculated based on standard test methods (ASTM D3172-5).
Ignition studies are usually performed with particle size up to 150 microns.44, 45, 110 Coal particles
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are screened to obtain specific size classifications including 75-89 µm, 90-105 µm, 106-124 µm,
and 125-149 µm in diameter.

Table 4-1. Proximate and ultimate analyses of West Elk bituminous coal

Proximate analysis (%wt)

Ultimate analysis (%daf)

HHV(daf)

M

VM

FC

Ash

C

H

O

N

S

(MJ/kg)

3.55

33.72

48.07

9.65

79.05

5.42

13.15

1.73

0.63

32.34

4.4 Simultaneous determination of particle size and ignition
delay time
Videos of unclassified particles (i.e., 75-149 µm particles) were obtained using a NAC
MEMRECAM HX-7 high-speed video camera, set at 8000 frames per second. The videos were
post-processed to obtain high quality tagged image files, with each individual graphic file having
three 16-bit channels corresponding to the red, green and blue (RGB) spectra. Here, 48-bit
sequence tagged image files are preferred because they suffer no-loss of quality when compressed
to graphic files. Before experimental measurement and for a given post-flame gas condition and
temperature, videos of the field of view of the camera without particles, illuminated by a blue LED
light source, were taken for background correction during image processing. Then, 500 tagged
image files were extracted and used for each experimental condition to obtain a good average of
the background effects for use with the actual particle data. The 500 graphics were read using
commercially available MATLAB software and are then converted to string representations on a
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double precision basis. The string representations were then summed and concatenated, turning
the graphical data into a double array dataset matrix, which was then averaged by the number of
images processed. Using the same image-processing methods, raw data from experiments was
converted to matrices and the background corrections were then subtracted.
The Wiener method, a 2-D pixelwise adaptive noise-removal filtering, was adopted to further
reduce noise in the actual experimental data 117. This method is based on statistics estimated from
the local neighborhood of each pixel constituting the particle (i.e., n1-by-n2). For a specific image,
there are N-by-M total local neighborhoods, and for which n1-by-n2 are elements. The local image
mean, n , and standard deviation, σ , are calculated using Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2) respectively.

∑

n=

n1 ,n 2 ∈η

a(n1 , n 2 )
(4.1)

NM

∑

a 2 (n1, n 2 )  ∑ a(n1 , n 2 ) 
 n ,n ∈η

n ,n ∈η
σ= 1 2
− 1 2

NM
NM





2

(4.2)

Based on these estimates, a lowpass Wiener filter, described by Eq. (4.3), is created to remove
any degradation in quality due to additive noise, with ν2 being the average of all the local estimated
variances.

b(n 1 , n 2 ) = n +

σ2 − ν2
(a(n 1 , n 2 ) − n)
σ2

(4.3)

Before ignition, the particles were detected based on RGB information in the 48-bit tagged image
files. As the particle moved and burned, pixel area covered by the particle increases due to volatile
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oxidation or particle swelling. With a dilation factor and application of other parameters (e.g., the
background correction matrix, the Wiener filter correction matrix), the integral area of the image
for a selected particle was obtained, and the edge of the dilated image was monitored over the
particle time history (i.e., 7 cm view length of the camera).
The initial x-y position of the selected particle was defined in a given frame. With the estimated
pixel velocity, the new positions of the particle were obtained and stored. The first dilation
occurred at the point of particle ignition. Thus, integral area changed as the combustion progressed
with new x-y coordinates. The signal intensity profile in the red channel as a function of time was
then obtained by multiplying the double array datasets of the image with the corresponding
integration area at a given time. To obtain the average projected area of the particle, an exponential
curve was fitted for the red channel signal intensities, up to the position corresponding to 10% of
the maximum intensity for a given particle. An exponential curve fit was deemed acceptable for
determining particle size if the corresponding absolute value from the curve fit fell within 3 times
the standard deviation of the red channel data. Assuming spherical symmetry of the particle before
ignition, the particle size, dp, at the ignition point was then determined using Eq. (4.4) based on
the corresponding number of pixels covered by the particle, Npixel, at the position before 1% of the
maximum intensity. Apixel is the unit pixel area, based on the resolution and the view length of the
high-speed camera. A flow chart representation of the algorithm, summarizing the process
described above, is presented in Fig. 4-1, and the MATLAB code is provided in Appendix A-2.

dp = Apixel ⋅ Npixel ⋅ 4 / π

(4.4)
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Figure 4-1. Flow chart describing simultaneous particle size and ignition delay time determination.
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4.5 Results and discussion
4.5.1 Effect of particle size on ignition in oxidizing conditions
Figures 4-2(a-c) show photographs of a single particle tracked as it undergoes various
combustion events. The figures present single particles for three different narrow size
classifications in oxidizing condition. Particles are suspended and transported in the hot gas with
a nominal gas temperature of 1800 K. The particle velocity and particle residence time are obtained
from the camera’s frame speed, frame number, and the camera total view length. The displayed
numbers in the figures denote residence times of the particle in milliseconds. The arrow points to
the particle before ignition, and the location of ignition is shown in the figures by circles. As
expected, the ignition delay time decreases as particle size decreases, with 125-149 µm particles
igniting after 15.4 ms and 90-105 µm particles after 5.8 ms. The volatile flame size increases with
particle size. Thus, volatile flame in large particles requires a longer time before extinction. For
90-105 µm sizes, particles beyond 15.3 ms residence time correspond to char oxidation, given that
the widths of the luminosity of the particle emerging from the volatile flame are about the same as
the particle size.
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Figure 4-2. High-speed videography of a single coal particle ignition in oxidizing conditions at a
nominal gas temperature of 1800 K for (a) 125-149 µm, (b) 106-124 µm, and (c) 90-105 µm
particle size ranges. The flow is from left to right, as shown by the arrow.

At a lower gas temperature, the particle surface temperature is low, and so is the volatile
release. Thus, the ignition delay times in 1300 K nominal gas temperature presented in Figures 43(a-c) are significantly higher than those reported in Figures 4-2(a-c), where the nominal gas
temperature is 1800 K. The experiments show that the ignition delay times are 50 ms for 125-149
µm particles, 44.6 ms for 106-124 µm particles, and 23.4 ms for 90-105 µm particles. Even though
the trend of the ignition time as a function of particle size is the same in both gas temperatures, the
heating rates at an 1800 K gas temperature can reduce the ignition time by a factor of 3 to 5 times
over those of a 1300 K environment for the same particle size under the same experimental
settings.
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Figure 4-3. High-speed videography of a single coal particle ignition in oxidizing conditions at a
nominal gas temperature of 1300 K for (a) 125-149 µm, (b) 106-124 µm, and (c) 90-105 µm
particle size ranges. The flow is from left to right.

4.5.2 Effect of particle size on ignition in reducing-to-oxidizing conditions
The ignition behavior of a particle size range was shown in Section 4.5.1 to be significantly
affected by the temperature of the combustion gas environment in the presence of excess oxygen.
Here, the effect of transition from a reducing-to-oxidizing environment is evaluated for the same
nominal gas temperatures. The results in Figures 4-4(a-c) show that the transition from reducing
environment to an oxidizing environment leads to ignition delays of 21.8 ms, 22.9 ms and 12.4 ms
for 125-149 µm, 106-124 µm and 90-105 µm particles, respectively. Compared to the oxidizing
condition with ignition delay times of 15.8 ms, 9.1 ms, and 5.8 ms for the same particle size
respectively, it is thus clear that ignition behavior of a particle depends not only on the gas
temperature in the which the particle is suspended but also on the local oxygen composition. For
the oxidizing condition, the ignition delay times increase monotonically with particle size.
However, in the R-O condition, the ignition delay times for 125-149 µm and 106-124 µm particle
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size range are nearly the same. Ignition is oxygen-limited in the R-O condition, but no such
limitation exists in the oxidizing condition. Since volatile flux is high for large particle sizes due
to the high gas temperature, homogeneous ignition occurs as soon as the particle with its volatile
transitions to the oxidizing environment from the reducing environment. This behavior suggests
that, in a high-temperature environment, when the surface flux of the volatiles is small, gas-phase
combustion of the volatiles can occur simultaneously with surface heterogeneous combustion.

Figure 4-4. High-speed videography of a single coal particle ignition in R-O conditions at a
nominal gas temperature of 1800 K for (a) 125-149 µm, (b) 106-124 µm, and (c) 90-105 µm
particle size ranges. The flow is from left to right.

The impact of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment combined with a low gas temperature is
considered next and presented in Figures 4-5(a-c). In contradistinction to the differences in ignition
behavior between the O and R-O conditions at 1800 K, the ignition delay times at a nominal gas
temperature of 1300 K in the R-O condition are nearly the same with those of 1300 K in the O
condition (See Section 4.5.1). For example, the ignition delay times for 125-149 µm particles at
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1300 K are 50.0 ms and 45.4 ms in the O and R-O conditions, respectively. For 90-105 µm
particles, the ignition delay times at 1300 K are 23.4 ms and 25.9 ms in the O and R-O conditions
respectively. The low heating rate limits particle or volatile ignition in 1300 K, despite the high
oxygen concentration around the particles in the O condition. However, in the R-O condition, there
exists a flame sheet that demarcates the transition from the reducing to the oxidizing environment.
At a low nominal gas temperature of 1300K, the flame sheet in the R-O condition heats the particle,
a process that is absent in the O condition. This heating compensates for or negates the effect of
the lower oxygen concentration in the R-O condition. Hence, similar ignition delays are observed
in both conditions.

Figure 4-5. High-speed videography of a single coal particle ignition in R-O conditions at a
nominal gas temperature of 1300 K for (a) 125-149 µm, (b) 106-124 µm, and (c) 90-105 µm
particle size ranges. The flow is from left to right.

Particles in the 75-89 µm classification are difficult to visualize among the others presented in
Fig. 4-2 to Fig. 4-5. Thus, the results of this size range for the four conditions (i.e., O at 1800 K,
O at 1300 K, R-O at 1800 K, and R-O at 1300 K) are presented in terms of particle emission
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intensities. Luminous emissions due to both volatile and char combustion are normalized by the
maximum intensities and presented in Figure 4-6. The magnitude of the emission intensity may
differ for individual particles, but the characteristic times and trends are repeatable. The results
show that ignition delays in the O and R-O conditions at 1800 K are 5 ms and 13 ms, respectively.
Thus, the difference in ignition delays can be attributed to the different oxygen concentrations in
O and R-O conditions. However, at a low nominal gas temperature of 1300 K, the normalized
emission intensities in both R-O and O are very similar, and the ignition delay is not significantly
different (green and red profiles in Fig. 4-6). Consistent with other larger sizes, this result shows
that particle heating to a sufficient temperature is critical to ignition in 1300 K gas temperature,
irrespective of the oxygen concentration.
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Figure 4-6. Normalized light emission intensity vs. particle residence time.
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4.5.3 Ignition time and particle size statistical results
This section presents the data obtained from the algorithm developed in MATLAB and
discussed in Section 4.4 for simultaneous determination of particle size and ignition delay time.
Figure 4-7, a scatter plot, shows ignition delay times on the vertical axis and the corresponding
particle sizes on the horizontal axis. The plot shows data for two conditions, which are 1800 K gas
temperature in O condition, and 1800 K gas temperature in the R-O condition. The exact size of
each particle at its ignition point is obtained. Figure 4-7 suggests that particle ignition delay time
is strongly independent of particle size for an 1800 K gas temperature in the O condition, since the
ignition delay times remain almost constant as particle size changes from 75 µm to 150 µm. With
high excess oxygen and a high gas temperature, the particles ignite irrespective of their sizes.
However, for 1800 K gas temperature in the R-O condition, ignition delay times fairly but
weakly correlate with particle size, with significant variance about the mean. Also, the ignition
delay times are longer than those at 1800 K gas temperature in the O condition. The difference
between the O and R-O conditions is the reducing-to-oxidizing environment and its characteristic
oxygen composition profile. Thus, as seen in Figure 4-7, the effect of this transition on ignition
delay times is not pronounced at a high heating rate for all particle sizes, further affirming one of
the conclusions in Chapter 3 and Section 4.5.2, which is that heating rate has a first order effect on
ignition delay time.
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Figure 4-7. Scatter plots of ignition delay time vs. particle size before ignition. Black scatter data
corresponds to nominal 1800 K gas temperature and O condition, and the blue scatter data
corresponds to nominal 1800 K gas temperature and R-O condition.

Each of the 100-scatter data presented in Figure 4-7 corresponds to a specific size with its
characteristic ignition delay time. To verify the accuracy of the usual basis of fundamental ignition
studies, which involves the use of a narrow size range, the scatter data are arranged into four size
classes (i.e., 75-89 µm, 90-105 µm, 106-124 µm, and 125-149 µm). Then statistical averages of
ignition delay times based on these size classifications are compared to those obtained from direct
experiments involving those particle size ranges, as described in Sections 4.5.1 to Section 4.5.4.
To give the same basis of comparison, twenty particles from each size cut were tracked and
used to obtain the average ignition delay times. As shown in Figure 4-8, the results from the use
of a narrow particle size classification in evaluating the ignition behavior of single coal particle
(i.e., Figure 4-2 to Figure 4-6) compare well on average to the statistical ignition results. However,
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the results from narrow particle size ranges do not capture the variations in ignition delay times,
which are associated with the entire given particle size range. As shown in Fig. 4-8, the standard
deviations for the ignition-time-vs-actual-size plot are significantly higher than those obtained
from experiments using narrow size ranges. Results with and without classifications both show
that ignition is fairly independent of particle size for the O condition at 1800 K. As noted before,
the dependence of ignition delay time on particle size correlates very weakly in the R-O condition.
Thus, if the heating rate is high, devolatilization will be fast and ignition delay time will be
independent of the local oxygen concentration.
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Figure 4-8. Comparison of the average ignition delay times for experimental cases with and without
particle size classifications.
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4.6 Summary
Using a two-stage flat-flame burner, the effect of particle size on pulverized coal ignition was
studied in an oxidizing environment and in a reducing-to-oxidizing environment. Gas temperature
had a first order effect on particle ignition. The trend in the ignition time as a function of particle
size was the same in both 1300 K and 1800 K gas temperatures. The heating rates at an 1800 K
gas temperature reduced the ignition time by a factor of 3 to 5 times over those of a 1300 K
environment for the same particle sizes. The ignition delay times increased monotonically as
particle size increased in the oxidizing condition at high temperatures. However, in the R-O
condition where ignition is oxygen-limited, the ignition delay times were nearly the same for large
particle sizes at 1800 K. For a nominal 1300 K gas temperature, ignition delay times were similar
in both atmospheres (O and R-O), further affirming that gas temperature (i.e., heating rate) has a
first order effect on particle ignition.
The use of narrow size classifications in estimating ignition behavior of coal particles
compared well on average to the statistical data obtained from experiments using 75-149 µm
particles. This finding confirmed for the first time the common assumption that the ignition
behavior of a few sampled particles from a given particle size range provides an accurate
representation of the ignition characteristics of the entire particle size range.
An investigation of the role of different particle sizes and the transition from a reducing-tooxidizing environment on ignition of a pulverized coal stream is presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
The effects of particle size and the
transition from a reducing-to-oxidizing
environment on pulverized coal stream
ignition
5.1 Introduction
Single particle ignition study was the subject of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Here in Chapter 5,
attention is directed to fundamental studies of coal particle stream ignition in a reducing-tooxidizing environment using high-speed videography and scanning electron microscopy. Most
theoretical and experimental studies of ignition at a fundamental level have concentrated on single
coal particles.45, 46, 56, 67, 94, 100, 118, 119 However, experimental evaluation of particle stream ignition
is more relevant to pulverized coal burners than single particle ignition because such particle
stream experiments consider the effects of particle interactions on early-stage coal combustion.
Also, particle stream ignition affects other processes, such as char burnout and pollutant
formation.120-124
This explains why there has been numerous work done to model coal particle stream ignition
in oxidizing conditions.69-71, 125, 126 Ryan and Annamalai developed transient ignition models for
dense clouds and dilute clouds of coal particles with size ranging from 50 µm to 100 µm and gas
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temperature ranging from 1100 K to 1900 K, all at 23% O2 by mass 71, 72. Their findings showed
that homogeneous ignition occurs in a dense cloud, while single particles in dilute cloud undergo
heterogeneous ignition. In addition, quasisteady and transient results obtained for coal particle
stream ignition showed that the burning rate of a single particle in the cloud is lower than the
burning rate of the same particle in isolation.51, 70 These modeling efforts have provided great
insights on the ignition of particle clouds and computational predictions of group burning rates
and flame structures. However, to date, there have been few experimental studies on coal particle
stream ignition.50, 93, 127 Thus, numerical solutions can be confirmed only qualitatively 70, and such
confirmation must be approached with caution since conditions and geometries in the available
experiments may be widely different from those in the numerical studies.
Ruiz et al. 127 conducted an experimental study evaluating ignition delay for continuous flow
of particle stream of high-volatile bituminous coal particles injected into a 9% oxygen
environment. Their work showed that ignition time first decreases with increasing particle density,
and then increases with further particle loading in a laminar flow reactor. Their work was based
on photographs of luminous emission from the burning particles for temperatures between 1023
and 1150 K. Liu et al. 93 conducted experiments on the ignition properties of different coals with
different particle loadings, using a laminar entrained flow reactor at gas temperatures between
1200 K and 1670 K. A fixed particle size of 75-105 µm was used for their experiments in oxygen
concentration from 12% to 20%. They found that ignition delay time is very sensitive to the
temperature of the hot coflow into which the coal stream is introduced. Yuan et al. 59 investigated
the ignition behaviors of dispersed coal particle streams using in situ methods in an optical
Hencken flat-flame burner. They argued that heterogeneous ignition is dominant at lower
temperatures for 65-74 µm particles at 10% to 30% oxygen mole fractions. In a separate work 60,
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they studied the collective ignition behavior of dispersed coal particle streams and observed
transitions from heterogeneous ignition to hetero-homogeneous ignition for gas temperatures of
1500 K and 1800 K. Volatile evolution and heterogeneous surface chemistry during the heterohomogeneous mode is discussed based on pyrolysis and heating timescales.
While these experimental studies provide data for computational model validation, none of
them addresses coal stream ignition in a combustion environment typical of conventional pc
burners with characteristic transition from a reducing-to-oxidizing environment in the near-burner
region. Combustion characteristics and ignition can be strongly affected by particles transitioning
from reducing to oxidizing atmospheres 68, 109. Thus, to provide information aimed at addressing
flame instability in pc burners, fundamental studies in experimental platform where coal particle
stream ignition can be evaluated in the reducing-to-oxidizing environment are important.
Furthermore, data of more relevance to burner design and optimization can be obtained if
fundamental ignition studies simultaneously consider coal particle streams (as opposed to singleparticle studies) in the reducing-to-oxidizing environment.
To this end, the novel two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner described fully in Chapter 2 is used
as the experimental platform. Using this burner and with the aim of improving upon the limited
data on ignition of coal particle streams, this chapter presents new experimental findings isolating
the effects of: (1) particle size, and (2) reducing-to-oxidizing environment (R-O) on ignition of a
coal stream. Results are presented for gas temperatures of 1300 K and 1800 K. High-speed, backlit high-resolution videography is employed to image the particles under oxidizing (O) and R-O
conditions for four different particle sizes.
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5.2 Experimental methods
Figure 5-1 shows a cross section of the two-stage Hencken burner showing coal particle stream
combustion, high speed camera set-up with blue LED background light source. While the burner
and the high-speed camera settings stay the same as described in Chapter 4, a new image
processing code was developed to extract and average the radially binned vertical profile along the
reactor from the exit of the coal feeder up to a height of 9 cm from the burner.
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Gasket
Oxidizer
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Oxidizer
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Figure 5-1. Cross section of a two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner, showing coal particle
stream combustion, high speed camera set-up with blue LED background light source.
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The MATLAB code allows for a quantitative evaluation of the coal stream ignition as
determined for each combustion condition using 6000 images. As the coal particle stream is
convected from the burner exit, the coal particles ignite and emit visible light. Both gas-phase
reactions and char surface oxidation will increase the visible light intensity, as captured by the red
sensor of the camera’s RGB filter array sensor. The signal from each image represents the visible
light intensity. The code is provided in Appendix A-3.

5.3 Particle size used for this study
Powder River Basin (RPB) subbituminous coal was used for this study, and the proximate and
ultimate analyses of the coal has been provided in Table 2.2. Coal particles are screened to four
size cuts: 63-74 µm, 75-89 µm, 90-124 µm, and 125-149 µm in diameter, to study the effect of
particle size. The mass feed rate was similar for all particle sizes.

5.4 Results and discussion
5.4.1 Effect of particle size on coal stream ignition in the 1300 K oxidizing
condition
The video frames in Fig. 5-2 show the combustion of coal particle streams for the four size
classifications in an environment having a 20 vol.% O2 composition and a nominal gas temperature
of 1300 K. As discussed in Chapter 2, the particles are fed into the reactor through a central coal
feeding tube, and the background in the figure is from the blue LED light source. The coal particles
leaving the tube can be seen as black particles in the backlit image. The released volatiles ignite,
creating a bright volatile flame, which is followed by char oxidation. Given that the diameters of
luminosity of the individual particles emerging from the volatile flames are about the same as the
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initial particle diameters, the emerging particles are assumed to be char particles. As expected, the
char burnout is fastest for the smallest particles. While Fig. 5-2 shows qualitative trends for the
four particle classifications using a single frame, Fig. 5-3 presents a plot of normalized intensity
with height, obtained from averaging signals from 6000 frames. For the 63-74 µm particles in Fig.
5-2a, thermal emissions from volatiles oxidation can be observed before char oxidation. Hence,
homogeneous-to-heterogeneous ignition prevails in coal stream combustion for the 63-74 µm
particles. Figures 5-2 b&c show similar qualitative observations with respect to the mode of
ignition for 75-89 µm and 90-124 µm particle sizes, respectively. For the 125-149 µm particles,
the standoff height is significantly longer due to slower particle heating, with homogeneous
particle combustion occurring almost at the end of the optical view of the high-speed camera.

(a

(b

(c

12 mm

(d

90 mm

Figure 5-2. Coal stream ignition for different particle sizes in in an environment of 20
vol.% O2 and a 1300 K gas temperature. The flow is from left to right.
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The normalized light intensities shown in Fig. 5-3 reveal more general characteristics of
ignition for each particle size range, and the results are consistent with Fig. 5-2, in that the location
of rapid increase in light emission, which corresponds to coal stream ignition, depends on particle
size, and that the relationship is not monotonic with size. For the 63-74 µm and 125-149 µm
particles, the location of rapid increase in emission intensity is at 2 cm and 7 cm, respectively. As
expected 45, 100, 118, 119, the standoff height should increase with particle size due to slower particle
heating, and delayed devolatilization. Figure 5-3 agrees with this expectation except for the 90124 µm particle stream, where the location of the rise in emission intensity is between those of the
63-74 µm and 75-89 µm coal streams, as can also be observed in Fig. 5-2. This exception is
consistent with earlier findings on single particle ignition done by Essenhigh et al.
Juntgen et al.111,

128

67, 119

and

Those works showed that coal particle sizes well below 110 µm ignite

heterogeneously and that homogeneous ignition becomes prevalent for particles well above 110
µm. However, 90-124 µm particles are able to produce significant amount of volatiles (about an
order of magnitude above smaller particles), and yet small enough that temperature is not a barrier
to high volatile flux. Thus, the significant reduction in the standoff height can be attributed to the
enhancement of the homogeneous combustion.
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Figure 5-3. Normalized emission intensities for different particle sizes in an environment
of 20 vol.% O2 and a 1300 K gas temperature.

5.4.2 Effect of particle size on coal stream ignition in the 1800 K oxidizing
condition
Now we consider coal particle streams injected into a combustion environment of nominally
20 vol.% O2 and 1800 K. Video images of coal particle combustion in this condition for the four
particle size classifications are presented in Fig. 5-4. The trend and the mode of ignition of the
particle streams in this higher-temperature environment is similar to that in the lower-temperature
environment for the four particle sizes; this is in contradistinction to the single particle experiment
were hetero-homogeneous ignition has been reported for this particle size range and in high gas
temperature.60 There are significant reductions in standoff heights at this temperature for all four
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particle sizes but no differences in trends, suggesting that the higher heating rate affects ignition
times but not ignition modes. The length of the volatile flame can be seen directly in Fig. 5-4 (as
labeled) and by the broad region of high emission intensity in Fig. 5-5. The length increases with
particle size due to the increase in volatile mass with particle size. Prior to the extinction of the
volatile flame in Fig. 5-4(d), long tar tail combustion, oriented along the gas flow streamline, is
seen for the 125-149 size µm particles. The tail flame is tar combustion, as indicated in previous
studies.54, 129

(a

Volatile flame region

(b

(c

12 mm

(d

Coal feeding
90 mm

Figure 5-4. Coal stream ignition for different particle sizes in an oxidizing environment at
1800 K. Flow is from left to right.

The results in Fig. 5-5 are qualitatively consistent with the lower gas temperature results
presented in Fig. 5-3, with the smallest particle size having the lowest ignition delay and fastest
char burnout. Single particle theories have shown that ignition mode should be different as
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temperature increases.35, 130, 131 However, theories that include particle interactions and group
devolatilization showed that minimum ignition temperature ignition which would increase with
size under single particle studies decreases with size under coal stream ignition.69 On ignition
mode, theory has shown that ignition that will be heterogeneous in single particle studies become
homogeneous in coal stream under the same ambient conditions.68-70,

125

Thus, group

devolatilization as a result of particle interactions is at play on the mode of coal stream ignition
observed at different temperatures. The interactions between the volatiles of many particles could
easily reach the lower flammability limit to support homogeneous ignition, irrespective of the gas
temperatures. We observed this experimentally with homogeneous ignition mode for all sizes for
both temperatures but the time at which these events happened are very different at different
temperatures. With the higher gas temperature, the standoff height is shorter, and the evolution of
the entire lifetime of the particle can now be observed in the available field of view for the 125149 µm particles. The particles initially ignite homogeneously, as they did in the lower gas
temperature environment. Subsequently, after the first flame extinguishes due to depletion of
volatiles, a second ignition involving char oxidation occurs, leading to the two-peak normalized
emission intensity profile in Fig. 5-5.
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Figure 5-5. Normalized emission intensities for different particle sizes in an environment
of 20 vol.% O2 and a 1800 K gas temperature.

Particle tracking was used to obtain particle residence time. The particle stream ignition delay
time is defined as the time corresponding to the maximum rate of change of slope in the normalized
emission intensity. This criterion has been shown to give similar results to those with a criterion
in which half of the injected coal particles have ignited (as approximated by the time corresponding
to 50% of the maximum intensity93). Figure 5-6 shows the ignition delay times for different particle
size classifications. Ignition delay times are significantly shorter at 1800 K than 1300 K, however
the trends are the same for both gas temperatures. With high oxygen concentration, the ignition
delay time increases with size from 63-74 µm to 75-89 µm. Since the 90-124 µm particle stream
has characteristically lower minimum ignition temperature, the ignition delay time for 90-124 µm
particles is even lower than that of 75-89 µm particles at the same temperature. This is consistent
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with other results in Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-4; the ignition delay time increases generally with particle
size, apart from the 90-124 µm particles.
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Figure 5-6. Ignition delay times as a function of particle sizes in an environment of 20
vol.% O2 for nominal gas temperatures of 1300 K and 1800 K.

5.4.3 Effect of particle size on coal stream ignition in the 1300 K reducing-tooxidizing environment
The role of particle size on ignition in an environment where the particles experience a
reducing-to-oxidizing environment is now presented. Figure 5-7 shows the video images in the RO environment at 1300 K for the different particle sizes. The flame shown in Fig. 2-15, which
results from combustion of the products of incomplete combustion of the flat flame, is 2 cm high,
and is identified in Fig 5-7a. The height of this flame stands for the characteristic length of the
reducing zone and it is the same height for the other three video images in Fig. 5-7.
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The characteristic of ignition in the R-O environment are quite different from that of the
oxidizing environment (cf. Figs 5-2 and 5-4). Plots of the normalized emission intensities for the
four particle sizes in Fig. 5-8 show the differences more clearly, with a standoff height of 2 cm for
the 90-124 µm coal stream and about 3 cm for other particle sizes. Compared with the oxidizing
environment, there are differences in the locations of ignition, the trends in standoff height, and
the emission intensities. Referring to Fig. 2-12, Fig. 2-13 and Fig 2-14 for the axial distributions
of oxygen and temperature, it is clear that the differences are not due to temperature, but rather the
very different composition histories that the particles experience. As the particles enter the burner
and are rapidly heated, they experience a reducing environment, resulting from the products of the
rich inner flame. The volatiles that are released in this zone mix with the products of the rich flame
and the mixture is burned in the diffusion flame. When the particles pass through this flame, they
continue to devolatilize but the oxygen concentration is low, as the composition is primarily
products of combustion from the diffusion flame. Traveling downstream, the oxygen and volatile
concentrations increase with distance and, at some point, the concentrations are sufficiently high
to support combustion, and the volatiles burn homogeneously. Visible flames can be observed at
nearly the same standoff heights for all but the 90-124 µm coal stream. Similar standoff heights
suggest that ignition in the R-O environment is strongly influenced by the location at which
volatiles mix with sufficient oxygen, about 4-7 vol.% oxygen for this gas temperature. Thus, this
trend in the standoff height suggests that homogeneous ignition prevails in R-O environments with
nominal gas temperature of 1300 K.
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Figure 5-7. Coal stream ignition for different particle sizes in a reducing-to-oxidizing
environment at 1300 K. The flow is from left to right.

As discussed previously in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, high volatile flux enhances homogeneous
ignition for the 90-124 µm coal particles. Thus, the early oxidation of volatiles released by particles
in the 90-124 µm coal stream reduces the standoff height. Surprisingly, the standoff height for the
125-149 µm coal stream decreases from about 7 cm in oxidizing environment to 3 cm in the R-O
environment. Note that the burner is up-fired. So, inertial effect on particle trajectory increases
with particle size. Larger particles, with higher volatile flux, particle rotation will increase with
particle size due to higher volatile flux. This, together with inertial effect, will contribute to longer
time before the particles relax to the vertical gas velocity field. Thus, the larger particle sizes show
more dispersion from the centerline gravity, particularly noticeable in the 125-149 size µm
particles. Noting the shape of the diffusion flame in the reducing-to-oxidizing environment, this
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explains why ignition can be seen in Figs 5-7c&d, in regions away from the centerline, and this
partially explains why ignition is seen to occur earlier for larger sizes. The transition of particles
through a diffusion flame leads to enhanced release of volatiles that are subsequently oxidized.
Thus, the standoff height is shorter for the 125-149 µm coal stream in the R-O environment
compared to the oxidizing environment. Although there is no significant difference between the
intensity profiles for the 63-74 µm and 75-89 µm particles, the standoff heights are higher in the
R-O environment than in the oxidizing environment, indicating the significance of oxygen volume
percent on ignition for these smaller particle sizes. Thus, in addition to particle size, the standoff
height for different particle size classifications can be affected by the local oxygen volume percent
in a low gas temperature environment.
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Figure 5-8. Normalized emission intensities for different particle sizes in an environment
with a reducing-to-oxidizing environment and a 1300 K gas temperature.
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5.4.4 Effects of particle size on coal stream ignition in the 1800 K in reducingto-oxidizing environment
Figure 5-9 shows the video images for the different particle sizes in the R-O environment at
1800 K nominal gas temperature. In this higher-temperature environment, ignition occurs at about
the same height for all particle sizes. Figure 5-10 clearly shows this observation with the plots of
emission intensities in the high temperature R-O condition. As noted above, there are marked
differences in the emission intensity profiles at 1800 K under oxidizing conditions (Fig. 5-5).
Under oxidizing conditions, the volatiles ignite locally as they are released, leading to distinct
ignition curves as a function of size (Fig. 5-5), since the rate of heating, and thus volatile release,
is dependent on particle size. Under R-O condition, volatiles begin to release within the reducing
zone due to the high heating rate, but the volatiles cannot ignite until after the reducing zone, when
the oxygen concentration has increased sufficiently for combustion. As the particles stream
through the high-temperature flame sheet and mix with oxygen, the volatiles ignite, leading to the
observed similarity in the emission intensity profiles for the different particle sizes (Fig. 5-10).
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Figure 5-9. Coal stream ignition for different particle sizes in a reducing-to-oxidizing
environment at 1800 K. The flow is from left to right.
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Figure 5-10. Normalized emission intensities for different particle sizes in an
environment with a reducing-to-oxidizing environment and a 1800 K gas temperature
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5.4.5 Particle size and ignition delay in reducing-to-oxidizing environment
Figure 5-11 is a plot of ignition delay time as a function of particle size in a reducing-tooxidizing environment for nominal gas temperatures of 1300 K and 1800 K. In contradistinction
to the results at 1300 K for oxidizing conditions (Fig. 5-6), there is no significant difference in the
ignition delay times as particle size increases from 63-74 µm to 75-89 µm under reducing-tooxidizing conditions. For the smaller particle sizes (i.e., 63-74 µm and 75-89 µm), ignition is thus
oxygen dependent at this gas temperature, i.e., ignition of the released volatiles is limited by the
availability of oxygen for the small particles.
At 1300 K, the ignition time for the 63-74 µm size increases from an average of 16 ms for the
oxidizing condition to 34 ms in the reducing-to-oxidizing condition. As particle size increases in
the lower gas temperature environment, ignition becomes particle-temperature dependent. Since
the diffusion flame sheet characterizes the reducing-to-oxidizing environment, particles flow
through the flame sheet with a relatively higher temperature than those in oxidizing conditions.
The local temperature at the flame sheet enhances volatile release and the released volatiles then
ignite as they mix with oxygen. From the blue bars in Fig. 5-11, a decrease in ignition delay is
observed as particle size changes from 75-89 µm to 90-124 µm. Thus, there is a crossover from
oxygen-dependent ignition to particle-temperature-dependent ignition. However, compared to the
oxidizing conditions with no flame sheet in Fig. 5-6, the ignition delay time for 125-149 µm in the
oxidizing condition is significantly higher than in reducing-to-oxidizing condition, further
affirming that heating rate has a strong effect on ignition. However, ignition of the released
volatiles is limited by the availability of oxygen for all particle sizes at the 1800 K gas temperature;
hence ignition delay times are higher in the R-O condition than in oxidizing conditions (Fig.5-6).
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Figure 5-11. Ignition delay times as a function of particle sizes in the reducing-tooxidizing environment for nominal gas temperatures of 1300 K and 1800 K.

5.5 Scanning electron microscopic analysis of particles: Effect
of particle size, temperature and oxygen composition
5.5.1 Micrographs of particles in the 1300 K oxidizing and R-O conditions
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to characterize the 63-74 µm and 125-149 µm
particles, sampled at a residence time of 50 ms, corresponding to a time that is post ignition 59.
Samples are obtained at the same residence time of 50 ms for all conditions by changing the heights
accordingly. The scanning electron micrographs presented are representative of many particles
surveyed. Insights into the controlling ignition modes of ignition can be gained from these
micrographs. Figure 5-12 presents SEM images at a 1300 K gas temperature for the 63-74 µm
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particles under a) oxidizing and b) reducing-to-oxidizing conditions. Small volumetric release of
volatiles means more direct oxygen attack on the particle surface. Thus, for the 63-74 µm particles
under oxidizing conditions, particle surface oxidation is dominant at this residence time, as
indicated by the rough surfaces with varying depths and apparent porosities. On the other hand,
under reducing-to-oxidizing conditions, the particles show a surface lacking macroporosity, which
is expected for particles with no significant surface oxidation. This implies devolatilization is still
significant at this residence time. Thus, in the R-O environment at 1300 K, the ignition of particles
below this sampling time must be homogeneous since the particle surface is shielded from the
limited supply of oxygen by the released volatiles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-12. SEM images of 63-74 µm particles in (a) an oxidizing condition, and (b) a
reducing-to-oxidizing condition at a 1300 K gas temperature.
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Micrographs of the 125-149 µm particles are also obtained. Figure 5-13 presents SEM images
taken for a) oxidizing and b) reducing-to-oxidizing conditions. Similar to the results in

45

,

significant particle devolatilization is still taking place after ignition and the particle can be
classified as inertoid with characteristically low porosity and high volatile layer thickness 132, 133.
Thus, the particle surface is not accessible to oxygen for oxidation. Hence, since the volatiles must
ignite and burn before particle surface oxidation, homogeneous ignition prevails for the large
particles irrespective of whether combustion is in an oxidizing or reducing-to-oxidizing condition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-13. SEM images of 125-149 µm particles in (a) an oxidizing condition, and (b) a
reducing-to-oxidizing condition at a 1300 K gas temperature.

5.5.2 Micrographs of particles in the 1800 K oxidizing and R-O conditions
Figure 5-14 shows SEM images from the 63-74 µm particles for the 1800 K nominal gas
temperature. Unlike the results for the lower gas temperature, oxidizing environment shown in
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Fig. 5-12a, Fig. 5-14a shows that at the higher gas temperature, the surface is smooth, suggesting
fusion of mineral matter after complete combustion of char.134 However, Fig. 5-14b shows that
combustion is not complete at 50 ms for the R-O environment, with the particle displaying a
significantly rough surface. Thus, the incomplete combustion is an indication that particles in the
R-O environment have longer homogeneous ignition delay times and longer char burnout times
than those in the oxidizing environment, a consequence of the delayed exposure to oxygen.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-14. SEM images of 63-74 µm particles in (a) an oxidizing condition, and (b) a
reducing-to-oxidizing condition at a 1800 K gas temperature.

SEM photographs of the 125-149 µm particles are shown in Fig. 5-15. For both environments,
sponge-like, irregular surface structures are observed, indicating char surface oxidation

132, 135

.

Based on the videography in Fig. 5-4 and Fig. 5-9, we observe that for the 125-149 µm particles,
the volatiles ignite first, after which the char particles undergo an induction period and then ignite
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heterogeneously. Thus, the similarity in the morphologies in Figs. 5-15a and b suggest that the
particles are sampled at the stage in which the homogeneous mode is complete and the
heterogeneous mode is ongoing.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-15. SEM images of 125-149 µm particles in (a) an oxidizing condition, and (b) a
reducing-to-oxidizing condition at a 1800 K gas temperature.

5.6 Summary
In an effort to replicate the characteristics of the near-burner region of a conventional
pulverized coal furnace, we employed a two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner, and studied the
effects of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment on ignition modes and ignition delays for coal
particle streams as a function of particle size. The results showed that ignition in the reducing-tooxidizing environment can be quite different from those in the oxidizing environment, especially
for small particles. For all particle size ranges considered, homogeneous-to-heterogeneous ignition
is observed. Ignition delay times are independent of particle size at 1800 K gas temperatures but
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depend significantly on particle size at 1300 K. This suggests that ignition delay is determined by
the amount of volatiles released (depending on particle size and gas temperature) and the local
oxygen concentration. For the 1800 K nominal gas temperature in either the oxidizing or the
reducing-to-oxidizing environment, ignition delay time is independent of particle size. However,
the reducing-to-oxidizing environment increases ignition delay times by 100% on average over
those of oxidizing conditions at 1800 K gas temperature. In the reducing-to-oxidizing
environment, longer ignition delay times are due to the oxidation of volatiles released before the
particles exit the volatile flame front at the flame front. Hence, for homogeneous ignition to occur,
more volatiles must be generated downstream of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment zone. On
the other hand, in 1300 K nominal gas temperature, ignition delay times strongly depend on
particle size in the stream. Interestingly though, there exists a crossover at which the ignition delay
times in reducing-to-oxidizing environment are less than those of oxidizing conditions for large
particles (i.e., 90-124 µm and 125-149 µm) at 1300 K.
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Chapter 6
Coal combustion modeling and analysis
6.1 Introduction
Based on the unique features of the two-stage Hencken flat-flame burner presented in Chapter
2, the role of combustion environments (i.e. oxidizing or reducing-to-oxidizing environments),
particle size, and gas temperature have been explored in Chapters 3-5. Those results show that
ignition of coal particles is strongly dependent on gas temperature, i.e., the heating rate affects the
ignition delay time. Depending on the gas temperature, other factors become significant as well.
For example, particle size becomes an important factor for ignition at a gas temperature of 1300
K, and the controlling mechanism shifts from oxygen-dependent to temperature-dependent as
particle size increases. In an 1800 K gas environment, the ignition delay time in the reducing-tooxidizing environment increases compared to that in the oxidizing environment.
In this chapter, attention is directed towards theoretically modeling both the pre-ignition and
the post-ignition stages of particle combustion. The pre-ignition modeling evaluates quantitatively
early-stage processes of coal combustion without volatile and char oxidation (i.e., before ignition).
These processes include particle heating, demoisturization, and devolatilization. To clarify the
effect of gas temperature and particle size on the volatile release rate and ignition, particle
temperature-time history and devolatilization times are compared for different particle sizes. Then,
the roles of particle size and environments on char ignition and char burnout are evaluated in the
post-ignition modeling. With a methane-fueled flat-flame, there is a significant amount of steam
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and carbon dioxide around the particles. Hence, the model evaluates the significance of char
gasification along with char oxidation on particle burnout.

6.2 Pre-ignition model description
A theoretical model on the early-stage of coal combustion is presented here. Figure 6.1 shows
particle heating, demoisturization, and devolatilization as early-stage processes. The goal is to
understand the significance of gas temperature on particle heating, demoisturization and volatile
release without particle reactions in an oxidizing environment. Since there is no oxidation step in
the pre-ignition model, the results for the O condition are the same as for the R-O condition. In
other words, gas temperature, and not the oxygen composition, controls particle heating,
demoisturization, and devolatilization.
By proximate analysis, a coal particle consists of moisture, volatile, char, and ash. Since
volatile release leads to char structure evolution, a dry-ash-free mass variable, mu, was used to
represent the unreacted combustible mass.33 Assumptions made include spherical symmetry,
constant properties, unity Lewis number, and no interaction between particles. Assuming plug
flow in the reactor, especially for the short residence time during which pre-ignition processes
occur, it is reasonably accurate to assume that single particles are effectively suspended in the gas
medium.57
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Figure 6-1. A coal particle undergoing early-stage processes of coal combustion.

Particle size, dp, is assumed constant during devolatilization 60, but particle density changes as
given by Eq. (6.1),
dρ p
dt

=−

6 dm p
πd p 3 dt

(6.1)

where mp is the particle mass at a given residence time, and ρp is the particle density. The mass
balance is given by Eq. (6.2), based on the components that change with time,

dm p
dt

=

dm H 2 O
dt

where mH2O and

+

dm u
dt

(6.2)

m u are the mass of moisture and unreacted combustible mass (i.e., volatile and

char) respectively. Moisture release is based on mass transfer of the moisture in the particle to the
gas phase, and Eq. (6.3) describes this transfer 106, where Pm,sat is the saturation pressure of water
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at a particle temperature Tp, PH2O is the partial pressure of water in the gas phase, Tg is the gas
temperature, Ap is the particle surface area, and

M

w ,H 2O

is the molecular weight of water. kH2O is

the mass transfer coefficient of moisture into the gas phase, defined based on a Sherwood number
of 2 with the moisture diffusivity depending on residence time, particle mass, and gas
temperature.106, 136

dmH2O
dt

P
PH O 
= −kH2O  m,sat − 2  Ap Mw,H2O
 RT RT 
g 
 g

The devolatilization rate,

(6.3)

ℜ dev , is modeled by using the single step first-order Arrhenius model,

given by Eq. (6.4). This model has been used extensively to study coal devolatilization, with the
kinetic parameters drawn from experiments 34, 100, 130, 131, 137, 138. In this work, methane is used as a
single pseudo-organic species, as in other works.100, 106

ℜ d ev = −

dm v
Ea
= A ex p ( −
)⋅mv
dt
R Tp

(6.4)

Since the particle is immersed in a continuously flowing gas stream, the concentration of
volatiles in the gas phase around the particle is proportional to the devolatilization rate 35. Hence,
the volatile mole fraction in the gas phase at the particle surface can be expressed as

x s,vol =

ℜ dev ⋅ m v
MWvol ⋅ n& g

(6.5)

Heat transfer to a cold coal particle from a hot gas is through convection, radiation, and heat
requirement for demoisturization of the particle. Thus, the energy balance determining the particle
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temperature is given by Eq. (6.6). The particle size of interest is between 63 µm and 150 µm, and
the Biot number for this particle size range is 0.07 (i.e. Bi <<1) indicates no resistance to heat
transfer inside of the particle, so the particle’s temperature is uniform.

m pCp

dTp
dt

= hA p (Tg − Tp ) + εσ A p (Tw 4 − Tp 4 ) +

dm H 2 O
dt

L H 2O

(6.6)

In this pre-ignition model, the coal particle thermochemistry is divided into vaporization and
devolatilization both due to particle heating from the surrounding hot gas at nominal gas
temperatures of 1300 K and 1800 K. The model is constrained so that there is no volatile release
before the moisture is fully removed from the particle, and so that heat addition to the particle
provides the latent heat of vaporization, expressed mathematically in Eq. (6.7).

−

dm H 2 O
dt

L H 2 O = hA p (Tg − Tp ) + εσ A p (Tw 4 − Tp 4 )

(6.7)

The equations are solved using a MATLAB program whose algorithm is presented in Appendix
A-4. The volatile mole fraction in the gas phase at the particle surface and the particle temperaturetime profiles are discussed below.

6.3 Lower flammability limits (LFLs) and ignition
Flammability limits for various alkane and alkene fuels have been extensively studied for
ambient temperatures up to ~1800 K.139-141 Based on experimental and numerical analyses, these
studies established a dimensionless correlation known as the Zabetakis equation that relates the
lower flammability limits to the ambient temperature and the initial fuel temperature. This equation
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is given in Eq. 6.8, where LFLTf LFLT∞ is the ratio of the lower flammability limit at the fuel
temperature,

LFL Tf
LFL T∞

Tf , to the lower flammability limit at the ambient temperature, T∞.
= 1 − k c ⋅ (Tf − T∞ )

(6.8)

The volatile temperature, Tf , is assumed to be the same as the particle surface temperature, Tp,
since the volatile is released from the surface of the particle. Here, kc is a correlation factor that
depends on the heating value and the thermophysical properties of the volatiles. The ambient
temperature is the gas phase temperature in which the coal particle is suspended, i.e. 1300 K or
1800 K for the experimental results in preceding chapters. The volatile mole fraction at the surface
of the particle can be compared to the lower flammability limits (LFLs), where both parameters
are functions of the volatile temperature (residence time). Thus, plots comparing the LFL of the
volatile (assumed to be methane) with the particle surface temperature (assumed to be the volatile
temperature) and the volatile mole fraction at the surface of the particle are appropriate for
understanding ignition.

6.4 Pre-ignition model predictions and analysis
6.4.1 Particle size, volatile composition, and ignition in a gas temperature of
1300 K
Figure 6-2 shows plots of the volatile mole fraction at the surface of the particle and the LFL
for five different particle sizes at 1300 K. For particles below 75 µm, the volatile mole fraction in
the gas phase next to the particle surface is significantly lower than the lower flammability limits,
which indicates that the volume of volatile release from small particles is not sufficient to form a
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combustible mixture. Thus, heterogeneous ignition is the controlling mechanism, since volatile
oxidation cannot occur. For a 75 µm particle, the volatile fraction first meets the lower
flammability limit curve. In addition to this, the volatile mole fraction exceeds the lower
flammability limit for about 2 ms for a 90 µm particle. Hence, for the 75-90 µm size range, volatile
oxidation can only be sustained for a brief time around the particle surface. Thus, its effect on
ignition delay time will be minimal for particles in the 75-90 µm range. However, for particles
above 90 µm, a larger volatile flux, sustained for several milliseconds, signifies strong
homogeneous ignition, forcing the reaction zone away from the solid surface.
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Figure 6-2. A plot comparing volatile mole fractions on particle surface for different
particle sizes to the lower flammability limit (LFL) for a nominal 1300 K gas
temperature.
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In Fig. 5-4 of Chapter 5, it was noted that the 90-124 µm particle size range was an exception
to the expectation that the ignition delay time would increase with particle size. This exception is
consistent with earlier findings on single particle ignition done by Essenhigh et al.

67, 119

and

Juntgen et al. 111, 128 The results of this model, as presented in Figure 6-2, clarify the reason for this
non-monotonic behavior. Above 90 µm, there is a significant volatile composition in the gas phase
around the particle. For example, the volatile mole fractions between 90 µm and 125 µm are almost
triple the lower flammability limit. In addition, during the early-stage of devolatilization, the
residence time of the volatile above the lower flammability limit extends for as long as 15 ms.
There is therefore sufficient volatile concentration to sustain homogeneous ignition and to impose
a transition from heterogeneous mode to homogeneous mode.
Also, as indicated by the histories of the particle devolatilization (Fig. 6-2) and temperature
(Fig. 6-3), both low concentrations of volatiles in the gas phase and a higher temperature in
particles smaller than 90 µm (i.e., the 63-74 µm and 75-89 particle size ranges) show that
heterogeneous ignition is favored. Consistent with the results in Fig. 5-3, the ignition delay time
for 75-89 µm particle sizes is expected to be higher than the ignition delay time for 63-74 µm
particle sizes, since heterogeneous ignition prevails for both particle size ranges. With the
transition to homogeneous ignition for particles above 90 µm, due to the high volume of released
volatile, the results in Fig. 6-2 for a 90 µm particle and for a 125 µm particle suggests that the
reduction in ignition delay time for 90-124 µm size range (See Fig. 5-4) can be attributed to the
enhancement from homogeneous combustion. The findings in this dissertation showed that particle
ignition modeling and flammability limit analysis are valuable for interpreting experimental data
either from single particle ignition studies or coal stream ignition studies.
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Figure 6-3. Profiles of particle surface temperatures for different particle sizes at a
nominal 1300 K gas temperature.

6.4.2 Particle size, volatile composition, and ignition in a gas temperature of
1800 K
At low temperature (1300 K), the lower flammability limit is 2.5 mole percent on average. In
comparison, as shown in Fig. 6-4, the lower flammability limit (LFL) decreases significantly to
0.05 mole percent (50 times lower) on average at a nominal gas temperature of 1800 K. As
expected, the residence time at which devolatilization starts increases with particle size (increase
in thermal mass). As shown in Fig. 6-4, the extremely low LFL indicates that volatile oxidation
precedes char oxidation for all the particle sizes. Hence, in contradistinction to the observations at
low gas temperature of 1300 K, all particle, irrespective of size, support homogeneous ignition.
According to Mitchell et al. 142, 143, char consumption through oxidation accelerates significantly
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at particle temperatures above ~873 K. As shown in Fig. 6-5, the surface temperature reaches this
value only after some residence time, subsequent to homogeneous ignition. Although the sharp
rise in particle surface temperatures at all sizes indicates that particle heating time and volatile
oxidation time are within the same order of magnitude at high heating rate, especially for particles
with size below 125 µm. This idea is consistent with experimental observations in Chapter 5, where
it was noted that homogeneous ignition mode is dominant at high gas temperature of 1800 K, in
which a particle experiences volatile oxidation and then char oxidation.
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Figure 6-4. A plot comparing volatile mole fractions on the particle surface for different
particle sizes to the lower flammability limit (LFL) for a nominal 1800 K gas
temperature.
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Figure 6-5. Particle surface temperature-time history for different particle sizes at a
nominal 1800 K gas temperature.

6.5 Combustion model description
The models for moisture vaporization and devolatilization described in Section 6.1 stay the
same for the combustion model, while volatile oxidation, char oxidation, and gasification models
are incorporated. The volatile combustion rate, ℜvol,rxn , in kg/s, can be defined using a one-step
global chemistry 100,

ℜ vol,rxn = −

dm vol,rxn
dt

 Pg
=
 RT
g


2


 ⋅ x O 2 ⋅ x vol ⋅ M w ,vol ⋅ A vol exp( − E vol RTg )
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(6.8)

where Pg is the gas pressure.

xvol is the mole fraction of the volatile in the gas phase, and x O is
2

the mole fraction of oxygen. The Arrhenius parameter,
volatile oxidation,

A vol , and the activation energy for the

Evol , are obtained from.100, 144 M w,vol is the molecular weight of the volatile.

Dg is the gas diffusivity, defined as a function of gas temperature 145. The volatile release into the
gas phase is assumed to be quasi-steady, which implies that at any instant of time the process can
be described as if it were steady state. This assumption eliminates the need to deal with partial
differential equations.146
In this combustion model, Stefan flow is neglected since it has been shown in the literature to
be of no influence on mass and heat transfer in air-fired combustion.147-149 Char gasification by
steam or carbon dioxide requires high activation energies. However, with a significant steam
fraction in the gas composition, the contribution of gasification to the char burning rate may be
significant. The steam-rich environment due to the methane-fueled flat-flame can lead to increased
diffusivity, thus promoting steam gasification. Although char oxidation is known to dominate over
gasification in high oxygen environments, the contribution of gasification to char burnout is not
fully understood especially in a high-steam environment.31, 150 Thus, for complete description, char
gasification is considered in the model.
Char combustion is described using a kinetic/diffusion-limited rate model where the surface
reaction rate is determined either by the chemistry or by the diffusion rate. The rate of
heterogeneous combustion of char, ℜchar,rxn , is given by Eq. (6.11). The diffusion rate coefficient,

R c , and the kinetic rate coefficient, R d , are defined by Eq. (6.12) and Eq. (6.13),
respectively.136, 151, 152
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ℜchar,rxn = −

PO ,sRc,O2 Rd,O2 PH2O,sRc,H2ORd,H2O PCO2 ,sRc,CO2 Rd,CO2
dmchar
)
= Ap ( 2
+
+
dt
Rc,O2 + Rd,O2
Rc,H2O + Rd,H2O
Rc,CO2 + Rd,CO2

(6.11)

0.75

1

 (Tp + Tg ) 
2

R d = CR,d 
dp

R c = CR,c exp (−

(6.12)

Ec
)
RTp

(6.13)

The kinetic and diffusion parameters for the char gasification reactions and the char oxidation are
obtained from Chen’s work.150 In the model, char kinetics assumes first order and the rate is
evaluated using the external surface area of the particle. For high temperature environments,
diffusion or mass transfer will always dominate over chemistry for char oxidation.152 Thus, the
diffusion-limited reaction rate constant, CR,d , accounts for the effect of volatile release on mass
transfer.153, 154 Char is consumed if the particle temperature is high enough (constrained to be >
873 K 143). The rate of heterogeneous combustion of a coal particle can be defined using Eq. (6.14)
and the associated kinetic parameters.35, 130 Hence, by comparing the combustion rates from Eq.
(6.11) and Eq. (6.14), the significance of gasification over oxidation can be determined:

ℜcoal,rxn = −Ap (

PO2 ,sRc,O2 Rd,O2
Rc,O2 + Rd,O2

)

(6.14)

The energy balance is presented in Eq. (6.15), where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient.
dTp
dt

=

(

1
& char h char − m
& H 2O L H2O
hA p (Tg − Tp ) + εσA p (Tw 4 − Tp 4 ) + α ⋅ m
m p Cp
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)
(6.15)

The release of moisture and volatile translates to changes in temperature. Since h is a function
of gas temperature through gas thermal conductivity and particle size, the effect of mass change
on h is accounted for through its dependency on temperature. For convection, Nu = 2 is assumed
due to the low Reynolds number in the reactor. Further, ɛ is the particle emissivity, with a constant
value of 0.8
K);
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; σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant; Tw is the wall temperature (assumed 300

& char is the char loss rate; m
& vol is the volatile loss rate; and hchar is the heating value for
m

heterogeneous coal combustion.60 Also, hvol is the heat of combustion of volatiles 100, and α , taken

& H2O
to be 0.3 106, denotes the fraction of the heat from char consumption absorbed by the particle. m
and LH2O refer to the demoisturization rate and the latent heat of vaporization respectively. These
equations are solved using MATLAB, and the solutions are discussed in Section 6.5. Various
kinetic parameters used for both the pre-ignition model and combustion model are provided in
Table 6-1.
Table 6-1. Kinetic parameters used in the models

Type of reaction
Devolatilization
Volatile oxidation
Char oxidation
Coal oxidation
Char steam gasification

Pre-exponential
factor
1.34E4 (1/s)
3.88E8 (m3/mol/s)
0.0045 (kg/m2/s/Pa)
0.016 (kg/m2/s/Pa)
0.00192 (kg/m2/s/Pa)

Activation energy
(kJ/mole)
74.1
159.0
69.0
149.0
147.0

Char CO2 gasification

0.00635 (kg/m2/s/Pa)

162.0
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6.5 Combustion model predictions
6.5.1 Effect of particle size on char burnout
As particle size increases, devolatilization is delayed due to the high heating time. However,
once devolatilization starts, the gas-phase volatile mole fraction increases significantly with size,
as shown in Fig. 6-2 and Fig. 6-4. Hence, the particle surface may be shielded from combustion
because the volatile mole fraction on the particle surface increases with particle size. Thus,
heterogeneous ignition, which is the onset of char burnout, may be delayed significantly. Since
char burnout rate increases with gas temperature, and gasification reactions are important only at
high temperatures, only the results for 1800 K are presented.
Figure 6-6 shows the char mass fraction profiles for different particle sizes as particle residence
time increases in an oxidizing condition. As expected, the heterogeneous ignition time (i.e., the
time at which char burning starts) increases as particle size increases. Given the temperature
constraint for heterogeneous ignition, char burnout starts at about 12 ms and 36 ms for 63 µm and
150 µm particles, respectively. Char is burnt completely at 28 ms, 44 ms, and above 100 ms for
63 µm, 90 µm, and 150 µm particles, respectively. With its sharp slope, as seen in Fig. 6-6, the
char burnout rate is highest for 63 µm particles. The char burning rate of the particle decreases as
particle size increases.
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Figure 6-6. Particle char mass fraction-time history in an oxidizing condition for different
particle sizes at nom. 1800 K gas temperature.

6.5.2 Effect of reducing-to-oxidizing environment on char burnout
Figure 6-6 shows the effect of particle size on char burnout in an oxidizing condition. Figure
6-7, on the other hand, compares char burnout in a reducing-to-oxidizing environment (R-O) with
those in an oxidizing environment for three particle sizes (represented in three colors). The profiles
show that the initial delays in char oxidation in the R-O environment are identical at about 28 ms,
even with increasing particle size (see the dashed lines in Fig. 6-7). This observation is consistent
with the expectation that the onset of char combustion (heterogeneous ignition) must occur after
the flame sheet that demarcates the reducing zone from the oxidizing zone. However, in oxidizing
conditions where excess oxygen is available at all positions, the onset of char combustion is
dependent on particle size. There are distinct residence times at which the char mass fraction starts
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to fall off, increasing from 12 ms for 63 µm, to 20 ms for 90 µm, and to 38 ms for 150 µm particles
respectively. But with the lower oxygen concentration in an R-O environment, the rates of char
burnout are slower than in an oxidizing environment, leading to the observed changes in the char
mass fraction profiles as particle size increases. The char burnout time is 28 ms for 63 µm particle
in oxidizing environment, and 62 ms for the same particle size in an R-O environment. This model
result agrees with the scanning electron micrograph in Fig. 5-14, which shows that combustion is
complete at 50 ms for the oxidizing environment but still ongoing for the same particle in an R-O
environment.
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Figure 6-7. Comparison between particle char mass fraction-time histories in O and R-O
conditions for different particle sizes at nominal 1800 K gas temperature.
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6.5.3 Contribution of char gasification to char burnout
The effects of gasification reactions on char consumption in oxy-fuel or steam combustion has
attracted much interest in recent years.156-162 A simplified multi-surface model is usually used to
estimate the contribution of char gasification by steam (Eq. 6.16) and by CO2 (Eq. 6.17) to char
burnout.

C(s) + H2O →CO+ H2

(6.16)

C(s) + CO2 →2CO

(6.17)

Figure 6-8 shows the results of a char burnout model that considers char oxidation along with
gasification (WG) to the results of a char burnout model with no gasification (NG) is considered.
Comparisons are made for three different particle sizes at nominal gas temperature of 1800 K.
Figure 6-8 shows that the contribution of gasification to overall char burnout is insignificant, and
gasification decreases the overall char burnout rate with time as the particle size increases from 63
µm to 150 µm. This decrease occurs because gasification reactions are endothermic processes.31
Hence, as reaction energies are extracted from the particle surface for the gasification reactions,
the particle surface temperature decreases. The cooling leads to the observed decrease in the char
consumption rate with time. Second, the gasification reactions are kinetically controlled under
most combustion conditions; however, the orders of magnitude of steam- and CO2-gasification
reactions are roughly four times lower than that of char oxidation.31, 158 The results in Fig. 6-8
further affirm the dominance of oxidation over gasification, as reported in the literature for a high
oxygen environment.31, 156
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Figure 6-8. A plot comparing char burnout in nominal 1800 K gas temperature, 20%
oxygen composition condition with (WG) and no gasification (NG) for different particle
sizes.

Fig. 6-9 shows the char burnouts for three different particle sizes with (WG) and no (NG)
gasification in the R-O environment. For the three particle sizes, char burnout occurs mainly
through char oxidation, and gasification decreases the overall char burnout rate significantly in the
R-O environment. This behavior is contrary to what happens in an oxidizing environment where
gasification has no effect. The energy required for char gasification is usually provided from the
heat released by char oxidation.156, 158, 161 With low oxygen concentration in the R-O environment,
char oxidation is weaker than in an oxidizing environment. Heat extraction for gasification has a
stronger cooling effect in the R-O than in an oxidizing environment. Figure 6-9 shows that the
cooling effect also increases with particle size.
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Figure 6-9. A plot comparing char burnout in a nominal 1800 K gas temperature, R-O
condition with (WG) and no gasification (NG) for different particle sizes.

6.6 Summary
Simplified model predictions for both pre-ignition events and the combustion of single
particles agree well with experimental findings. As particle size increases, the flux of volatile on
particle surface increases. At a low 1300 K gas temperature, the model showed that there was a
transition from heterogeneous ignition to homogeneous ignition as particle sizes increased. At a
high temperature of 1800 K, the extremely low lower flammability limits indicated that volatile
oxidation precedes heterogeneous ignition. Char burning rates were slower in an R-O environment
than in an O environment. Gasification reactions retarded char burnout in both environments, but
more significantly in R-O.
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Chapter 7
Submicron particle formation during
pulverized coal combustion in a flat-flame
burner
7.1 Introduction
The previous chapters described pulverized coal ignition. The ignition studies considered the
effects of various factors, such as particle size, heating rate, particle interaction, and the transition
from a reducing to an oxidizing environment for both single particle and coal stream ignition. As
stated in Chapter 2, apart from ignition, the formation of submicron aerosols is also an early-stage
process of coal combustion. Hence, in this Chapter, the formation and evolution of sub-micron
particles during the early-stage of pulverized coal combustion is investigated in the new flat-flame
Hencken burner under well-controlled oxidizing conditions.
Figure 7-1 shows a schematic of a typical coal-fired boiler. The near-burner region, labeled as
zone 2 in the figure, is where the early-stage processes of coal combustion take place. These
processes influence particle reactions, including volatile oxidation, char oxidation, and char
gasification.95, 163 These early-stage processes also determine ash deposition initiation, which is a
critical step preceding high-temperature fouling and slag deposit formation in coal-fired boilers
from inorganic impurities or minerals.30 Boiler fouling and slagging are severe especially for
power plants using low rank coals such as sub-bituminous or lignite with high alkaline, alkaline116

earth metals (AAEMs), and iron.164-166 Boiler fouling and slagging cause major problems,
including frequent shutdown for cleaning, decrease in efficiency, and equipment failure.167-170
Thus, fundamental studies on ultrafine evolution will be indeed valuable to developing innovative
solutions, such as in-flame aerosol control technologies.

Figure 7-1. Schematic of coal combustion processes in a typical coal-fired boiler.

Formation of sub-micron ash particles depends on the properties of the parent coal, its size
distribution and rank, and the local combustion conditions experienced by the coal/char/mineral
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particles.171, 172 Sub-micron particles from coal combustion can be classified into mineral and
carbonaceous particles.173 The mineral matters, which are organic-bound, are released during the
devolatilization and form sub-micron particles.174. Soot particles are also formed from tar during
the devolatilization. Most studies on submicron aerosol formation during coal combustion have
investigated particle emission at the exit of the combustion furnace to deduce the formation and
evolution processes.173, 174 Recently, a flat-flame Hencken burner has been employed to investigate
sodium release and particle formation during the early-stage of combustion for a low-rank coal.20,
163

A competition between sodium release and nascent particulate coagulation during the early-

stage processes of devolatilization of both AAEMs and tar was found to affect the ultrafine particle
size distribution and mode.163 The impact of early-stage processes on particulate evolution and
mechanisms has not been fully explored. However, to facilitate in-flame control of aerosol
emission, better understanding on submicron aerosol evolution is required.
In this work, the formation of sub-micron particles in the early-stage of coal combustion was
investigated in a Hencken flat-flame burner under a well-controlled oxidizing condition. The
particle size distribution (PSD) was measured for PRB sub-bituminous coal at three temperatures
(1100, 1400, and 1700 K) and two residence times (~15 and ~31 ms). A tube furnace was operated
in a tandem DMA configuration to oxidize the soot particles so that mineral residuals can be
distinguished from soot. The PSD results for different temperatures were compared and discussed
to understand the evolution of sub-micron particle during the early-stage of coal combustion.

7.2 Experimental methods
7.2.1 Coal properties
A sub-bituminous Powder River Basin (PRB) coal was used in these experiments. Table 7-1
lists select coal properties. PRB coal is a high-volatile coal where the dominant ash compositions
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are silicon (Si), aluminum (Al), calcium (Ca), sulfur (S) and iron (Fe). The coal particles were
dried and sieved to a size range of 63 to 75 µm for the combustion experiments.

Table 7-1 Properties of PRB sub-bituminous coal

Proximate analysis (wt %, dry basis)
FC

VM

47.63 43.33

Ultimate analysis (wt %, dry and ash free basis)

Ash

HHV (MJ/kg)

C

H

O (Diff.)

N

S

9.04

27.45

74.66

5.45

18.24

1.08

0.57

CaO

MgO

TiO2

SO3

P2O5

K2O

Na2O

16.20

3.05

1.06

16.90

0.40

0.65

1.21

Ash composition analysis (wt %)
SiO2

Al2O3 Fe2O3

37.44 16.50

5.15

7.2.2 Combustion system
An up-fired flat-flame Hencken burner, described in Chapter 2, was used for the study, and the
approach for particle sampling is schematically illustrated in Fig. 7-2. Rather than the quartz tube
that is set typically above the burner for ignition studies where optical access is desired, a ceramic
heater with a 15-cm length was used. The ceramic wall, heated and maintained at about 873 K,
isolated the burner from the outside environment and decreased heat loss. Methane (CH4) was used
as the fuel, and a mixture of oxygen (O2) and nitrogen (N2) as the oxidizer. The post-flame
temperature and gas composition were well controlled, and the gas velocity was ~1.5 m/s. Three
characteristic gas temperatures of 1100 K, 1400 K, and 1700 K were considered in the experiments,
and the post-flame O2 composition was about 10%. The oxidizing atmosphere was particle-free to
keep a clean background for particle measurements.
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Figure 7-2. Experimental setup showing particle sampling from flat-flame burner.
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Figure 7-3 shows the axial temperature profiles measured with an S-type thermocouple and
corrected for radiation loss. The temperature is reasonably constant within the height of 12 cm.
Figure 7-4 and Fig. 7-5 show the post-flame gas composition profiles in the axial direction along
the centerline and radial direction at different heights, respectively. The gas compositions are
measured using Horiba PG-250 gas analyzer, described in Chapter 2. Uniform high-temperature
gas environments can be obtained in the Hencken flat-flame burner, as shown in Fig. 7-4, and Fig.
7-5, and aerosol evolution and formation can be fundamentally investigated under such controlled
conditions.
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Figure 7-3. Axial temperature profiles along the centerline.
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Figure 7-5. Post-flame oxygen composition in the radial direction at different heights.
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Coal particles were entrained in N2 and fed into the central tube of the burner with a flow rate
of 0.13 SLPM. The feed rate of coal was from 2.0 g/h for the different runs. The coal particle
stream was steady with the particles traveling upward and burning. Photographs, taken with a highspeed camera were analyzed to determine the coal particle velocity and residence time under the
different conditions, and the results are shown in Fig. 7-6. The inset figure shows the residence
time of coal particles as a function of height. Particle sampling was done at two residence times of
about 15 ms and 31 ms, common to the three gas temperatures.
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Figure 7-6. Coal particle velocity and residence time.

7.2.3 Submicron particle measurement
The particles are sampled with a nitrogen-dilution probe at two residence times of ~15 and ~31
ms. As shown in Fig. 7-2. The probe was seated on a holder attached to a motor-driven slide that
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could change the axial position. The flow of dilution N2 through the annulus gap provided the
negative pressure needed to sample the flue gas as well as to cool and dilute the particle-laden
flow. The dilution ratio (DR) was controlled by the nitrogen flow rate and the physical dimensions
of the annulus gap. CO2 was chosen as the tracer gas for dilution ratio calculations. A high flow
rate of nitrogen dilution (~ 45 SLPM) was applied, and the dilution ratio was controlled to a range
of 30 – 200. The probe sampled the whole coal particle stream while maintaining quasi-isokinetic
sampling, and so was expected to introduce little bias into the sub-micron particle measurements
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. The estimated residence time for sampled gas in the probe was less than 5 ms. The diluted gas

flowed through a cascade impactor with a final cut-off size of 0.7 µm. The number concentration
of sub-micron particles was measured with a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS, model 3080,
TSI Inc.), with a size range from 14.3 nm to 673.2 nm.
Figure 7-7 shows the measured particle number size distributions (PSD) at 1400 K and 31 ms
residence time for two dilution ratios. The presented particle number concentrations were
normalized to the same coal feed rate (2 g/h) for all cases. The results showed a consistency in
results for the two dilution ratios. To eliminate error in the gas analyzer measurement while
keeping the number PSD accurate, a dilution ratio of 30–50 was used.
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Figure 7-7. Particle number size distribution for different dilution ratios (DR) measured at
1400 K and 9 cm height (31 ms residence time).

7.2.4 Tube furnace
To distinguish mineral particulate matter from carbonaceous matter in the early-stage of
pulverized coal combustion, an electrically-heated alumina tube furnace was introduced
downstream of the impactor to burn out soot particles or carbonaceous matter. As shown in Fig.
7-8, the furnace tube, a 10-mm ID has a constant temperature of 1373 K for ~25 cm in length. To
burn off carbonaceous matter the flue gas was mixed with O2 (at 0.3 SLPM) before entering the
furnace. The gas mixture, with an oxygen mole fraction as high as ~50%, had a residence time of
~1.8 s in the high temperature zone. The calculated time for 90% oxidization of a 700 nm diameter
carbon particle at 1373 K is 1.2 s, based on the widely used Nagle and Strickland-Constable (NSC)
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model

176, 177

. Given this information, the tube is capable of removing sub-micron carbonaceous

particles and providing information on the mineral residuals.
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Figure 7-8. Gas temperature profile in the furnace tube

Before any experiments, it was first verified from background measurements that the tube
furnace, whether heated or not, does not generate particles. Figure 7-9 shows the number PSD
measured for the two particle-sampling connections. The conventional connection with no furnace
(Case I in Fig. 7.2), described as “no-furnace connection” in Fig. 7-8, refers to the case in which
the sample goes straight to the SMPS from the impactor. The second case (Case II in Fig. 7-2) is
in Fig. 7-9 described as “furnace-off connection”. In this case, the gas flow to the SMPS goes
through the tube furnace but the furnace is not heated. The measured PSD in both cases matched
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reasonably well, although there is some particle loss attributed to deposition on the tube furnace
wall.
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Figure 7-9. Particle number size distributions for tube furnace bypassed and tube furnace
connected but off, measured at 1400 K and 31 ms residence time.

7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 Sub-micron particle evolution in the early stage
Figure 7-10, Fig. 7-11, and Fig. 7-12 show the measured particle number PSDs at two residence
times (15 ms and 31 ms) for the three different temperature conditions (1100 K, 1400 K, and 1700
K) respectively. Different behaviors are observed during the early-stage combustion of PRB coal.
At a low temperature condition (1100 K), the number concentration of PM0.1 at 31 ms of residence
time is 2–3 orders of magnitude larger than that at 15 ms. At a high temperature condition (1700
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K) the trend is reversed, i.e., the number concentration at 31 ms is an order of magnitude lower
than that at 15 ms, and the mean diameter is also decreased. At the intermediate temperature
condition (1400 K), the larger mode particles decrease in number concentration with time, while
the finest mode experiences an increase. The experiment thus reveals the significant effect of
temperature on sub-micron particle evolution in the early stage of coal combustion.
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Figure 7-10. Particle number size distributions generated by PRB coal at gas temperatures
of 1100 K.
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Figure 7-11. Particle number size distributions generated by PRB coal at gas temperatures
of 1400 K.
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Figure 7-12. Particle number size distributions generated by PRB coal at gas temperatures
of 1700 K.
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To distinguish the source of particles, the tube furnace was used to burn out the carbonaceous
particles. Figure 7-13 shows the number size distributions of particles sampled a residence time of
31 ms for two nominal gas temperatures of 1400 K and 1700 K. The number size distributions for
samples with and without the furnace were compared. The figure shows a reduction in number
concentration of the ultrafine particles, while the coarser PM0.1+ are almost constant. The results
imply, that at 31 ms residence time, the finest particles (smaller than ~30 nm) are dominated by
soot particles, and the coarser particles are composed primarily of mineral residuals for both
temperatures. At the largest recorded size, a carbonaceous component reappears, presumably due
to unburned char fragments.
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Figure 7-13. Particle number size distributions generated without and with the tube
furnace.
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7.3.2 Mechanism for submicron particle evolution in the early stage
The submicron particles in the early-stage of coal combustion consists of nucleation-generated
ultrafine particles (PM0.1) and small coal/char/mineral fragments (PM0.1-1.0). The measured number
PSD after the tube furnace is always reduced by more than an order of magnitude, showing the
dominance of carbonaceous particles in the early-stage for PM1 particles. Local temperature is a
dominant factor affecting the devolatilization rate in the early-stage of coal combustion. In the low
temperature case (1100 K), the devolatilization time is much larger than 31 ms. Therefore, during
the volatile release process, soot particles are expected to form from tar in the vicinity of coal
particles within the locally reducing atmosphere.176 At the same time, soot oxidation is not
kinetically favored at the low temperature. As a result, the measured PSD at 31 ms increases. At
higher temperature (1700 K), however, the devolatilization time is shorter than 15 ms and a larger
number of soot particles are formed. The subsequent oxidation process consumes some of the soot
particles, decreasing the number concentration and the mean diameter. In the medium temperature
case (1400 K), both soot formation and oxidation play roles. Larger PM0.1-1.0 particles are partially
oxidized, resulting in a dramatic decrease in number concentration for that size, but the
shrinking/breaking residuals contribute to PM0.03, along with the nucleated nascent soot particles.
For temperatures higher than 1400 K, the results indicate that after 31 ms, the PM0.1-1.0 particles
are mainly mineral residuals. An ultrafine mineral residual in (PM0.03) is also observed, implying
nucleation of vaporized elements.

7.4 Summary
The ultrafine particle formation and evolution processes were investigated in a flat-flame
Hencken burner during the early-stage combustion of sub-bituminous PRB coal. The particle size
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distribution (PSD) was measured by scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) for PRB subbituminous coal at three temperatures (1100, 1400 and 1700 K) and two residence times (15 and
31 ms). A tube furnace was operated in a tandem DMA configuration to oxidize the soot particles
so that mineral residuals could be distinguished from soot. In the early-stage of pulverized coal
combustion, the ultrafine PM1 included soot and minerals. At a high gas temperature of 1700 K,
devolatilization was fast, leading to a drop in the PM1.0 concentration. At a low temperature of
1100 K, the residence time was too low for significant devolatilization, which led to continuous
formation of PM1.0 without consumption. However, at an intermediate temperature of 1400 K,
both soot oxidation and formation were significant. PM0.1-1.0 particles were partially oxidized at
higher residence times to form more PM0.1. For the 1400 K and 1700 K cases, at a residence time
of 31 ms, the PM 0.1-1 particles were mainly minerals.
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Chapter 8
Submicron particle formation during
biomass combustion in a flat-flame burner
8.1 Introduction
In Chapter 7, submicron particle formation from coal was studied. Here, in Chapter 8, an
evaluation of biomass combustion is presented, with specific focus on the role of water-leaching
on submicron particle formation and ignition in the flat-flame burner. Biomass is considered
carbon-neutral, and its use as a primary energy source can reduce carbon footprints and help meet
renewable energy targets.178 By far, the largest consumption of biomass is still via small-scale
domestic stoves, where combustion efficiencies are low and fine particle emissions are severe 179.
The use of biomass in large-scale industry furnaces to produce heat and electricity has been of
interest in recent years.180 However, the potassium and chlorine content in biomass is high, which
induces severe fouling and corrosion problems, and leads to large emissions of potassiumcontaining particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 μm (PM2.5).181-183
One approach to solve these problems in biomass-fired furnaces is to lower the potassium
content in the feedstock, and water-leaching has proven highly effective at this for agricultural
biomass.184 Water-leaching of biomass-waste also widely occurs in nature, where the watersoluble minerals in biomass are washed away largely by natural processes. On the other hand,
many studies have shown that potassium is a catalyst for both pyrolysis and carbon oxidation, and
thus its removal could affect biomass particle ignition and biomass char burning rate.185, 186
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There are many studies of the effects of water-leaching pretreatment, and subsequent
potassium doping, on biomass pyrolysis, ignition, and bio-char oxidation. Most of these works
found that potassium accelerated thermochemical processes of biomass.187-189 It is noteworthy that
all these studies were conducted using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), at a heating rate 4-5
orders of magnitude lower than that in practical furnaces. Generally, in TGA, both volatile and
char oxidation during biomass combustion are completed before 550 °C due to the limited heating
rate of 5-100 °C∙min-1, while the dominant inorganic-potassium remains in the solid residuals until
600-800 °C.190 In a practical furnace, the heating rate is as high as 105 °C∙s-1, so it will certainly
reach the temperature needed for potassium release before complete combustion. Thus, TGA
experiments at a low heating rate cannot provide relevant information about the effect of potassium
on biomass burning in a practical furnace.
In contrast to TGA, a flat-flame reactor has a heating rate comparable to that of a conventional
furnace and is convenient for in-situ optical measurements. This reactor is becoming more popular
for particle ignition studies.52, 60, 94 Flat-flame reactors have been predominantly used for studying
coal combustion, while biomass particle ignition studies are rare. Wornat et al.191 were the first to
measure the combustion rate of biomass char in a flat-flame burner reactor, using a two-color
optical pyrometer and a video camera. Their work showed that biomass char burned over a much
wider range of particle temperatures than for coal particles, and biomass particles were somewhat
less reactive than low-rank lignite and sub-bituminous coal particles. The most recent study on
biomass combustion was done using an optically accessible McKenna burner.192 It showed that
the biomass had a longer ignition delay time than high-volatile bituminous coal due to its high
inherent moisture content. In addition, biomass might have longer ignition delay time than coal
when water-leaching treatment has removed potassium. However, no prior studies using a flat-
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flame burner, have reported on the changes in biomass particle ignition before and after potassium
removal by water-leaching. In addition, there are no studies of the impact of water-leaching on
reduction of fine particles, which would help to quantitatively determine the contribution of watersoluble substances to the formation of submicron particles during biomass combustion.
This chapter demonstrates the effect of water-leaching on PM1.0 emission and ignition during
biomass combustion. Using the Hencken flat-flame burner, we can attain a heating rate comparable
to that of a practical furnace. A high-speed video camera and electrical low-pressure impactor
(ELPI) are respectively employed to study ignition and PM1.0 along the height above the burner.
The mineral composition of residual solid particles along the height is measured to quantify
potassium release in the early-stage of biomass combustion. The results of PM1.0 emission and
biomass ignition from the flat-flame burner are compared with the PM1.0 emissions from a drop
tube furnace and the ignition data from thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).

8.2 Experimental methods
8.2.1 Fuel samples and leaching method
The biomass used in this study was wheat straw, with less than 100 μm particle size. The
proximate and ultimate analyses of the biomass can be found in 193. Biomass samples were leached
with deionized water at 80 °C for 6 hours, filtrated, and then dried in an oven at 80 °C for 24 hours.
The elemental compositions of the raw and leached biomass ash are shown in Table 8-1. After
water leaching, the content of potassium and sulfur in the ash decreased from 13.5% to 3.1%, and
from 2.6% to 0.8%, respectively, and no chlorine was detected. Since the ash content was lowered
by about half, 90% of the potassium and all the chlorine was removed by water-leaching. The
surface functional groups of samples were analyzed using a Fourier transform infrared
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spectrometer as shown in Fig. 8-1. The pore structural parameters including BET surface area and
pore volume were determined using a Tristar 3020 volumetric analyzer. The changes in the pore
structural parameters before and after washing treatments are summarized in Table 8-1. The results
of FTIR and BET show that the water-leaching treatment does not affect the functional groups in
biomass, but increases the surface area and pore volume. A thermogravimetric analyzer was used
to compare combustion of the biomass samples before and after water leaching, at a heating rate
of 20 °C∙min-1 and a gas flow rate of 200 ml∙min-1 (20 vol.% O2).

Table 8-1. Ash elemental compositions and pore volume of raw and water-leached biomass

Ash chemical compositions (wt. %)
Samples
K

Cl

S

Ca

Mg P

Fe

Si

Al

O

BET
surface area

Pore
volume

(m2/g)

(cm3/g)

Raw biomass

13.5 2

2.6

15

5.2

1.9

3.1

15.8 2.3

38.7 3.7

6.3×10-3

Water leached

3.1

0.8

13.1 3.8

1.4

4.5

27.1 3.2

43

9.1×10-3

0
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Figure 8-1. FTIR spectra of raw and water-leached biomass samples.

8.2.2 Hencken flat-flame burner
A schematic of the flat-flame burner is shown in Fig. 8-2 with various instrumentations for
particle size distribution measurements and ignition studies. It consists of the Hencken flat-flame
burner described in Chapter 2, a feeding unit, optical diagnostics unit, and a particle/gas sampling
unit. The biomass particles were fed at a stable rate of ~50 mg∙min-1. A high-resolution high-speed
video camera (MEMRECAM HX-7, NAC) captured the ignition. An ELPI was employed to
measure the particle size distributions (PSDs) of PM1.0 from the gas sampled at 12 cm above
burner. A high-dilution probe was used to sample particles. Particles larger than 10 μm (PM10+)
were cut off before the ELPI. Then, the particles passed through a second-stage dilution before the
ELPI. Particles were collected at different heights, and their morphology and elemental
composition were obtained using scanning electron microscopic technique with an electron
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS). This study was performed at two temperatures
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(1000 °C and 1300 °C) and one oxygen composition (20 vol.%). Particle residence times were
determined by tracking the motion of more than twenty particles. In the flat-flame burner, a particle
residence time is short, making it particularly suitable for studying early-stage processes of coal
combustion. On the other hand, a drop tube furnace provides a residence time longer than 3s,
making it suitable for studying conditions typical of a practical furnace exit.

8.2.3 Ignition delay time determination
Determining the ignition time for a solid particle at a high heating rate is challenging. In this
study, the ignition criterion is based on the visible light signal, following the procedures used by
Yuan et al. 60. To obtain a normalized visible light-signal intensity, 10,000 continuous pictures are
averaged and post-processed in MATLAB. Yuan et al.60 defined the ignition time for a single coal
particle as the residence time when the light intensity reached 10% of the maximum peak intensity,
while a later study by the same group for the ignition process of single biomass particles selected
a criterion of 15%.192 In this chapter, to quantitatively present the ignition time for different
conditions, ignition time is defined as the inflection point of the emission intensity profile. This
method is comparable to those used in previous studies in terms of the effect of water-leaching on
ignition time.60, 192
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Figure 8-2. Flat-flame burner with various instruments for particle sampling, particle size
distribution measurement, and particle videography.

8.3 Results and discussion
8.3.1 Effect of feedstock water-leaching on PM1.0 emissions
The mass PSDs of PM1.0 from biomass combustion in the drop tube furnace are presented in
Fig. 8-3(a). In the drop tube furnace, before water-leaching, the PSDs show peaks around 274 nm
and 97 nm at 1000 °C and 1300 °C, respectively. The difference in the peak locations at the two
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temperatures is mainly due to the particle composition. As shown in Fig. 8-4, the sulfur content in
fine particles at 1000 °C is much higher than that at 1300 °C. A higher K2SO4(g) partial pressure
in the flue gas at the moderate temperature of 1000 °C results in more nucleation of potassium
vapor, and thus a larger particle size.193 Fig. 8-4 also shows the distribution of the K/(Cl+2S) mole
ratios in PM1.0. The ratio is about 1 for PM1.0 smaller than 397 nm, showing that all the potassium
reacts with chlorine and sulfur to form potassium salts. For particles larger than 397 nm, the
K/(Cl+2S) mole ratio linearly increases with particle size, suggesting that more potassium exists
as insoluble salts, e.g. silicates and aluminosilicates.
After water-leaching, as shown in Fig. 8-3(a), the PM1.0 emission is reduced by approximately
90%. So, the peak location of the submicron PSD curve shifts from 274 nm to a smaller size of
~57 nm for the 1000 °C gas temperature. The effect of water-leaching on particle size can also be
directly observed in the SEM images in Fig. 8-4, where the morphologies of PM1.0 from biomass
combustion at 1000 °C before and after water-leaching are presented. Before water-leaching,
significantly large agglomerates of regular crystals of KCl are observed. After water-leaching,
smaller particles with irregular shapes are observed.
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Figure 8-3. PSDs of PM1.0 from raw and water-leached biomass combustion in (a) drop
tube furnace and (b) Hencken flat-flame burner.
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The effect of feedstock water-leaching on the PM1.0 emission from biomass combustion can
also be observed from the elemental compositions in Fig. 8-4. At 1000 °C, before water-leaching,
the sum of the K, Cl, and S contents in PM1.0 is beyond 95%, while the sum of the Si, Ca, Mg, P,
and Fe content is correspondingly small. Water-leaching removes most of the K and Cl from fuel.
In contrast, the less soluble Si, Ca, Mg, P, and Fe minerals are difficult to remove by waterleaching. Therefore, after water-leaching, the KCl and K2SO4 contents in PM1.0 decrease to about
40%, but the other insoluble substances account for about 60%. The PM1.0 emissions of biomass
combusted in the flat-flame burner, before and after water-leaching, are shown in Fig. 8-3(b).
Approximately 94% of the PM1.0, especially PM0.1, is removed through water-leaching, consistent
with results from the drop tube furnace. The temperature of the flue gas sampled in the flat-flame
burner is high (1000 °C and 1300 °C), so the potassium in flue gas exists as vapor. Therefore, to a
certain extent, the PM1.0 is formed through condensation during cold nitrogen dilution. It can be
concluded that water-soluble potassium dominates PM1.0 emission, and feedstock water-leaching
is an efficient route to remove potassium and control fine particle emissions from biomass
combustion.
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Figure 8-4. Elemental composition and morphology of PM1.0 from biomass combustion.

8.3.2 Effect of feedstock water-leaching on ignition
Biomass particle ignition was studied in the flat-flame burner to observe the effect of potassium
on ignition when the heating rate was on the order of 105 °C/s. Using the method described in
Section 8.2.3, reconstructed flame luminosities are shown in Fig. 8-5. From the overall mapping
of light intensity, it was observed that the ignition of biomass particles at 1300 °C occurred much
earlier than that at 1000 °C. After water-leaching, the ignition of biomass particles at 1000 °C was
significantly delayed compared to that of raw biomass. However, when the gas temperature was
increased to 1300 °C, the ignition delay from water-leaching was marginal.
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Figure 8-5. Contour of biomass flames at different temperatures. False color indicates
emission intensity

To quantitatively present the ignition time of different conditions, light intensity contour plots
as a function of burner height were obtained. For raw biomass, the ignition of biomass particles at
1000 °C occurred at 20 ms (Fig. 8-6), which is over two times later than that at 1300 °C (9.2 ms),
and the light intensity distribution at 1000 °C was much wider. This result indicated that the
biomass particle heating time was longer at lower temperatures, with longer ignition and burnout
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times. After water-leaching, the ignition time was delayed from 20 ms to 24 ms for 1000 °C and
from 9.2 ms to 10.2 ms for 1300 °C. In addition, in contrast with the ignition delay by feedstock
water-leaching, the biomass burnout time was shorter after feedstock water-leaching, especially at
1300 °C (Fig. 8-7). This difference can have two causes. As shown in Table 8-1, water-leaching
increases the surface area and pore volume, and thus promotes solid phase burnout. Alternatively,
after water-leaching, biomass particles have a higher melting temperature, which benefits the
biochar burnout 187.
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Figure 8-6. Ignition times of biomass particles at 1000 °C.
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Figure 8-7. Ignition times of biomass particles at 1300 °C.

Simoes et al.192 recently compared the ignition modes and times for five kinds of biomass.
Their results showed that the ignition mode (homogeneous or heterogeneous) strongly depends on
temperatures and fuel properties. They pointed out that at temperatures less than 1377 °C, wheat
straw particles experienced heterogeneous ignition. The effect of feedstock washing on ignition
delay was observed in a recent study on the combustion characteristics of high-sodium lignite. The
sodium ions were detected in the flame, and were believed to have promoted catalytic cracking of
large tar species.194 However, these studies were conducted with a larger, static coal particle (2.5
mm) heated in a tube furnace at a low heating rate (100 °C∙s-1). To show how water-soluble
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minerals affect the ignition of biomass particles in a pulverized combustion furnace, it is essential
to track the mineral release before ignition under realistic conditions.

8.3.3 Thermogravimetric analysis and results
The ignition property of straw before and after water-leaching is further measured by TGA,
and the TG-DTG curves are shown for comparison in Fig. 8-8. The TG-DTG curve shows two
stages: 1) devolatilization and 2) char oxidation. After water-leaching, the devolatilization shifts
to higher temperature, increasing the ignition temperature by 17 °C and the char oxidation by
28 °C. This result is consistent with previous studies which reported that alkaline metals,
particularly potassium, act as catalysts to promote volatile release.187-189 Ab initio modeling also
showed that potassium ions can chelate in the ring of cellulose structures and interact with
hydroxyl and ether groups to enhance cracking reactions.195
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No obvious change is observed in the peak temperature of char oxidation in the DTG curves,
however, the DTG peak height can also indicate the burning rate of biomass fuels.196 As shown in
Fig. 8-8, after water-leaching, the valley of char oxidation in the DTG curve is much shallower,
indicating that water-leaching significantly inhibits the oxidation of biomass char. The catalytic
oxidation of char by metal ions can be explained by oxygen-transfer theory.197 Alkali metal atoms
on carbon surfaces act as active sites for the chemisorption of oxygen, thereby weakening C=C
surface bonds and promoting the desorption of CO and CO2 products.198 In conclusion, at a low
heating rate, such as in a TGA, the water-soluble substances in biomass promote the
devolatilization and accelerate the oxidation of biochar.

8.3.4 Potassium release at the early stage of biomass combustion
As shown in Fig. 8-8 and discussed in 8.3.3, under TGA conditions of a low heating rate, the
combustion process stops at ~500 °C. However, a significant amount of potassium is released from
biomass at a higher temperature, starting at 600-700 °C.190 Thus, below 500 °C, potassium remains
within the biomass particle and catalyzes the pyrolysis and char oxidation, as was observed in our
TGA experiments. However, recently developed on-line diagnostics offer the option to measure
the release kinetics of potassium and other minerals from biomass pyrolysis, gasification, and
combustion at a realistically high heating rate.195, 199, 200 These on-line diagnostic results show that
a certain amount of potassium is released during devolatilization and char oxidation, depending on
the biomass type and temperature. The release ratios of potassium in the devolatilization and char
oxidation stages are in the range of 2-20% and 10-60%, respectively. However, these previous
studies employed a much bigger particle size (4-8 mm), which resulted in a lower heating rate
(<103 °C ∙s-1) and a longer burnout time (15-80 s). In the present study, the particle size was <100
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μm, with a much higher heating rate of >105 °C ∙s-1. However, it is challenging to perform on-line
diagnostics of mineral vapor release from a moving particle on a millisecond time scale.
To evaluate the extent of potassium release during biomass combustion, especially before
ignition, we sampled larger particles (PM10+) at 2 cm, 4 cm, and 6 cm above the flat-flame burner.
These heights represented positions before, at, and after ignition respectively. The mineral
composition of these samples along the reactor height was then analyzed and presented in Fig. 89(a). Before ignition, the K, Cl, and Ca contents decrease as the height above the reactor increases
from 0 cm to 4 cm. In contrast, the Si and Al contents increase. However, when the sampling
position increases from 4 cm to 6 cm, (post-ignition locations), a significant decrease of Si and Al
contents can be observed. Especially at 1300 °C, the relative contents of Si and Al decrease by
over 50 wt%, leading to a significant increase in Ca content. Thus, after particle ignition, Si and
Al are still being released due to the high particle temperature and reducing atmosphere on the
particle surface. However, at 6 cm, even for 1000°C, the relative content of K remains nearly
constant after ignition. With the continuous release of Si and Al after ignition, a stable K content
in biomass particles indicates a continuous release of K as well. Through the data analysis of Fig.
8-9(a), since the composition of Ca increases as K, Si, Al compositions decrease, Ca can be
regarded as a relatively stable tracer in the particle post-ignition. Therefore, a plot of the K/Ca
mass ratio is appropriate to show the continuous release of K. Figure 8-9(b) confirms this
expectation of continuous release of K through the preheating and ignition process.
Comparing the ignition curves (Fig. 8-6 and Fig. 8-7) and K release curve (Fig. 8-9b), it can
be concluded that a large amount of K has been released before biomass ignition. This further
supports the conclusion that the catalytic promotion by potassium of biomass ignition is mainly
through its effect during the devolatilization stage.
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8.4 Summary
In this work, for the first time, the effects of feedstock water-leaching on PM1.0 emission and
ignition during biomass combustion were studied using a flat-flame burner. A high-speed video
camera and electrical low-pressure impactor were employed to study ignition and PM1.0
respectively. In addition, the mineral composition of PM10+ along the flat-flame burner height were
measured to assess the potassium release during the early-stage of biomass combustion. The results
show that water-leaching does not change the functional groups of biomass, but increases the BET
surface area and pore volume. Thus, KCl and K2SO4 are the dominant species in PM1.0 emissions
from biomass burning, and water-leaching removes 90% of the potassium and all the chlorine,
correspondingly reducing the same amounts of PM1.0 emission.
Using the flat-flame burner, a longer ignition delay is observed for water-leached biomass
particles, which agrees with the delay of biomass-devolatilization in TGA. The profile of mineral
compositions in PM10+ along the flat-flame burner height shows a high potassium release ratio
before biomass ignition. The high release ratio indicates that the catalytic effect of potassium as a
water-soluble mineral on biomass on ignition is primarily through enhancement of
devolatilization. The catalytic promotion by potassium of on biochar oxidation at a high heating
rate is much complex, and needs further study.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and future work
9.1 Key conclusions
A systematic study of coal particle ignition in different combustion environments has been
presented, with emphasis on the effects of the reducing-to-oxidizing environment, particle size,
particle-to-particle interaction, and particle size classifications. The effects are all benchmarked
against a typically studied post-flame oxygen composition of 20% on a mole basis. Key
conclusions from this research work include the following:
1. The newly designed two-stage Hencken burner is an effective platform for fundamental
studies of the early-stage processes of coal combustion.
2. The two-stage flat-flame burner with the inner stage flame operating fuel-rich mimics the
temperature-time history of coal particles in the near-burner region of pulverized coal
boilers.
3. High-speed videography with appropriate image-processing techniques is an effective tool
to study ignition and combustion processes.
4. The ignition behavior of coal particles is strongly affected by the reducing-to-oxidizing
environment. Heating rates at nominal 1800 K gas temperatures can reduce the ignition
time by a factor of 3 to 5 over those of 1300 K environment for the same particle size.
5. For single particle studies, ignition delay times increase monotonically as particle size
increases in an oxidizing condition. However, in the reducing-to-oxidizing condition where
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particle reaction is oxygen-limited, ignition delay times are nearly the same for large
particle sizes in high gas temperatures.
6. In a nominal 1300 K gas temperature, the oxygen concentration in which the particles burn
has a secondary effect on single particle ignition behavior for small particles; hence, there
is a similar ignition delay time in both oxidizing and reducing-to-oxidizing conditions.
7. Predictions of ignition behavior based on sampled particles from experiments using narrow
particle size ranges are fairly comparable, on average, to statistical ignition predictions.
This, thus, confirms for the first time the assumption that the ignition behavior of a few
sampled particles is representative of a given size classification.
8. For particle stream ignition, ignition delay time is independent of particle size for 1800 K
nominal gas temperature in either the oxidizing or the reducing-to-oxidizing environment.
However, the reducing-to-oxidizing environment increases ignition delay times by 100%
on average over those of oxidizing conditions at 1800 K gas temperature.
9. For particle stream ignition at 1300 K nominal gas temperature, ignition delay times
strongly depend on particle size in the stream, with a characteristic crossover at which the
ignition delay times in reducing-to-oxidizing environment are less than those of oxidizing
conditions for large particles.
10. The model predictions here are consistent with experimental results. The presented model
shows that homogeneous ignition depends on temperature, particle size, and the volatile
concentration at the particle surface. Based on a lower flammability limit comparison,
homogeneous ignition occurs in large particles (above 90 µm), while heterogeneous
ignition is dominant in smaller particles (below 75 µm) for nominal gas temperature of
1300 K.
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11. In high temperature environment though, homogeneous ignition precedes heterogeneous
ignition, as indicated by the lower flammability analysis.
12. In high-temperature and high-oxygen environment, overall char burnout is controlled by
oxidation, and the contribution of gasification reactions is insignificant.
13. In high temperature environment, the particle surface cooling due to gasification reactions
in reducing-to-oxidizing environment reduces the rate of char burnout significantly.
Regarding submicron particle formation, considering coal and biomass particles, the following are
the key findings:
14. As an early-stage of coal combustion, PM1.0 formation, including soot and minerals, is
significantly affected by temperature and residence time.
15. At an intermediate temperature of 1400 K, both organic formation and oxidation are
significant. With a higher residence time, PM0.1-1.0 particles are partially oxidized to form
more PM0.1 particles.
16. At 1400 K and 1700 K, PM 0.1-1 come dominantly from inorganic mineral matter sources
as opposed to organic sources, even at a low residence time of 31 ms.
17. Water-soluble potassium dominates PM1.0 emission from the studied wheat straw biomass,
consistent with findings in the literature.
18. Water-leaching is an efficient way to remove potassium and control fine particle emissions
from biomass combustion.
19. The catalytic effects of potassium on biomass ignition is primarily through its enhancement
of volatile release in high temperature environments.
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9.2 Future work
The works presented in this dissertation have shown the significance of reducing-to-oxidizing
environment on coal particle ignition as an early-stage process of coal combustion. These works
have been done in nitrogen environments, such as are found in air-fired boilers. The following are
some suggestions for future research:
1. The inner flame region could be improved to provide longer residence time, which is
needed for the refractory oxide pathway for ultrafine aerosol formation.
2. Assuming a flame product temperature of 2000 K for near-zero excess oxygen, a gas
mixture of 1100 K (about the minimum temperature used for fundamental ash studies) will
be associated with an oxygen concentration of 12 %. Thus, a well-controlled environment
with 8% to 12% oxygen concentration is the right base-case for ultrafine aerosol studies.
201, 202

A study on the effects of oxygen composition on the nucleation of suboxides to form

ultrafine aerosol in a reducing-to-oxidizing environment would be interesting.
3. Along the same line of thought, the gas temperature could be characterized for higher
temperatures such as 2000 K, which would promote the vaporization of the refractory
oxides. Such high temperatures would be appropriate for modern coal-fired boilers which
involve the use of high oxygen concentration. One example of such boilers is the Staged,
Pressurized Oxy-combustion Technology under development at Washington University in
St Louis.
4. Along with high speed videography, further ignition studies with particle surface
temperature measurements can provide data valuable for improving numerical model
predictions of ignition mechanism. For example, using multi-vision high-speed, highresolution imaging technique, temperature of the gas phase could be determined at the
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standoff height where ignition occurs. Such measurements will provide information on the
minimum gas temperature required for ignition and can allow for theoretical determination
of a difficult-to-measure variable such as volatile concentration at ignition point. Assuming
that volatile combustion reaction can be simplified to a one-step global reaction rate in
Arrhenius form, then accurate volatile concentration at ignition point can be determined
analytically.31 Also, such gas temperature measurements can be used to verify a theoretical
prediction of ignition based on modified Semenov thermal explosion analysis and to
improve predictions of activation energies, frequency factor, and specific reaction rates for
different particle sizes, as described in the literature.50
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Appendix A
MATLAB codes
A.1 Single particle emission intensity extraction code
prefix='BackgroundFILENAME_';

Num_start=0;
Num_end=500;
im=double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start,'%08d'),'.tif')));
% Read the video files and convert each frame to tiff image files
for i=1:(Num_end-Num_start)
% Sum of the images files after string concatenation to obtain average image data file
im=im+double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start+i,'%08d'),'.tif')));
end
im=im/(Num_end-Num_start+1);
im_background=im;
save('background.mat','im_background');
% load the code below on a separate script
% Obtaining parameters for particle tracking and edge detection
prefix='DataFILENAME_';
load('background.mat');
Num_start=0;
% threshold for particle detection
threshold_R=400;
threshold_G=200;
threshold_B_negative=30;
threshold_B_positive=100;
filter_size=10;
% filter size, smaller than half of particle size
dilate_size=1;
% expansion factor for signal integration
% read image
im=double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start,'%08d'),'.tif'))); % read file
imsize=size(im);
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im_nobg=im-im_background; % substract background
im_denoise=zeros(imsize);
im_denoise(:,:,1)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,1),[filter_size filter_size]); % reduce noise
im_denoise(:,:,2)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,2),[filter_size filter_size]);
im_denoise(:,:,3)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,3),[filter_size filter_size]);
imsize=size(im);
% display statistics of image after denoise and threshold
histogram(round(im_nobg(:,:,1)));
hold on;
histogram(round(im_denoise(:,:,1)));
hold off;
pause;
% display statistics of image after denoise and threshold
histogram(round(im_nobg(:,:,2)));
hold on;
histogram(round(im_denoise(:,:,2)));
hold off;
pause;
% display statistics of image after denoise and threshold
histogram(round(im_nobg(:,:,3)));
hold on;
histogram(round(im_denoise(:,:,3)));
hold off;
pause;
% convert to BW information
im_BW_R=abs(im_denoise(:,:,1))>threshold_R;
im_BW_G=abs(im_denoise(:,:,2))>threshold_G;
im_BW_B= (im_denoise(:,:,3)<-threshold_B_negative) |
(im_denoise(:,:,3)>threshold_B_positive);
% dilate integral area
SE = strel('sphere',dilate_size);
im_BW=imdilate(im_BW_R | im_BW_G | im_BW_B, SE);
% edge of integral area
im_edge=edge(im_BW);
% display image for edge detection
im_display=zeros(imsize(1)*5,imsize(2),3);
im_display(:,:,1)=[im_BW_R;im_BW_G;im_BW_B;im_BW;im(:,:,1)/max(max(max(im)))+im_
edge];
im_display(:,:,2)=[im_BW_R;im_BW_G;im_BW_B;im_BW;im(:,:,2)/max(max(max(im)))im_edge];
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im_display(:,:,3)=[im_BW_R;im_BW_G;im_BW_B;im_BW;im(:,:,3)/max(max(max(im)))im_edge];
imshow(im_display);
% load the code below on a separate script
% track particles and obtain integral signal for each channel
prefix='DataFILENAME_';
Num_start=0;
pixel_velovity=7;
% estimated velocity of particles; Adjust accordingly
search_distance=2;
% estimated uncertainty of particle velocity; adjust accordingly
% parameters from test_parameters
threshold_R=360; % threshold for particle detection
threshold_G=150;
threshold_B_negative=60;
threshold_B_positive=60;
filter_size=4;
% filter size, smaller than half of particle size
dilate_size=2;
% expansion factor for signal integration
%
position_X=zeros(1000,1);
position_Y=zeros(1000,1);
signal_R=zeros(1000,1);
signal_G=zeros(1000,1);
signal_B=zeros(1000,1);
% read background file
load('background.mat');
% get image information
im=double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start,'%08d'),'.tif')));
imsize=size(im);
% specify particle to be tracked in image
imshow(im(:,1:round(imsize(2)/3),:)./max(max(max(im(:,1:round(imsize(2)/3),:)))));
initial_position=round(ginput(1));
position_X(1)=initial_position(1);
position_Y(1)=initial_position(2);
%
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i=1;
while position_X(i) - search_distance > 0 ...
&& position_X(i)+ search_distance < imsize(2) ...
&& position_Y(i)- search_distance > 0 ...
&& position_Y(i)- search_distance < imsize(1) % tracking range is in the picture
% read image
im=double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start+i-1,'%08d'),'.tif')));
im_nobg=im-im_background; % substract background
im_denoise=zeros(imsize);
im_denoise(:,:,1)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,1),[filter_size filter_size]); % reduce noise
im_denoise(:,:,2)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,2),[filter_size filter_size]);
im_denoise(:,:,3)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,3),[filter_size filter_size]);
% detect integral zone
im_BW_R=abs(im_denoise(:,:,1))>threshold_R;
im_BW_G=abs(im_denoise(:,:,2))>threshold_G;
im_BW_B= (im_denoise(:,:,3)<-threshold_B_negative) |
(im_denoise(:,:,3)>threshold_B_positive);
SE = strel('sphere',dilate_size);
im_BW=imdilate(im_BW_R | im_BW_G | im_BW_B, SE); % dilate integration area
im_label=bwlabel(im_BW);
% search local maximun signal for particle position
search_area=im_denoise(...
position_Y(i)+((-search_distance):search_distance),...
position_X(i)+((-search_distance):search_distance),...
:);
search_area(:,:,3) =
search_area(:,:,3).*(1+(search_area(:,:,3)<0)/(threshold_B_negative*threshold_B_positive));%
intensify negative blue signal
[~,temp]=max(...
reshape(...
sum( abs(search_area) , 3)...
,[(2*search_distance+1)^2 1] ...
));
position_X(i)=position_X(i)+floor((temp-1)/(2*search_distance+1))-search_distance;
position_Y(i)=position_Y(i)+mod(temp-1,2*search_distance+1)+1-search_distance;
% calculate particle signal intensity and position
if im_label(position_Y(i),position_X(i))==0 % lost particle
% display tracking position
im_display=im/3978;
im_display(position_Y(i),:,1)=1;
im_display(:,position_X(i),1)=1;
im_display(position_Y(i),:,2)=0;
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im_display(:,position_X(i),2)=0;
im_display(position_Y(i),:,3)=0;
im_display(:,position_X(i),3)=0;
imshow(imresize(im_display,0.5));
else
% calculate integral area
integral_area=(im_label==im_label(position_Y(i),position_X(i)));
% display integral area
im_display=im/3978;
integral_edge=edge(integral_area);
im_display(:,:,1)=im_display(:,:,1)+integral_edge;
im_display(:,:,2)=im_display(:,:,2)-integral_edge;
im_display(:,:,3)=im_display(:,:,3)-integral_edge;
imshow(imresize(im_display,0.5));
% calculate signal intensity
signal_R(i)=sum(sum(im_nobg(:,:,1).*integral_area))/sum(sum(integral_area));
signal_G(i)=sum(sum(im_nobg(:,:,2).*integral_area))/sum(sum(integral_area));
signal_B(i)=sum(sum(im_nobg(:,:,3).*integral_area))/sum(sum(integral_area));
% calculate accurate position in current frame
position_X(i)=round(sum(sum(integral_area.*repmat(1:imsize(2),imsize(1),1)))/sum(sum(integr
al_area)));
position_Y(i)=round(sum(sum(integral_area.*repmat((1:imsize(1))',1,imsize(2))))/sum(sum(inte
gral_area)));
end
% estimate particle position in next frame
position_X(i+1)=position_X(i)+pixel_velovity;
position_Y(i+1)=position_Y(i);
i=i+1;
end
% output result
num_of_frames=i-1;
position_X=position_X(1:num_of_frames,:);
position_Y=position_Y(1:num_of_frames,:);
signal_R=signal_R(1:num_of_frames,:);
signal_G=signal_G(1:num_of_frames,:);
signal_B=signal_B(1:num_of_frames,:);
Out2Excel=[...
Num_start 0 0 0 0;...
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initial_position(1) 0 0 0 0 ;...
initial_position(2) 0 0 0 0 ;...
position_X position_Y signal_R signal_G signal_B;];

A.2 Code for simultaneous determination of particle size
and ignition delay time
% calculate the average of images for background processing
prefix='BackgroundFILENAME_';
Num_start=0;
Num_end=500;
im=double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start,'%08d'),'.tif')));
% Read the video files and convert each frame to tiff image files
for i=1:(Num_end-Num_start)
% Sum of the images files after string concatenation to obtain average image data file
im=im+double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start+i,'%08d'),'.tif')));
end
im=im/(Num_end-Num_start+1);
im_background=im;
save('background.mat','im_background');
% load the code below on a separate script
% Obtaining parameters for edge detection and error corrections
prefix='DataFILENAME_';
load('background.mat');
Num_start=0;
% Initial thresholds for particle detection
threshold_R=500;
threshold_G=150;
threshold_B_negative=50;
threshold_B_positive=300;
filter_size=5;
% filter size, smaller than half of particle size
dilate_size=2;
% expansion factor for signal integration
save('parameters.mat','threashold_R','threashold_G','threashold_B_negative','threashold_B_positi
ve','filter_size','dilate_size');
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% read image
im=double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start,'%08d'),'.tif'))); % read file
imsize=size(im);
im_nobg=im-im_background; % substract background
im_denoise=zeros(imsize);
im_denoise(:,:,1)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,1),[filter_size filter_size]); % reduce noise
im_denoise(:,:,2)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,2),[filter_size filter_size]);
im_denoise(:,:,3)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,3),[filter_size filter_size]);
imsize=size(im);
% display statistics of image after denoise and threshold
histogram(round(im_nobg(:,:,1)));
hold on;
histogram(round(im_denoise(:,:,1)));
hold off;
pause;
% display statistics of image after denoise and threshold
histogram(round(im_nobg(:,:,2)));
hold on;
histogram(round(im_denoise(:,:,2)));
hold off;
pause;
% display statistics of image after denoise and threshold
histogram(round(im_nobg(:,:,3)));
hold on;
histogram(round(im_denoise(:,:,3)));
hold off;
pause;
% convert to BW information
im_BW_R=abs(im_denoise(:,:,1))>threshold_R;
im_BW_G=abs(im_denoise(:,:,2))>threshold_G;
im_BW_B= (im_denoise(:,:,3)<-threshold_B_negative) |
(im_denoise(:,:,3)>threshold_B_positive);
% dilate integral area
SE = strel('sphere',dilate_size);
im_BW=imdilate(im_BW_R | im_BW_G | im_BW_B, SE);
% edge of integral area
im_edge=edge(im_BW);
% display image for edge detection
im_display=zeros(imsize(1)*5,imsize(2),3);
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im_display(:,:,1)=[im_BW_R;im_BW_G;im_BW_B;im_BW;im(:,:,1)/max(max(max(im)))+im_
edge];
im_display(:,:,2)=[im_BW_R;im_BW_G;im_BW_B;im_BW;im(:,:,2)/max(max(max(im)))im_edge];
im_display(:,:,3)=[im_BW_R;im_BW_G;im_BW_B;im_BW;im(:,:,3)/max(max(max(im)))im_edge];
imshow(im_display);
% load the code below on a separate script
% track particles and obtain integral signal for each channel and calculate the projected area of
particle before ignition
prefix='DataFILENAME_';
Num_start=0;
pixel_velovity=9;
% estimated velocity of particles; adjust accordingly
search_distance=3;
% estimated uncertainty of particle velocity; adjust accordingly
% read parameters from parameters.mat
load('parameters.mat');
display_magnification=0.6;
%
position_X=zeros(1000,1);
position_Y=zeros(1000,1);
signal_R=zeros(1000,1);
signal_G=zeros(1000,1);
signal_B=zeros(1000,1);
projected_area=zeros(1000,1);
% read background file
load('background.mat');
% get image information
im=double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start,'%08d'),'.tif')));
imsize=size(im);
% specify particle to be tracked in image
imshow(im(:,1:round(imsize(2)/3),:)./max(max(max(im(:,1:round(imsize(2)/3),:)))));
initial_position=round(ginput(1));
position_X(1)=initial_position(1);
position_Y(1)=initial_position(2);
%
i=1;
while position_X(i) - search_distance > 0 ...
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&& position_X(i)+ search_distance < imsize(2) ...
&& position_Y(i)- search_distance > 0 ...
&& position_Y(i)+ search_distance < imsize(1) % tracking range is in the picture
% read image
im=double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start+i-1,'%08d'),'.tif')));
im_nobg=im-im_background; % substract background
im_denoise=zeros(imsize);
im_denoise(:,:,1)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,1),[filter_size filter_size]); % reduce noise
im_denoise(:,:,2)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,2),[filter_size filter_size]);
im_denoise(:,:,3)=wiener2(im_nobg(:,:,3),[filter_size filter_size]);
% detect integral zone
im_BW_R=abs(im_denoise(:,:,1))>threashold_R;
im_BW_G=abs(im_denoise(:,:,2))>threashold_G;
im_BW_B= (im_denoise(:,:,3)<-threashold_B_negative) |
(im_denoise(:,:,3)>threashold_B_positive);
SE = strel('sphere',dilate_size);
im_BW=imdilate(im_BW_R | im_BW_G | im_BW_B, SE); % dilate integration area
im_label=bwlabel(im_BW);
% search local maximun signal for particle position
search_area=im_denoise(...
position_Y(i)+((-search_distance):search_distance),...
position_X(i)+((-search_distance):search_distance),...
:);
search_area(:,:,3) = search_area(:,:,3)+search_area(:,:,3).*(search_area(:,:,3)<0)*...
(max([threashold_R threashold_G threashold_B_negative
threashold_B_positive])/threashold_B_negative-1);% intensify negative blue signal
[~,temp]=max(...
reshape(...
sum( abs(search_area) , 3)...
,[(2*search_distance+1)^2 1] ...
));
position_X(i)=position_X(i)+floor((temp-1)/(2*search_distance+1))-search_distance;
position_Y(i)=position_Y(i)+mod(temp-1,2*search_distance+1)+1-search_distance;
% calculate particle signal intensity and position
if im_label(position_Y(i),position_X(i))==0 % lost particle
% display tracking position
im_display=im/1096;
im_display(position_Y(i),:,1)=1;
im_display(:,position_X(i),1)=1;
im_display(position_Y(i),:,2)=0;
im_display(:,position_X(i),2)=0;
im_display(position_Y(i),:,3)=0;
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im_display(:,position_X(i),3)=0;
imshow(imresize(im_display,display_magnification));
else
% calculate integral area
integral_area=(im_label==im_label(position_Y(i),position_X(i)));
% display integral area
im_display=im/1096;
integral_edge=edge(integral_area);
im_display(:,:,1)=im_display(:,:,1)+integral_edge;
im_display(:,:,2)=im_display(:,:,2)-integral_edge;
im_display(:,:,3)=im_display(:,:,3)-integral_edge;
imshow(imresize(im_display,display_magnification));
% calculate signal intensity
signal_R(i)=sum(sum(im_nobg(:,:,1).*integral_area));
signal_G(i)=sum(sum(im_nobg(:,:,2).*integral_area));
signal_B(i)=sum(sum(im_nobg(:,:,3).*integral_area));
% calculate particle projected area
projected_area(i)=-sum(sum(im_nobg(:,:,3)./im_background(:,:,3).*integral_area));
% calculate accurate position in current frame
position_X(i)=round(sum(sum(integral_area.*repmat(1:imsize(2),imsize(1),1)))/sum(sum(integr
al_area)));
position_Y(i)=round(sum(sum(integral_area.*repmat((1:imsize(1))',1,imsize(2))))/sum(sum(inte
gral_area)));
end
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

1. Creat a directory 'Graphout'
2. Select the type of picture to save
'im/1096': original picture
'im_nobg/1096': substracted background
'im_denoise/1096': denoised picture (no background)
'im_display': original picture with detected edge
for single color, use im(:,:,1) for red et al.
imwrite(im/1096,(strcat('.\Graphout\monitor',num2str(Num_start+i-1,'%08d'),'.tif')));

% estimate particle position in next frame
position_X(i+1)=position_X(i)+pixel_velovity;
position_Y(i+1)=position_Y(i);
i=i+1;
end
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% reorganize results
num_of_frames=i-1;
position_X=position_X(1:num_of_frames,:);
position_Y=position_Y(1:num_of_frames,:);
signal_R=signal_R(1:num_of_frames,:);
signal_G=signal_G(1:num_of_frames,:);
signal_B=signal_B(1:num_of_frames,:);
projected_area=projected_area(1:num_of_frames,:);
% calculate average projected area of a particle
ignit_point=find(signal_R>0.15*max(signal_R),1,'first');
temp=projected_area(1:ignit_point);
temp=temp(temp~=0);
expfit=fittype(@(a,b,c,x) a-exp((x-b)/c));
exp_res=fit((1:numel(temp))',temp,expfit,'StartPoint',[0,numel(temp),5]);
if exp_res.b-3*exp_res.c<0
disp('not enough effective data points for projected area calculation');
projected_area_avg=0;
projected_area_std=0;
else
temp=temp(1:(fix(exp_res.b-3*exp_res.c)));
projected_area_avg=mean(temp);
projected_area_std=std(temp);
while any(temp>=projected_area_avg+3*projected_area_std) ||
any(temp<=projected_area_avg-3*projected_area_std)
temp=temp((temp>projected_area_avg-3*projected_area_std) &
(temp<projected_area_avg+3*projected_area_std));
projected_area_avg=mean(temp);
projected_area_std=std(temp);
end
plot(1:ignit_point,projected_area(1:ignit_point),...
[1 exp_res.b-3*exp_res.c+sum(projected_area(1:fix(exp_res.b-3*exp_res.c))==0)],[1
1]*projected_area_avg,...
[1 exp_res.b-3*exp_res.c+sum(projected_area(1:fix(exp_res.b-3*exp_res.c))==0)],[1
1]*(projected_area_avg+3*projected_area_std),...
[1 exp_res.b-3*exp_res.c+sum(projected_area(1:fix(exp_res.b-3*exp_res.c))==0)],[1
1]*(projected_area_avg-3*projected_area_std));
end
%
Out2Excel=[...
Num_start 0 0 0 0 0;...
initial_position(1) 0 0 0 0 0;...
initial_position(2) 0 0 0 0 0;...
projected_area_avg 0 0 0 0 0;...
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projected_area_std 0 0 0 0 0;...
position_X position_Y signal_R signal_G signal_B projected_area];

A.3 Group particle emission intensity extraction code
prefix='BackgroundFILENAME_';
Num_start=0;
Num_end=500;
im=double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start,'%08d'),'.tif')));
% Read the video files and convert each frame to tiff image files
for i=1:(Num_end-Num_start)
% Sum of the images files after string concatenation to obtain average image data file
im=im+double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start+i,'%08d'),'.tif')));
end
im=im/(Num_end-Num_start+1);
im_background=im;
save('background.mat','im_background');
histogram(im_background(:,:,3));
xlabel('Blue intensity (0-1096)');
ylabel('Number of pixels');
prefix='DataFILENAME_';
Num_start=0;
Num_end=6000;
% load the code below on a separate script
load('background.mat'); % Load the background for noise correction
im=double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start,'%08d'),'.tif')));
% Read the video files and convert each frame to tiff image files
for i=1:(Num_end-Num_start)
% Sum of the images files after string concatenation to obtain average image data file
im=im+double(imread(strcat(prefix,num2str(Num_start+i,'%08d'),'.tif')));
end
im=im/(Num_end-Num_start+1);
im_noBG=im-im_background;
signal_R=sum(im_noBG(:,:,1),1)'/size(im_noBG,2);
signal_G=sum(im_noBG(:,:,2),1)'/size(im_noBG,2);
signal_B=sum(im_noBG(:,:,3),1)'/size(im_noBG,2);
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imshow(abs(im_noBG)/max(abs(im_noBG(:))));
pause;
plot(signal_R,'r');
hold on;
plot(signal_G,'g');
plot(signal_B,'b');
hold off;
xlabel('pixel');
ylabel('accumulated signal intensity');
legend('red','green','blue');

A.4

Single particle combustion modeling

A.4.1 Pre-ignition modeling
Clear
Clc
% time resolution
Delt=1E-4; % timestep size
T0=300;
timelength =0.06;
% atmospheres
% parameters for PRB coal
frac_moisture = 0.10; % mass basis
frac_volatile = 0.39; % volatile fraction, [1]
frac_ash=0.0813;
% ash fraction, [1]
frac_char=1-frac_moisture-frac_volatile-frac_ash;
% parameters for PRB coal particle
dp0= 150E-6; % particle diameter, in m narrow class is (125-150)
density=1400; % density, [kg/m^3]
m_p(1)=density*pi/6*dp0^3; % mass of single particle, [kg]
m_ash=m_p(1)*frac_ash;
% mass of ash in single particle, [kg]
m_char=m_p(1)*frac_char;
m_moisture(1)=m_p(1)*frac_moisture;
m_u(1)=m_p(1)*frac_volatile;
f_moisture(1)=m_moisture(1)/m_p(1);
Cp=1680; % specific heat capacity of particle, [J/(kg*K)]
eps=0.8; % emissivity factor of particle [1]
% %% physical constants
sig=5.67E-8; % boltzman constant, [W/(m^2*K^4)]
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R=8.3145;

% ideal gas constant, [J/(mol*K)]

% %% kinetic parameters
A3=1.34e5; % [/s]
E3=74100; % [J/mol]
P_tot=101325;
MW_H2O=0.018;
MW_AIR=0.0284;
MW_CO2=0.044;
MW_N2=0.028;
MW_O2=0.032;
Tp(1)=300;
t(1)=0;
for i=2:1:timelength/Delt
t(i)=(i-1)*Delt;
%
% 1800 K gas flame, oxidizing atmosphere
%
T_case = 1800;
% gas temperature in Kelvin
Tg(i-1)= (T_case+67.165)-(T_case-232.8578).*exp(-1.*t(i-1)/0.00582)-915.0673.*t(i-1);
%
1800 K gas enivronment
P_O2_c(i-1) = (19.90426-19.8641.*exp(-1.*t(i-1)/0.006386))./100.*101325;
%
oxygen partial pressure in the reactor
X_O2_c(i-1)=P_O2_c(i-1)/P_tot;
P_H2O_0 = 0.2227*101325;
X_H2O_0=P_H2O_0/P_tot;
X_O2_0= 19.90426/100;
%
% 1300 K gas flame, oxidizing atmosphere
%
% T_case = 1300;
% gas temperature in Kelvin
% Tg(i-1)=(T_case-78.592)-(T_case-378.4971)*exp(-1.*t(i-1)/0.001);
% 1300 K gas
enivronment
% P_O2_c(i-1) = (20.49649-20.49649.*exp(-1.*t(i-1)/0.001001))./100.*101325; % centerline
oxygen partial pressure
% X_O2_c(i-1)=P_O2_c(i-1)/P_tot;
% P_H2O_0 = 0.0654*101325;
% X_H2O_0=P_H2O_0/P_tot;
% X_O2_0= 20.49649/100;
%
% calculate near-particle atmosphere
X_CO2_0=X_H2O_0/2;
X_N2_0=1-X_H2O_0-X_O2_0-X_CO2_0;
X_H2O_c(i-1)=X_O2_c(i-1)/X_O2_0*X_H2O_0;
X_CO2_c(i-1)=X_O2_c(i-1)/X_O2_0*X_CO2_0;
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X_N2_c(i-1)=1-X_O2_c(i-1)-X_CO2_c(i-1)-X_H2O_c(i-1);
MW_mix_c(i-1)=X_H2O_c(i-1)*MW_H2O+X_O2_c(i-1)*MW_O2+X_CO2_c(i1)*MW_CO2+X_N2_c(i-1)*MW_N2;
Y_H2O_c(i-1)=X_H2O_c(i-1)*MW_H2O/MW_mix_c(i-1);
rho_mix_c(i-1) = P_tot*MW_mix_c(i-1)/R/Tg(i-1);
%
% particle property
%
Dp(i-1)=dp0;
% constant size assumption, [m].
rhop(i-1)=6*m_p(i-1)/pi/Dp(i-1)^3; % constant size assumption holds during devolatilization
Ap(i-1)=pi*Dp(i-1)^2;
% surface area of particle, [m^2]
% transport and thermal parameters
kg(i-1)=5.2957E-5.*Tg(i-1)+1.4999E-2; % thermal conductivity of gas [w/(m*K)], on
temperature [K]
D_O2(i-1)=1.5636E-9*Tg(i-1)^1.67003; % binary diffusion rate of O2-N2, [m^2/s]
D_H2O(i-1)=0.282e-4*(0.5*(Tp(i-1)+Tg(i-1))/298)^1.5;
D_CH4(i-1)=0.217e-4*(0.5*(Tp(i-1)+Tg(i-1))/298)^1.5;
k_h2o(i-1)=2.0*D_H2O(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
% Sherwood number = 2.
k_vol(i-1)=2.0*D_CH4(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
% Sherwood number = 2.
%
% kinetic data for devolatilization
k3(i-1)=A3*exp(-E3/R/Tg(i-1)); % [/s]
k(i-1)=k3(i-1);
%
% coal particle mass and heat transfer-drying, boiling
% Calulate Bm
P_moisture_sat(i-1) = 101325*exp(-2.1286e5/Tp(i-1)/Tp(i-1)-3.8224e3/Tp(i-1)+11.77); %Pa
L_h2o=2260000; %j/kg
if Tp(i-1)<373.25
X_H2O_s(i-1) = P_moisture_sat(i-1)/P_tot;
else
X_H2O_s(i-1) = 1;
end
MW_mix_s(i-1)= X_H2O_s(i-1)*MW_H2O+(1-X_H2O_s(i-1))*MW_mix_c(i-1);
Y_H2O_s(i-1)= X_H2O_s(i-1)*MW_H2O/MW_mix_s(i-1);
Bm(i-1)= (Y_H2O_s(i-1)-Y_H2O_c(i-1))/(1-Y_H2O_s(i-1));
%
% drying
if (m_moisture(i-1)>0 && Tp(i-1)<373.25)
h_v(i-1)=2*log(1+Bm(i-1))/Bm(i-1)*kg(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
m_moisture(i)=m_moisture(i-1)-k_h2o(i-1)*Ap(i-1)*rho_mix_c(i-1)*log(1+Bm(i-1))*Delt;
m_u(i)=m_u(i-1);
m_p(i)=m_moisture(i)+m_u(i)+m_char+m_ash;
Tp(i)=Tp(i-1)+((Ap(i-1)*(h_v(i-1)*(Tg(i-1)-Tp(i-1))+eps*sig*(T0^4-Tp(i1)^4)))*Delt/Cp+(m_p(i)-m_p(i-1))*L_h2o/Cp)/m_p(i-1)-(m_p(i)-m_p(i-1))*Tp(i-1)/m_p(i);
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X_vol_s(i-1)=0;
% boiling
elseif (m_moisture(i-1)>0 && Tp(i-1)>=373.25)
h_v(i-1)=2*kg(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
m_moisture(i)=m_moisture(i-1)-Ap(i-1)*(h_v(i-1)*(Tg(i-1)-Tp(i-1))+eps*sig*(T0^4-Tp(i1)^4))*Delt/L_h2o;
m_u(i)=m_u(i-1);
m_p(i)=m_moisture(i)+m_u(i)+m_char+m_ash;
Tp(i)=373.25;
X_vol_s(i-1)=0;
% devolatilization
elseif (m_moisture(i-1)<=0 && m_u(i-1)>0)
h_v(i-1)=2*kg(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
m_moisture(i)=0;
m_u(i)=m_u(i-1)-m_u(i-1)*k(i-1)*Delt;
m_p(i)=m_moisture(i)+m_u(i)+m_char+m_ash;
Tp(i)=Tp(i-1)+(Ap(i-1)*(h_v(i-1)*(Tg(i-1)-Tp(i-1))+eps*sig*(T0^4-Tp(i1)^4))*Delt)/Cp/m_p(i-1)-(m_p(i)-m_p(i-1))*Tp(i-1)/m_p(i);
X_vol_s(i-1)=m_u(i-1)*k(i-1)/k_vol(i-1)/Ap(i-1)*R*Tg(i-1)/P_tot;
% heating
else
h_v(i-1)=2*kg(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
m_moisture(i)= m_moisture(i-1);
m_u(i)=m_u(i-1);
m_p(i)=m_moisture(i)+m_u(i)+m_char+m_ash;
Tp(i)=Tp(i-1)+(Ap(i-1)*(h_v(i-1)*(Tg(i-1)-Tp(i-1))+eps*sig*(T0^4-Tp(i1)^4))*Delt)/Cp/m_p(i-1);
X_vol_s(i-1)=0;
end
% Tp(i)=Tp(i-1)+0.2;
f_moisture(i)=m_moisture(i)/m_p(i);
end
tt=t(1:timelength/Delt-1);
figure (1)
plot(t*1000, m_p*1e9);
xlabel('Res. time (ms)'), ylabel('particle mass (microgram)');
figure (2)
plot(tt*1000, X_vol_s);
xlabel('Res. time (ms)'), ylabel('Volatile mole fraction at particle surface');
figure (3)
plot(t*1000, m_u*1e9);
xlabel('Res. time (ms)'), ylabel('Volatile mass remaining in particle (microgram)');
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figure (4)
plot(t*1000, Tp);
xlabel('Res. time, (ms)'), ylabel('Particle temperature');
figure (5)
plot(t*1000, m_moisture*1e9);
xlabel('Res. time, (ms)'), ylabel('Moisture mass remaining in particle (microgram)');
% Extract Data to file
Datalist=[t(1:0.06/Delt-1);m_moisture(1:0.06/Delt-1);m_u(1:0.06/Delt1);X_H2O_s;X_vol_s;Tp(1:0.06/Delt-1)].';

A.4.2 Combustion modeling
clear
clc
% time resolution
Delt=1E-4; % timestep size
T0=300;
timelength =0.1;
t(1)=0;
% physical constants
sig=5.67E-8; % boltzman constant, [W/(m^2*K^4)]
R=8.3145; % ideal gas constant, [J/(mol*K)]
MW_H2O=0.018;
MW_AIR=0.0284;
MW_CO2=0.044;
MW_N2=0.028;
MW_O2=0.032;
MW_vol=0.030;
MW_C=0.012;
% Coal property
% parameters for PRB coal
frac_moisture = 0.11; % mass basis
frac_volatile = 0.39; % volatile fraction, [1]
frac_ash=0.0813;
% ash fraction, [1]
frac_char=0.4287
hc= 3.2808E7;
% heat of char combustion C->CO2, [J/kg]
frac_of_heat_to_particle=0.3; % fraction of heat release returning for particle heating. Source:
ANSYS fluent literatures
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% parameters for PRB coal particle
dp0= 64e-6; % particle diameter, in m narrow class is (125-150)
dp_radial=1000; % radial profile with j from 1 to 150 micron distance away from the particle
surface
density=1400; % density, [kg/m^3]
m_p(1)=density*pi/6*dp0^3; % mass of single particle, [kg]
m_ash=m_p(1)*frac_ash;
% mass of ash in single particle, [kg]
m_char(1)=m_p(1)*frac_char;
m_moisture(1)=m_p(1)*frac_moisture;
m_u(1)=m_p(1)*frac_volatile;
f_moisture(1)=m_moisture(1)/m_p(1);
Cp=1680; % specific heat capacity of particle, [J/(kg*K)]
eps=0.8; % emissivity factor of particle [1]
% pyrolysis kinetics
A3=1.34e5; % [/s] L. Cai et al. / Fuel 182 (2016) 958?66
% And R. Jovanovic et al./International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer 54 (2011) 921?31
E3=74100; % [J/mol]
% Volatile reaction kinetics
hv_combustion= 2.77e7;
%[J/kg] HEATING VALUE OF VOLATILE COMBUSTION : Table 2 of Gururajan et al,
Mechanisms for the Ignition of Pulverized Coal Particles
hv=1000000;
% [J/kg] Heat of volatile decomposition/devolatilization
Avol_oxi=3.88e8; % [m^3/mol/s]
Evol_oxi=1.591e5; % J/mol % Mechanisms for the Ignition of Pulverized Coal Particles using
Vandenabeele et al kinetics in Table 1
% Char surface reaction kinetics
% Lei Chen Oxy-fuel combustion review paper of 2012 and
% Mechanisms for the Ignition of Pulverized Coal Particles,CNF 81: 119-132 (1990)
%0.000045; % [kg/m^2/s/Pa]
Ac_steam=0.00192; % [kg/m^2/s/Pa]
Ec_steam=147000; % [J/mol] % Lei chen
Ac_co2=0.00635; % [kg/m^2/s/Pa]
Ec_co2=162000; % [J/mol] % Lei chen
% Jovanovic et al./International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer 54 (2011) 921?31
% Char surface oxidation reaction kinetics
Ac_oxi=0.0045;
Ec_oxi=69000; %
% Coal surface oxidation reaction kinetics
Acoal_oxi=0.016; % [kg/m^2/s/Pa]
Ecoal_oxi=1.49e5; % J/mol
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% Operating Parameters/constants
P_tot=101325;
Tp(1)=300;
for i=2:1:timelength/Delt
t(i)=(i-1)*Delt;
%
% 1800 K gas flame, oxidizing atmosphere
%
T_case = 1800;
% gas temperature in Kelvin
Tg(i-1)= (T_case+67.165)-(T_case-232.8578).*exp(-1.*t(i-1)/0.00582)-915.0673.*t(i-1); %
1800 K gas enivronment
P_O2_c(i-1) = (19.90426-19.8641.*exp(-1.*t(i-1)/0.006386))./100.*101325; % oxygen partial
pressure in the reactor
X_O2_c(i-1)=P_O2_c(i-1)/P_tot;
P_H2O_0 = 0.2227*101325;
X_H2O_0=P_H2O_0/P_tot;
X_O2_0= 19.90426/100;
Cpg= 1286; % for 1800 K, unit in J/kg-K Appendix Table C.1 of Stephen Turn's book on
combustion
%
% For 1800 K gas flame, reducing-to-oxidizing atmosphere, activate line 92 to 100 and
deactivate line 79-89
%
% T_case = 1800;
% gas temperature in Kelvin
% Tg(i-1)= (T_case+67.165)-(T_case-232.8578).*exp(-1.*t(i-1)/0.00582)-915.0673.*t(i-1); %
1800 K gas enivronment
% P_O2_c(i-1) = (6295.2.*t(i-1).^3-2754.7.*t(i-1).^2+393.77.*t(i-1)-6.324)./100.*101325;
% X_O2_c(i-1)=P_O2_c(i-1)/P_tot;
% P_H2O_0 = 0.2227*101325;
% X_H2O_0=P_H2O_0/P_tot;
% X_O2_0= 2/100;
% Cpg= 1286;
%
% calculate near-particle atmosphere
X_CO2_0=X_H2O_0/2;
X_N2_0=1-X_H2O_0-X_O2_0-X_CO2_0;
X_H2O_c(i-1)=X_O2_c(i-1)/X_O2_0*X_H2O_0;
X_CO2_c(i-1)=X_O2_c(i-1)/X_O2_0*X_CO2_0;
X_N2_c(i-1)=1-X_O2_c(i-1)-X_CO2_c(i-1)-X_H2O_c(i-1);
MW_mix_c(i-1)=X_H2O_c(i-1)*MW_H2O+X_O2_c(i-1)*MW_O2+X_CO2_c(i1)*MW_CO2+X_N2_c(i-1)*MW_N2;
Y_H2O_c(i-1)=X_H2O_c(i-1)*MW_H2O/MW_mix_c(i-1);
rho_mix_c(i-1) = P_tot*MW_mix_c(i-1)/R/Tg(i-1);
%
% particle property
Dp(i-1)=dp0; % constant size assumption, [m]. MODIFIED_AG
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rhop(i-1)=6*m_p(i-1)/pi/Dp(i-1)^3; %constant size assumption holds during devolatilization
Ap(i-1)=pi*Dp(i-1)^2; % surface area of particle, [m^2]
%
% transport and thermal parameters
kg(i-1)=5.2957E-5.*Tg(i-1)+1.4999E-2; % thermal conductivity of gas [w/(m*K)], on
temperature [K]
D_O2(i-1)=1.5636E-9*Tg(i-1)^1.67003; % binary diffusion rate of O2-N2, [m^2/s]
D_H2O(i-1)=0.282e-4*(0.5*(Tp(i-1)+Tg(i-1))/298)^1.5;
D_CH4(i-1)=0.217e-4*(0.5*(Tp(i-1)+Tg(i-1))/298)^1.5;
k_h2o(i-1)=2.0*D_H2O(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
% Sherwood number = 2. //MODIFIED_AG
k_vol(i-1)=2.0*D_CH4(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
% Sherwood number = 2. //MODIFIED_AG
%
% kinetic data for devolatilization
k3(i-1)=A3*exp(-E3/R/Tg(i-1)); % [/s]
k(i-1)=k3(i-1);
% coal particle mass and heat transfer-drying, boiling
% Calulate Bm
P_moisture_sat(i-1) = 101325*exp(-2.1286e5/Tp(i-1)/Tp(i-1)-3.8224e3/Tp(i-1)+11.77);
L_h2o=2260000; %j/kg
if Tp(i-1)<373.25
X_H2O_s(i-1) = P_moisture_sat(i-1)/P_tot;
else
X_H2O_s(i-1) = 1;
end
MW_mix_s(i-1)= X_H2O_s(i-1)*MW_H2O+(1-X_H2O_s(i-1))*MW_mix_c(i-1);
Y_H2O_s(i-1)= X_H2O_s(i-1)*MW_H2O/MW_mix_s(i-1);
Bm(i-1)= (Y_H2O_s(i-1)-Y_H2O_c(i-1))/(1-Y_H2O_s(i-1));

%Pa

% drying
if (m_moisture(i-1)>0 && Tp(i-1)<373.25)
h_v(i-1)=2*log(1+Bm(i-1))/Bm(i-1)*kg(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
m_moisture(i)=m_moisture(i-1)-k_h2o(i-1)*Ap(i-1)*rho_mix_c(i-1)*log(1+Bm(i-1))*Delt;
m_u(i)=m_u(i-1);
m_char(i)=m_char(i-1);
m_p(i)=m_moisture(i)+m_u(i)+m_char(i)+m_ash;
Tp(i)=Tp(i-1)+((Ap(i-1)*(h_v(i-1)*(Tg(i-1)-Tp(i-1))+eps*sig*(T0^4-Tp(i1)^4)))*Delt/Cp+(m_p(i)-m_p(i-1))*L_h2o/Cp)/m_p(i-1);
X_vol_s(i-1)=0;
X_O2_s(i-1)=(1-X_H2O_s(i-1))*X_O2_c(i-1)/(X_O2_c(i-1)+X_CO2_c(i-1)+X_N2_c(i-1));
% boiling
elseif (m_moisture(i-1)>0 && Tp(i-1)>=373.25)
h_v(i-1)=2*kg(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
m_moisture(i)=m_moisture(i-1)-Ap(i-1)*(h_v(i-1)*(Tg(i-1)-Tp(i-1))+eps*sig*(T0^4-Tp(i1)^4))*Delt/L_h2o;
m_u(i)=m_u(i-1);
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m_char(i)=m_char(i-1);
m_p(i)=m_moisture(i)+m_u(i)+m_char(i)+m_ash;
Tp(i)=373.25;
X_vol_s(i-1)=0;
X_O2_s(i-1)=(1-X_H2O_s(i-1))*X_O2_c(i-1)/(X_O2_c(i-1)+X_CO2_c(i-1)+X_N2_c(i-1));
% IGNITION AND COMBUSTION
elseif ((m_u(i-1)>m_u(1)*0.01 || m_char(i-1)>0) && Tp(i-1)>=573)
h_v(i-1)=2*kg(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
m_moisture(i)=0;
X_vol_s(i-1)=m_u(i-1)*k(i-1)/k_vol(i-1)/Ap(i-1)*R*Tg(i-1)/P_tot;
X_O2_s(i-1)=(1-X_vol_s(i-1))*X_O2_c(i-1)/(X_O2_c(i-1)+X_CO2_c(i-1)+X_N2_c(i1)+X_H2O_c(i-1));
% The Kinetic/Diffusion Surface Reaction Rate Model for char, coal
R_diff(i-1)= 5.32E-12*((Tp(i-1)+Tg(i-1))/2)^0.75/Dp(i-1);
% Diffusion resistance of
oxygen to particle from Lei Chen data
R_diff_steam(i-1)=5.77E-12*((Tp(i-1)+T_case)/2)^0.75/Dp(i-1); % Diffusion resistance of
steam to particle from Lei Chen data and W. Prationo et al. / Fuel Processing Technology xxx
(2015) xxx–xxx
R_diff_co2(i-1)=1.72E-12*((Tp(i-1)+T_case)/2)^0.75/Dp(i-1); % Diffusion resistance of
steam to particle
R_chem(i-1)= Ac_oxi*exp(-Ec_oxi/R/Tp(i-1));
% oxygen chemistry resistance at
particle surface [kg/m^2/s/Pa]
R_chem_steam(i-1)= Ac_steam*exp(-Ec_steam/R/Tp(i-1)); % steam chemistry resistance at
particle surface [kg/m^2/s/Pa]
R_chem_co2(i-1)= Ac_co2*exp(-Ec_co2/R/Tp(i-1));
% steam chemistry resistance at
particle surface [kg/m^2/s/Pa]
R_chem_coal(i-1)= Acoal_oxi*exp(-Ecoal_oxi/R/Tp(i-1)); % oxygen chemistry resistance at
non-devolatilized coal surface [kg/m^2/s/Pa]
% Rate of devolatilization, volatile combustion, coal ignition and char ignition
if (m_u(i-1)>m_u(1)*0.01)
R_dev(i-1) = m_u(i-1)*k(i-1);
else
R_dev(i-1) = 0;
end
X_Vol_LFL=0.05;
if (X_vol_s(i-1)<X_Vol_LFL || Tp(i-1)<573)
R_vol(i-1)=0;
else
R_vol(i-1)= MW_vol*Avol_oxi*exp(-Evol_oxi/R/Tg(i-1))*(P_tot/R/Tg(i-1))^2*X_vol_s(i1)*X_O2_c(i-1); %R_homo is in kg/m3-s - Mechanisms for the Ignition of Pulverized Coal
Particles,CNF 81: 119-132 (1990)
end
if R_vol(i-1)>R_dev(i-1)
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R_vol(i-1)=R_dev(i-1);
end
R_coal(i-1) = Ap(i-1)*P_O2_c(i-1)/(1/R_diff(i-1)+1/R_chem_coal(i-1));
R_char(i-1) = Ap(i-1)*P_O2_c(i-1)/(1/R_diff(i-1)+1/R_chem(i-1));
% HOMOGENEOUS IGNITION AND COMBUSTION
if (R_dev(i-1)>R_coal(i-1) && R_vol(i-1)>R_char(i-1))
% Devolatilization will occur and homogeneous reaction will occur
m_u(i)=m_u(i-1)-m_u(i-1)*k(i-1)*Delt;
% while char combustion reaction is stopped
R_het_char(i-1)=0;
end
% HETEROGENEOUS IGNITION AND COMBUSTION
if (R_dev(i-1)>R_coal(i-1) && R_vol(i-1)<R_char(i-1))
% Devolatilization will occur and heterogeneous reaction will occur
m_u(i)=m_u(i-1)-m_u(i-1)*k(i-1)*Delt;
% while volatile combustion reaction is stopped
% R_homo(i)=0;
if (m_u(i-1)> m_u(1)*0.01)
R_het_char(i-1)=0;
else
R_het_char(i-1)=Ap(i-1)*(P_O2_c(i-1)/(1/R_diff(i-1)+1/R_chem(i-1))+X_H2O_c(i1)*P_tot/(1/R_diff_steam(i-1)+1/R_chem_steam(i-1))+X_CO2_c(i-1)*P_tot/(1/R_diff_co2(i1)+1/R_chem_co2(i-1))); % kg/s char oxidation, gasification by steam and co2
end
end
% HETERO-HOMOGENEOUS IGNITION AND COMBUSTION
if (R_dev(i-1)<R_coal(i-1))
% Devolatilization, homogeneous reaction and heterogeneous reaction will occur
if (m_u(i-1)>m_u(1)*0.01)
m_u(i)=m_u(i-1)-R_coal(i-1)*Delt;
R_het_char(i-1)=0;
else
m_u(i)=m_u(i-1);
R_het_char(i-1)=Ap(i-1)*(P_O2_c(i-1)/(1/R_diff(i-1)+1/R_chem(i-1))+X_H2O_c(i1)*P_tot/(1/R_diff_steam(i-1)+1/R_chem_steam(i-1))+X_CO2_c(i-1)*P_tot/(1/R_diff_co2(i1)+1/R_chem_co2(i-1))); % kg/s char oxidation, gasification by steam and co2
end
end
m_char(i)=m_char(i-1)-R_het_char(i-1)*Delt; % heterogeneous combustion (mass of char left
in particle)
m_p(i)=m_moisture(i)+m_u(i)+m_char(i)+m_ash;
Tp(i)=Tp(i-1)+(Ap(i-1)*(h_v(i-1)*(Tg(i-1)-Tp(i-1))+eps*sig*(T0^4-Tp(i1)^4))*Delt)/Cp/m_p(i-1)-frac_of_heat_to_particle*(m_char(i)-m_char(i-1))*hc/Cp/m_p(i-1);
else
h_v(i-1)=2*kg(i-1)/Dp(i-1);
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m_moisture(i)= m_moisture(i-1);
m_u(i)=m_u(i-1);
m_char(i)=m_char(i-1);
m_p(i)=m_moisture(i)+m_u(i)+m_char(i)+m_ash;
Tp(i)=Tp(i-1)+(Ap(i-1)*(h_v(i-1)*(Tg(i-1)-Tp(i-1))+eps*sig*(T0^4-Tp(i1)^4))*Delt)/Cp/m_p(i-1);%-(m_p(i)-m_p(i-1))*hc/Cp/m_p(i-1);
X_vol_s(i-1)=0;
X_O2_s(i-1)=P_O2_c(i-1)/P_tot;
X_H2O_s(i-1)=X_H2O_c(i-1);
end
f_moisture(i)=m_moisture(i)/m_p(i);
end
%
tttt=timelength;
tt=t(1:tttt/Delt-1);
figure (1)
plot(tt*1000, X_vol_s);
xlabel('Res. time (ms)'), ylabel('Volatile mole fraction at particle surface');
figure (2)
plot(t*1000, m_u*1e9);
xlabel('Res. time (ms)'), ylabel('Volatile mass remaining in particle (microgram)');
figure (3)
plot(t*1000, m_char*1e9);
xlabel('Res. time (ms)'), ylabel('Char mass remaining in particle (microgram)');
figure (4)
plot(t*1000, Tp);
xlabel('Res. time, (ms)'), ylabel('Particle temperature');
% Extract Data to file
k=timelength;
Datalist=[t(1:k/Delt-1);m_moisture(1:k/Delt-1);m_u(1:k/Delt-1);m_char(1:k/Delt1);m_p(1:k/Delt-1);Tp(1:k/Delt-1);X_vol_s].';
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